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PREFACE.

-
their fractional relations to the square, are opposite to one another
in ratio of the squares of their diameters.

Sixth, The difference between a line inclosing and a line
coinciding with the utmost limit of the area of any circle is

the essential difference in the properties of cun'ed lines aR they
differ from any possible number of Btrai~ht lines in the polygon.

Any criticism which meets these points undel'standi"ngly and
fairly, showing that the writer has himself nnderstood the sub

ject, will be entitled to an answer; but anything which docs not
meet these points cannot be considered as heill~ rclcvallt to the
points at 'issue, ~nd therefore c.annot be considered as worthy of a

reply.
I am no~ aware of any errors in the book which can miRlead

anyone in regard to the principle or result intended to be shown

by the various calculations in fignres. It is quite possible, how
ever, that in transcribing for the press, some errors may lIn. \'C
occurred; but if any exist, I thi1l1~ they can hc only such as
the reader will be able to understand and correct for himself.

. .

The work is commended to the examination a1l(1 eamlid j ndg--
ment of all those who may feel interested ill the devclopmcnt of

truth.
Tlill AUTHOR.
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knowledge of the quadrature has never ceased to he a
cause of some p~l'plexitr, requiring explanation, nnd
necessarily, also, a cause of more or less error in these
most important sciences.

Unfortunately, but very much like other men In simi-
lar circumstances, the professors of the schools, unable to
demonstrate the truth, and unwilling to acknowledge
their deficiency, have thought it necessary to explain
away their error, and in doing so, they have taken the
opposite ground, and concluded, that what tlwy ha.ve been
unable to attain, i8 unattainable by l~uman lntellect.
Hence the ~ollege 'lectures on this subject, published nnd
unpublished, ~bound in learned' speculations and hypo
theses, tending to place the quadrature of the circle
without the range of demonstrable mathelnatics.

All geometrical truth whatsoever, in nature, rests on
-two 'simple things-the properties of straight lines, and
the properties of curved lines,--difference of angle Rwl
difference of curve are but 1l10<1ifications of the same
principles. Of the properties of strnight lines, geome
ters have long supposed themselves to be perfect nlas
tel's, but of the properties of curved lines, and their rela
tive value to straight lines, geometers have yet known
nothing whatever, except by approxitnation. To find
the quadrature of the circle, is simply to deterlnille the
relative value of straight lines anu curved Hlles,-and in

view of these fncts, to an unpl'(,judiced llljnd, it sounds
equally strange and ridiculous to hear the professors of
an exact science, condemn as llseles8 the solution of a
problem, l.()ldcl~ ti8 In 'itself an elementary tr1lth., and
involv'es, to say tlw le(uJt, one l~alf o.f all tlte geornetrical
trutllJ in nal1.tre.

Without any disrespect to tIle learning and genernl
intelligence of those ,,,ho ha,re adopted the conclt1sion
that it is impossible to find the exact quadrature, (and it
ReCllH~ to he gClleral among the professors,) I lllay he
allowed honestly to doubt both its truth and its reason
ableness. It Inay be adluitted, if it pleases them, that it
can never be done by any principles at present known or
taught in the schools; but tIlis prov"es nothing nlOre tbnn
a deficiency in knowledge of tlJe principles wllich gO\"(~I'n

it. To prove satisfactorily that it can neyer be demon
strated by any means, it is necessary, first, to prove that
no principles can be true h~ l1ature, but such as are
already known to science. To this, however, no nInt-he
luatician will for a lllonlent pretenrl, and for aught allY
one can h'now, there lllfl,y be otller principles in nature, as
yet unkno"rn or unt:::ught, and whic~I are equally true
with any that are know"n, by ,vllich, when under~tood,

the demonstration lllay be made. To reason other\ri~e,

is to aSSUlue that 've are already acquainted w·ith all the
principles which the Creator brought into action in re-
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PLATE L

IN THE

THE QUADRATURE OF THE CIRCLE.

DE~IONSTRATION OF ERROR

TIle ci1'C1lmference of a circle 'l8 {It'eater than any nun~

bel' 1olu7t!ever of 'mean projJortionals jroln an inscribed
8traig/~t Ulle,

'Ve hnse llere n

PROPOSITION I.

APPROXIMATION OF GEOMETERS TO THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF ACIRCLE.

section of circunl
ference 'wi t.h nn in
scribed and Clr
cUlllscribed pel'llU
eter of a polygon.
The circumference
itself gives ocular
delllonstration, tlJ:lt
it is gl'enter than any nlllnber wlw,te,~er of ,Illean propor.
tionals, ns the straigllt lines a b, or b c, from the inscribed
strnight line a C / because, as all such luean proportionals
1llU~t foreyer continue to be hl8cribed straight lines, they
can therefore neyer equal the circlllnference; and without
this quality t,he circluu£erence could not be a lJeJfect
CU1"ve. l"?w pl'ojJosltion ,is tlwJ'efoJ'e demonstrated.

From the aboye proposition it is eYident, that, if ,ve

THE QUADRATURE OF TIIE CIROLE.6

it both convenient and necessary t-o adopt such terms and
forms of ~xpression, as, in nlY ju<1gnlent, would bost
convey my own meaning and suit IUy own purpose, 'with
out regard to their common scientific application, prefer
I"iug always the attainment of truth, rather than elegance.

. f "h·tThus, for example, the terlU "cu'cum erence, w en I
will best suit the idea intended to be conveyed, is often
applied to the square, the triangle, to polygons, and other
angular shapes, and is synonymous with perimeter.
~' Diameter" is also applied to triangles and rectangular
figures, and diameter, when not otherwise explained,
always means t\\Tice the least radius (which, in all
regQ.1ar shapes, is always the dimneter of an inscribed
circle) when a figure is to be measured by circumference
and radius; but in the equilateral triangle when it is to be
measured in the-usual way of measuring angular shapes
from half its side by the perpendicular, then tl1e perpen
dicular from the ba..'3e is the dialneter. This seenling
indiscriminate use of terms will, I thi~k, be hetter under
stood by the reading, and will not be objected to except
by those who reason for elegance rather than trnth, and
those, who, for lack of reason, confound terms and defini-
tions with principles.

• ~ t
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PJ.lATE II.

I)ROPOSITION II.

THE QUADRATURE OF TIlE CIRCLE.

Tl~e area oj a ch'cle i8 gJ'eater tn.an the area qf any

shape jOJ'llzed oj straigllt llne8 and ojequal circ71n!ference,

and lwnce greater tItan the area qf any pol]/gon '?f allY

possible n'ltmber oj sides, and llaving tlte 8ame Cil'CU17l

je1'ence witl" the circle.

In the figure (Plate

II.), let C be the eir-

cUlllfel'~lll'c of a circle,

and let P be the per

ilueter of n polygon,

and let C and P be

equal to one another

in length. It is evi

dent that C is a per

fectly curved line, and

that P is cOlnposed of several straight lines. It is known

aho that all regular shapes forllled of f:01tl'aight lines and

equal sides, have their areas equal to half the eirclllu

ference, or half the length of all its sides, multiplied by

tIle lea8t radius 'which the shape contains, than ,,~hich all

other radii contained in the shape are greater; ,vhereas,

the circle has its area equal to half the ('irelllufel'ence

by tlte l)'adhIB, to ,vhich every other radiug contained in

the circle is equal. (prop. I., chap. ii.). It is evident

'..

TJIE QUADRATURE OF TIlE CIRCLE.

error in the scale of proportions used amounts to one or

more, and where they necessarily pass to the insi(le of

the value of circumference, all effort to gain any nearer

approach to it, is nothing more than an effort to arrange

a vulgar fraction of remainder into a line of decimals,

which because it is not of decimal value makes a line of

figures without end.

I ha,'e stated the case in such general terms as that

the error of geometers shall be seen to apply, as it really

does, to every method in use for finding the approxima

tion by means of straight lines, or by any fluxional'Y

series, the basis of which is the value of straight lines;

and in order that we may understand it fully, ,ve 'Yill

now look further at the mechanical causes which can

have this influence. And

First. Between .curved lines and straight lines tltere is

an essential difference in principle and. properties, as is

evident £rom the fact, that if two shapes be forme(l, one

with straight lines and the other with curved lines, n~d

of equal magnitude or area, their circumferences ,vill be

totally different, and again if their circumferences are

equal, their areas will be totally different; and this dif

ference of principle or property, is therefore seen to con

sist chiefly in the different powers of the t,vo descrip

tions of .lines to in~lose area; therefore,
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some additional value after all mean proportionals hnve

ceased; which is, when the inscribed and circumscribed

so-called have become thoroughly equal; and whatever

the amount of this infusion may be, it is evident, that

there must be, a point in the expression of number8,

where its value becomes fixed, and where it shall amount

to one or more,. and because this infusion into the vnlue

of circumference; is a fixed and unalterable law of

nature, by which the two descriptions of lines are made

essentially to differ, therefore, whenever we attempt to

find the value of eircumference by the properties of

straight lines alonej we shall always fall short of the

t11lth, at that point in the expression of numbers, where

the value of this essential difference equals one or more.

To get rid of this essential difference of property in the

two descriptions of lines (for they are not ignorant of its'

existence) geometers have assumed that it h "Infinity,"

and 'therefore call it nothing! hut I shall SllOW, that

whatever an infinity may be, it is alwaYFl snch, that, in

mat-edal things it is capable of increa8e, and is therefore

ft. value not to be thrown a1.vay.

Secondly. The perimeter of a circumscribed polygon

of any number of sides, is a proportion to the inscribed of

an equal number of ~ides, in precisely the same i'atio as

the radius is to the perpendicular from the center to the

chord of the arch. Now, therefore, if the circumference

be greater than any number wlwtE1.'(!l' of mean propor

tionals fr0111 the illscribetl, as we have ocubr and mathe

matical (lemonstmtion in proposition Y. that it is, and

'without which it could not be a perfect curve, then' it i~

evident agnin, that the circumscribed, is to the inscribe(l,

in less 1'atio of valne thnn the circumference. Here

again we see a mechanical necessity of any proportions

hetween the inscribed and the so-called circumscribed

lines, other than such as are exact relatives to tlH~ cir

cumference, necessarily bringing the two to agree with

each other, at a point of yalue within the value in area

of the circnrnference; tlH'refore

PROPOSITION III.

lYLe perimeter of

any jJolygon l.c!108e

cirmt1Jtference 01' the

length (!f 1ollOse 8ides

is equal to tILe dl'cwn-
f\f--------;~---~

fel'ence of a ci1'cle, 1'8

al1vays 8ueh tlwt if

the polygon be placed

01' ,zl'((.wn upon tlla

ch'ele, the point or

angle f01'1'J/ed by the It?IPotllen1(se of mch 1'ight angle

1C!tiCli, tlie polygon contains, lies 'wholly outside of the

ci1'cumfe1'ence of tlw cil'cle.
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'without which it could not be a perfect curve, then' it i~

evident agnin, that the circumscribed, is to the inscribe(l,

in less 1'atio of valne thnn the circumference. Here

again we see a mechanical necessity of any proportions

hetween the inscribed and the so-called circumscribed

lines, other than such as are exact relatives to tlH~ cir

cumference, necessarily bringing the two to agree with

each other, at a point of yalue within the value in area

of the circnrnference; tlH'refore

PROPOSITION III.

lYLe perimeter of

any jJolygon l.c!108e

cirmt1Jtference 01' the

length (!f 1ollOse 8ides

is equal to tILe dl'cwn-
f\f--------;~---~

fel'ence of a ci1'cle, 1'8

al1vays 8ueh tlwt if

the polygon be placed

01' ,zl'((.wn upon tlla

ch'ele, the point or

angle f01'1'J/ed by the It?IPotllen1(se of mch 1'ight angle

1C!tiCli, tlie polygon contains, lies 'wholly outside of the

ci1'cumfe1'ence of tlw cil'cle.
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carry the angle of hypothenuse outside the circunIferellce,.

is an approximation not of a full circumference, but

of a circumference whose diarneter is less tAan 011.13, in its

ratio of value to the area of the circle: therefore-

. PROPOSITION IV.

If the perimeter of any polygon be brougl~t into tile

(mom oj a circle, both the diamete'J° and area Qf tILe circle

are greate: than the diameter and area of the polygon.

. By diameter of a polygon, I mean always its least

diameter, or that which, being multiplied by one-fourt.h

of the perimeter, or its half multiplied by. half the

perimeter, gives its area, which is always the dimueter

of .an inscribed circle.

By proposition n., it is shown that if P be the }Wrillleter

PLATE IV. of a polygon, and C be

the circumference of a

circle, and P and Care

equal to one another in

length, then P shall

always 1)ave a greater

and a lesser radius, and

the radius of C shall

a1ways be greater than

the least, and less tIl an

the greatest radius of P, therefore, C multiplied by

radius is great.er than r InnHipliell by least rndills. It

is evident., therefore, as seen in Plate IV., that if th~

perilnetcr of any polygon be brought into the forl11 of

a circle, both dialneter and area are increased by the

transition of shape. TILe proposition is therefore demo'llr

st1'ated.

No,v, it is known that geometers regard a many-sided

polygon as eq'ltal to a circle, to the extent to which two

polygons (the inscribed and circulllscribed, so called)

agree ,vi th each. other; and with them, to the SaIne

extent, dialueter is treated as haying a fixed and equal

Ivalue, ,vhether the shape Dlay be a many-sided polygon

or a circle. Let us then examine the effect of consider

ing the t,vo shapes as equal to one another, and each

having the same fixed diameter. Let P (Plate I,r.),
be the perimeter of a polygon, and let C be the circum

ference of a circle, and let C and P be equal to one

another in length. It is already known that the nr~a

inclosed by C is 11ltlCh greater than the p..rea inclosed by

P. If, therefore, the dimueter of each, C and P, be

considered as fixed, and treated as one, then, in order

to give such expression to the circumference of the

circle as that its half being multiplied by !~, or hnlf the

dimlleter, the result shall express the ,vhole area of the

circle, "re nlust add to the length of C an anl0unt equal

to jO'l/;1' ti1~les the difference betw'een the area inclosed by
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PROPOSITION v.

If the area of any polygon 8hall equal the area of

a oirole, the perimeter of 8uol~ polygon 87Lall Ue wl~olly

out8-ide oj, and incl08e a polygon, wlw8e circumferenoe

equals the circumference of the cirole.

This proposition is already proved by the de1nonstra

tion of proposition n., and needs not to be repeated,

because, if the area of a circle is greater than the area

of a polygon having the same circumference as the circle,

then by reciprocity, if the area of ~ polygon shall eqnal

the area of the circle, then the circumference of such

polygon shall be greater than the circumference of the

circle, and shall be able to inclose another polygon,

whose circumference equals the circu1nferellce of the

circle.

PLATE v.
We have then,

in Plate V., three

polygons, one

whose perimeter

rests on the per

pendicular e, and

which differs frOl11

an inscribed poly

gon less than any

assignable quan-
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tity, and whicll, therefore, equaIs the approximation of

geOluetel'S, at six sides of a circunlference. Another,

"Those perimeter (d) rests on the perpendicular, f, nnd

,vhich equals tiLe Cil'C1tmference of the circle; and still

another, whose perimeter rests 011 the perpendicular, g,

and ,vhich incloses an area equal to the area of the circle.

Between these three polygons, at six sides of a circunl

ference, there is a very sensible difference of area and

dia1neter, and to ,vhatever nUluber of sides these poly

gons 111ay be bisected, they can never be brought to

agree ,,·ith each other, but there ,vill ahvays retnain a

positive difference of area, and a difference of dinllleter,

,vbich is more than three tilHes equalled in the circum

ference. It is kno,vn, and I have proved (in proposition

XII., chapter ii.), that the true ratio of cil'cunlference to

diatlleter of all circles, is four tilues the area of one

circle inscribed in one square for the ratio of cIr

cumference, to the area of the circumscribed square

for the rntio of rlimueter; and since it is proved that

the area of a circle is greater than the area 6f any

polygon of any possible number of sides, and having

the same circumference ,vith the circle, it is therefore

evident, that if 've ,vould find the ratio of circumfer

ence 'Y}lich shall express the full value of the area. of

the circle by proportions hetween the periuleters of an

inscribed nnd circulllscribed polygon, we must seek it
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trnechanicaZly shown the utter impossibility of ever squar·

ing the circle by the application of straight lines, or by

any method now in use, and I am as completely satisfied

on that point, as the skepticism of any modern Professor

respecting my solution of the problem could desire. But

this does not prove that the circle is inc~pable of being

squared, or that no equality exists between the circle and

the square, which I shall presently shov\' by direct propo·

sitions does emist,. and unless it can be shown on the other

side, that no principles in geometry can be true but such

as are already known, I have yet hopes of arriving at the

quadrature. That whenever it is reached it will be

greater than the approximation of geometers, and greater

at no very remote point from unit, than the so-called pe

rimeter of a circumscribed polygon which is made to agree

,vith the inscribed within less than any assignable quan·

tity, I think already established; if not, I think additional

facts will not be wanting to place my position beyond a

doubt.

value of the curved line c b is, as ,ve have seen, greater

than the SaIue length of straight line at any possible

number of sides, and by tllY ratio of cirClltnference to

diameter, which I affirnl to be the true one, the expres.;

sion of nlllubers' by ,vhich circulnference and diameter

are ulade equal, is 20G12 parts of circumference to 6561

parts of diauleter, or a b=3280.5 and c b=10306, ,vhich

I novv propose to prove.
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the equilateral triangle equals the lines abo x de, or half .

the circumference by the least radius which the triangle

contains, which is always the radius of an inscribed

circle, and it is evident that every other radius contained

in the triangle is greater than the least. In like manner

the areas of the square and the hexagon are equal to the

lines a ba (half the circumference) by the line de which

is the least radius either shape contains, than 'which

every other radius contained in either shape is greater.

But the area o£ the circle equals the line abo, half the

circumference, by the radius d e, to which every other

radius contained in the circle is' equal. The proposition

is tlUJrejore demonstrated.

Here then is a relative property bet,veen straight

lines and curved lines, showing us conclusively, that

since straight lines have been made the basis of area in

mathematical science, some compensation must be nlade

to the circumference of the circle for this difference of

relative p'roperty, i£ we would give to the circle the fun

expression of its value, by the properties of straight

lines, 'whioh is the thing dem.anded by the quad1·ature,. and

a future demonstration will show what this compensation

shall be.

The next relative property o£ straight lines and

curved lines which I shall notice is contained in the

following proposition.

... ~ t.. ;'
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PROPOSITION ll.

TIlE QUADRATURE OF THE CIRCLE.

PLATE VIn.

Tl~e oiroumference of any oi'J'ole being given, if that ch'

cumjeronco be bro'ught into theforn~ of a square, tlU) area

of that squa1'o is equal to tlw a1'ea of another cirole, the

circun~so'/'ibed sq'lltare of Iwhich is equal in area to the area

oj tlU3 oircle wlwse oi'J'olf/lnjerence is .ftJ'st given.

EXPLANATIoN.-In the figures E, F, G and H, Plate

VIII., let the circumference of the circle E be given,

let it he for example 36 (or any other nunlber), and let

the circumference or four sides of the square F be also

36, then one side of F=-9, and 9 x 9=81, ,vhich is the

area of F. No,v let the area of the circle G-==81, then

by the proposition the area of the square H circuITl

scribing G equals the area of the circle E ,vhose circulu

£erence is 36.

My own tHode of demonstrating the foregoing propo

Bition is siInply to test the principle by more than one

ratio of circluHference and dialneter. If it be true of

these, then it is a general principle, and true of every

-
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PLATE IX.

\PROPOSITION m.

shapes necessary for the discovery of this prop,tsition.

A nd hence I attribute to the almost exclusive )lSe of

algebra in t~ schools, and the little attention pdd to

the mechanical properties of numbers, that this rt!lative

property of the circle and the square, or of straight lines

and curved line.s, has so long remained unnoticel and

undiscovered.

The following proposition is, I think, appropriate here

to the course of my reasoning.

The circle is the natu1·al basis or beginning of ~ll area,

and the square being made so in rnatlUJ1natical sai,qnce, is

artificial and a1·blt1oa1"!I.

By proposition I. it has 1 '~en sho,vn, that all regular

shapes Ju\ve their areas equal to half the circumference

by the radius of an inscribed circle, which is the least

radius the shape contains; the circle is therefore the

TIlE QUADRATURE OF34

square (H) is such, that its inscri d circle (G) is equat i\

in area to the area of another squ e (F) whose circum-'\

ference equals the circumference of nother circle (E) of \:

equal area with H. And in this vi of the proposition

l~t it be particularly noticed, that othing is assumed,

and the result :8 subject to no condit ns as in the direct

proposition, which is conditioned on he equality of G.

to F.

This 2d proposition is not only wh~y original l.oith

me, but is, I believe, entirely new in m~hematics; and

-certainly it is very beautiful as showing\the principles

And the manner in which the areas of circ1\~ and squares

enfold and display to each other. It was d\i;covel'ed by

me more than 30 years ago by the method of deUlOnstra

ttion here given, and i~ has since been frequently denlon

strated by algebraic formula; but I forbear to h.sert nny

of these demonstrations and give as a reason for this

omission,--first, ~hat I never Inake use of alge\)1'a in

'demonstration, and 8econdly, that, although the\ prin

.ciples of algebra aided by geometry are amply cal~able

-of demonstrating the proposition when discovered \f'nd

.JJtated, it yet to my mind embodies no principles or i~ro

-cess of reasoning by which the discovery can be rnade.

It is not in the power, I think, of algebra alone, by the

:eame formula, and without the aid of numbers or geome

try, to contemplate the transition and alternation of

..
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PLATE XI.
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definite locality, nn(1 I have never seen the mnn among the

mathmnaticians of the schools, who, on a circle being

.. placed before him, could point to the position of circum

ference and say, it is tM're, in that place, simply because

the imaginary line ,vithout breadth, having no existence,

it can therefore have no fixed and definite locality, either

. in fact or in inlagination ;-being in itself a mechanical

fallacy, it can never be mechanically applied, and for the

present pnrpose is therefore nseless. The laws of geom

etry are undoubtedly the In,vs of perfect mechanics, and

anything ,vhich can have no existence, such as an ideal

line witltout b'1'eadth, is a 'Jnechanical fallacy,-'and it is a

~ m,ec7tanical t'1'Utll" that nothing can have a definite and fixed

locality, or occupy a definite and fi~ed position in space,

without Inaguitude. The definition, therefore, "position

without Inagnitude," ,vhether applied to a line or a point,

means nothing else, and cnnnot understandingly be ronde

to mean anything else, but the place of a magnitude

without the developed mRgnitude itself. The existence

of any shape signifies limit, and it is evident that a circle,

in order to be a circle in nature, must ha\re lhnit, and a

boundary definit€ly lor 'ted, and mechanically defined,

which boundary is its circumference; other"ri~e a circle

cannot exist in nature, not even in iUlA,gination, if imngi.

nation be definite. It is evident then that the circulllfcl'-

ence of a circle having a fixed and definite locality, it is

THE QUADRATURE OF TIlE OIROLE.

area of F. Now let the area of the circle G........4330127

+ (-F) then the diameter of G (by my ratio) =

v'.551328+, the perpendicular or dialueter of H (c d)
-==0 v'1.240489 + and the side of H-- v'1.653985 + and

v'1.240489 + x half v'1.653985 + gives the area of H==

.7188315 + which is also the area of the circle E whose

circumference is 3.

Also i£ F and H (Plate XI.) be hexagons,-tlwn if

the circumference or 6 sides of F shall equal the circum

ference of E, and the area of G shall equal the area of

F, then thear~~. of H will also equal the area of E,

and the same is true of an octagon or polygon of any

possible number of sides and of every ratio of circum

ference and diameter of a circle which can be used. The

examples giyen will enable any 'one to prove the truth

by figures for themselves. Tlw proposition is thm'efore

demonstrated.

It is a remarkable fact, that among all the moocrn

attempts at analysis of the circumference of the circle,

there is not one which gives to circumference a fixed and
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* A very fine illustrntion from nature, of the difference betwpen the line
approximated by geometers and the true line of circltmferenre, may be had by
placing a glass of water before us. If we suppose the tumbler to be a perfect
cylinder, then, the surface of the waif' it contains will be the area of a circle.
Now, the line of circnmference npproximat.ed by geometers, i!' a line, lying
wholly il13ide of every part of tIle tumbler, and ooinciding ~dth the Olltl'7'

limit of t1M INlter. The line which I say is the true circumfermce i!' the inte
rior of the tumbler not coinciding with the water, but lying wholly out!'ide
of it, and inclosing the whole area of the water. It is eTident that erery
part of the interior of the tumhler is fnrther from the centre of the circle
than any part of the water, con!'equently the least p08!'ible line of the tumhlcr
is greater than the greatest p08!'ible line coinciding mth the wntpr, because
the onc wholly illc10BrB the other. It is evidrnt, also, that the difference
between the two lines is such, thnt "it Mnnot be leB3;" becau!'e, in the naturo
of the water, it would by its own gm"ity adjust its particle!' to fill the whole
circle, until there is not room ill the same plane for one particle more in its

'that it cannot be less, is one ultimate particle of what

'ever material or thing is under consideration, which is

also the essential difference between the properties of

straight lines and curved lines. The proposition is tltere

fore demo1tst1·ated.

By this demonstration, it IS shown, that in order to

give to the circumference of a circle the full expression

of its value by the properties of straight lines, it is not

to be measured as angul~r figures are, and after the

manner' of geometers, by a line coinciding with the

greatest extent of diameter, but by a line outside, wholly

inclosing the di~meter, and the difference between the

two is the compellsntion due to the circumference of the

circle, to answer to the relative difference of property

shown in proposition I., this chapter.*

...
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ties, and H is' formed of straight lines, and controlled by

their properties; but it is evident, whatever may be the

number of sides, that H is greater than G, and because

G equals F in area, therefore H is also greater than F;

and because H is greater than F, and F is a polygon of

the same number of sides as H, therefore the circumfe

rence of H is greater than the circumference of F; and

because the circumference of F equals the circumference

of E, therefore the circumference of H is also greater

than the circumference of E, a~d if brought into the

form of a circle, will wholly circumscribe E. But the

circumference of H will constantly approach more nearly

to E by any increase of the number of sideB of H, yet so

long as ~ shall have the properties of straight lines,

though the number of its sides were the greatest possi

ble, its circumference shall always be greater than the

circumference of E (propositi9n n., chapter i.), and if

brought into the form of a circle, will wholly circum

scribe E, though the difference may be such that it can

not be le88. And in material things, any difference such

..
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mation of geometers as a ratio of circumference, VIZ.,

8.1415926535+, and let this be the circumference of a

circle, and of a polygon.

47TIIE QUADRATURE OF THE CIRCLE.

No,v, tl~erefore, let us Bee ,vlmt i~ the circumference and

dialueter of H, \vhich is equal in area to E. By the

~ same approximate ratio of geometers (viz., the CIrcum·

ference of one diameter.".,. 3.1415926535 +), if the area

of G equals the area of F, then the diameter of G =

.999999934636 +, and the radius of G == 4.99999967318

+, and the radius of G is seen to be the perpendicular

on either side, or least radius of H (c, cl). If then, a, b

(figure F), give for circuuuerence 3.1415926535 +, then

0, d, ,yin give 3.1415928589 +, which is the circumfe

rence of II, and half 3.1415928589 + x 0, d, """"'" .785398

1633 + = the area of II, w'hich is also the area of E.

Now, let it be remembered tl~at the circumference of F

equals the circumference of ~, and the area of H equals

the a1'ea of E, but the circuluference and dimlleter of II

is greater than the circumference and dialueter of F, by

.0000002054 +, ,vhich is in the seventh decimal place of

circunuel'ence, and by .00000006536 +, \vhich is in the

eighth decimal place of diameter. And if the dimlleter

of F be considered a~ fixed, and the \vhole expression of

these values be given to circumference, in order to make

F equal in area to E, then F should have a circumfe·

rence =- 3.141593+, ,vhich is seen to be greater than

the appl'oxiluation of geometers in the sixth decimal

place of circumference, and greater also than the so-called

perillleter of a cll'culllscribed polygon.

~IIE QUADRATURE OF THE CIROLE.46

Let the diameter of the circle E-1; then the cir

cumference of E, by the above approximation,-=-3.141

5926535+, and the area of E =- .7853981633+. Let F

be a polygon of·· 6144 sides, in which the line a, b is a

perpendicular from the centre to either side of the poly

gon, and let the circumference or perinleter of F equal

the circumference of E; i. e., let it -3.1415926535 +.
Now, the perpendicular, a, 0, mathematically determined

after Playiair and Legendre's method, is found to equal

.499999934636, and the area of F (half the circumference

by a, b), -.78539806072+, which is seen to be less in the

seventh decimal place, than the area of the circle E, hav

ing the same circumference. It has already been proved

(propositions IT. and IV.), that if G be a circle equal in area

to F (Plate XIII), and H a polygon of 6144 sides, cir·

cumscribing G, then the area of H equals the area of E.

"
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THE QUADRATunE OF THE CIRCLE.

Tlw eq1tilateral triangle 1'S tlw primary of all shapes -in

nature jor17u:d of straigltt lines, and of equal sides and

angles, and it has t7~e least radl1ls, tlU] least al'ea, and the

greatest ciroumference of any p08slble shape oj equal side8

and angles.

PROPOSITION VIII.

PLATE xv.

It ,vill he s(\en t.hat the triangle A (Plate x,r.) has

three equnl sides, fonned of three equal lines. Now if

we suppose a. shn.pe forllled of only tw·o lines, as B or C.

if such shnpe shall hnve hl'eadtll or luagnituae, then it

must hnve more than t,vo sides, and if more than two

lea8t radius in nIl those shapes forlued of straight lines),
and consequently, they n.re all, to one another, in ratio of

.area, as ltalf tlteiIJ' ci1'cumj(;1'en~e by tl~eir IJ·adius.

Tlte proposition ls thel'e/ore demonstrated,. and cir·

cumference and radius are seen to be the only legiti.

mate elenlents of area., by ,vhich all shn.pes, and all areas,

are in like rn.tio to one another; anll by which they are

made equal to one another.

, TIlE QUADRATURE OF TIlE CIRCT.lB.

PLATE XIV.

is not the natural and legitimate element of arfla by

which different shapes are made equal to one another, is

proved. Referring to the figures again (Plate XIV.), it

is seen, that any triangle, square, hexagon or circle, has

an area equal to half its circumference by tlw 'radius (the

50

that the areas of any two or nlOre equilatera.l triangles,

squares, hexagons, or, circles, are, to each other of the

sa'11UJ shape, in ratio of area, as the squares of their

diameters; but no triangle, square, hexagon, ot circle, is,

to either of' the other sl~ape8, in ratio of area as the

squares o£ the diameters of each. Therefore, the nega·

tive part of the proposition, that the square of dimueter

..
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PLATE XVI.

..
has the least ,number of sides of any possible shape in

nature .formed of straight lines; and the circle is the

ultimatum of nature in the extension of the number o£

sides. In this particular therefore they are opposite to

55TIlE QUADRATlTRE OF TIlE CIRCLE•

have the least circumference nnd the greatest area of any

shape. By a 'Yell kllo,vn law o£ lltnnbers nnd geometry

by which the greatest product ,vhich any number or

any line can give, is, to multiply half by half, it ,,,,ill be

seen that if ,ve take the aggregat", 'of circumference and

radius in each shape, it is nlost equally divided in the

circle, and the 11l0st 1tnequally divided in the triangle, of

any possible shape. In every case, that ,vhich is gl'eate8t

in the triangle is lea8t in the circle, and that w'hich is

lea,st in the triangle is greatest in the circle, and in eyery

particular the t",ro shapes are at the extrerue and oppo

8ite bou.ndaries of nature, being the greatest and the least

that is p08sible. They are therefore opposite to one

another in all the eleluents of their construction. There

fore the square being made the artificial basis of area

(prop. YlI.), if the diameter of the circle D (Plate XVI.)

shall equal the' dimneter of the square C, then, in the

fractional relations of B to C such diameter shall be in

the opposite duplicate ratio to the diameter of A COITe·

spondingly situated. The diameter of A correspond

ingly situated ,vith the dinlueter of B to C, it will be

seen, is n, line dra"Tll across the centre o£ A perpendicu

lar to eitller side; therefore the dianwter o£ B in its

fractional relation to C is tIle opp(~sit.e duplicate ratio to

the ))erpendicular or dianleter of A. And no other

result is possible in the nature of things (see prop. VII.

THE QUADRATURE OF TIrE OIRCLE.54

one another in the elements of their construction. By

proposition VIL it is shown that circumference and radius

are the only natural and legitimate eiements of area by

which different shapes may be measured alike, and are,
made equal to one another. By proposition VIII. it is

shown, that the triangle has the least radius of any

shape formed of straight lines of equal sides and of the

&ame circumference, and by prop. II. and IV. chap. i. it is

seen, that the circle has the greatest radius of any pos

sible shape of the same circumference. By the same

propositions the triangle is shown to have the greatest

circumferenc'e and the least area of any shape fornled of

straight lines and equal sides, and the circle is sho'wn to
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PROPOSITION XII.

(much less) thnn mt, therefore C'reducUo ad abS1t1'd1t7n)

they slwll bc cnch UH bccnuse tlwy can be notMug else,

there being no other TIOT part between 5152 and 5154.

TILe p1'oposition i8 tlte1'ejore demonstm.ted,. nnd the

fractional area of one square which is equal to one circle

(the area of each being OIle) is 65131, and the fractional

area of one circle insC1'ibed in such square is 5153.

It will now he seen that having determined two parts

of each C and G, i.e., having determined the fmctional

area and diameter of each, if '\ve divide the area by ono

fourth the diameter, it will give us the circumference of

each. And because the diameter of each C and G~81,

and the area of each ~5153, therefore 5153+20.25

(t the diameter) -254+ with a remainder forever. It

is evident, therefore, as has always been the case with

others, thnt I have not yet reached n circumference which

may be expressed in a whole number, and in decimnl

figures, without a remainder. I therefore add nnother

and final pl'oposition as follows.

The true 'ratio of Ci"'C1.lmference to diameter of all

circles, is four times the area of one ci"'cle inscribed in

one square Jor tIle "'aHo of circwnJerence, to tIM ar6a of

the ci,'cu1Jlsc1'ib(Jd Sq1fa'l'() .for tIle ratio of J,:ametel'. And

lw'nce tlte tr7.£6 and primary ratio oj ciroumferenoe to

F

THE QUADRATURE OF THE OIRCLE.58

been proved (prop. n.) that if the circnmference of F
equals the circumference of E, then F and G arc also

equal in area. And because one circle which is equal to

one square (the area of the square being one) is in 6561

equal fractional parts, therefo,re any circle which is equal

to any square (the diameter of the circle being a whole

number) shall be in some definite and certain number of'

85'8i parts. Hence the areas of the circles C and G

(their diamete~s being each 81) are some definite and

certain number of i58i parts of Band H. It is proved

by the approximations of geometry obtained by the pro

perties of straight lines, that C and G are each greater

(much greater) than 00 partR of B and II, and less
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PROPOSITION XII.
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NOTE TO CHAPTER II,

...

of H for the ratio of diameter; and since G ..- 5153,

and II = GGG 1; therefm'(', the tnre and primal',!! ratio of

cii'cumference to diametel' of all circles = 5153 x 4 =

20612 parts of circmnference to G561 parts of diameter.

The jwoposition is tlLerejora demo1lstrated, AND THE

QUADRATURE OF THE CIRCLE IS DEMON·

STRATED II

Tm<: ratio of l\Ietius, knoT\"n for more than a century

past (113 to 355), is the nearest approximation to the

truth eyer made in whole numhers; but it does not an·

swer the imperative law contained in our b,-elfth: propo·

8i~ion, nnd therefore it cannot be true. The circumfer·

ence cannot be divided by foUl' without a fraction or reo

mainder. By whatever means l\Ietius may have ob·

tained his ratio, its examination shows it to be of the

"same composition as mine, but improperly divided. For

example, if 113 shall be the diameter of a circle, then

circumference (355) is n6 part too little. But if 355

shall be the circumference of a circle, then diameter (113)

is -nin part too big. It thus affords a very perfect eyi·

dence thatmy ratio 20612 to 6561 is the true one, as we

have fully proved it to be.

It will be seen by anyone who has carefully examined

J> .
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It will be known that if the di·

ameter of the circle G inscribed in

H (Plate XIX,) - 1, then the area

of H also =1. It will be known

also, that the area of G equals half

the circumference, multiplied by half the diameter, and

! x ! -t; hence the diameter of G being one, then the

area of G ~quals t its circumference, and vic~ versa, the

circumference ~f G equals four times its area. And the

diame~er of Gbeii:lg one, it therefore equals the area of

;H, because the area of H ~ 1. Therefore, the first part

of the proposition is demonstrated, and four times the

area of any inscribed circle for a ratio of circumference,
to the area of the circumscribed square for a ratio of

diameter; is seen· to be a true ratio of circumference to

diameter of all circles.

It has been proved (proposition XI,), that by the pri

mary relations existing between straight lines and curved

lines, as developed by the opposite ratio of the equilate.

ral triangle and the circle, the fractional area of H ~

6561, and the ~rea of G - 5153; th.erejore, "the true and

primM,!! ratio of circumference to diameter. of all
circles - 4 G for the ratio of circumference to the area

.,
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the propositions in chapters i. and ii., that the whole

demonstration of the quadrature rests on the last fonr

propositions of chapter ii. All the others are only pre

liminary, to show the errors of the received mode of

demonstration, a.nd to open the way to this_ The remark

following the eighth proposition, chapter ii., is, I think, a

conclusion fully warranted, viz., "that because the equi

"lateral triangle and the circle a~e the primary shapes

"in nature (propositions m. and VITI.), one fornlecl of

"curved lines, and the other of straight lines, therefore,

"the primary difference between straight lines and

"curved l~nes, and hence their equality one to the other,

tc is to be found in the relations between the circle and

"the equilateral triangle."

This most natural and conclusive inference, drlnyn

from proposition VIIL, and those preceding it, leads our

reason at once, to examine the. relative properties of the

equilateral 'triangle and the circle, and this exalnination

again .leads us at once to the ninth proposition, viz.,

" that the equilateral triangle and the circle are oppo8ite

" to one another in all the elements of tlleir constrnction,
"which are concerned in plane extension, and hence tlIe

"square of diameter being nlade the artificial basis of

"area (pr~positionnl., chapter ii.), therefore the equilat

"eral triangle and the circle are opposite to on'e another

"in ratio of the square~ of their diameters."

Thif'l, then, is tlIe only question of doubt to settle. If

the equilateral triangle and the circle are opposite to

one another in all the elements of area ,vhich enter into

their construction, then are they also opposite to one

another in ratio of the squal-es of their diameters.

But if they ·are not opposite to each other in ratio of

the sqnares of their dimneters, then are they not oppo

site to one another in the elements of their construction.

This question, the exanlination of proposition IX. settles

conclusively. And that propo,sition being proved, all

the serial and algebraic formula in the ,vorld, or even

ge0111etncnl demonstration, if it be snbject to any en'or

whatever, cannot overthro,v the ratio of circunlference

and dimneter ,vhich I have established! So long as it

rel11ains a truth, that the equilateral triangle and the

circle are opposite to one another in the elelllents of their

construction, that ratio of circumference and dintneter

will stand foreyer against all argument and all demon

stration by the properties of straight lines"hich can he

brought to disprove it, and time ,vill show all the efforts

of geolneters to disprove this, to be just as idle as nll

their efforts to prove the value of the circunlference of a

circle 1>y the properties of straight lines haye been.

These (the opposite elements, and opposite ratio) are tI,e

palJ'ticular.facts which govern the circlullference of the

circle in its relation to the properties of straight lines,
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,curved lines, and that the rehtions of these to one

friother are controlled by the circle and the equihteral

triangle as p1'i71w,/'y shapes i-the eircle, and consequently

curved lines, being p1'l:mar!! of all otl~e1's; thus sustain

ing, and being sustained by, the opinions of all ancient

geometers, that the quadrature of the circle lies at the

foundation of all geometry, and hence it is an elementary

truth, necessary to he known for the perfection of mathe

matical science, Under these circumstances, therefore,

when I hear a lenrned professor of an exact science, stig

matize tlle quadrature as "a useless question," and one

in ""yhich an approximation is "near enough," I am led to

conchllle, either that he does not understand the Ilature

of the subject., or that his declaration is made to console

a wounded pride, in not being able to reach it him~elf.

Foremost alllong those who have thrown discredit on

the pursuit of the quadrature, has been Legendre, the

eminent French geometer; and I confess to an ahundant

surprise at finding, that the professors of our own day

and in our own country particnbrlr, lw.,'e received what

Legendre and a few others hlt\'e said, as establishedfacts,

and have adopted their opinions without investigat.ion.

A distinguiRhed professor of one of our own distinguished

colleges, to whom I sent some of my original papers, once

wrote me in reply; and referring to Legendre's note on

the subject of tIle quadrature in his elements of geome-
5
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according to the idea given out in propof'lition II., and ,..
h·h' . ~~l'

W IC make the CIrcumference of the cIrcle to he a par·' '

tiC?tlar fact also, and not a general principle, though

true to every thing that is a general principle; because,

it is itself the basis of all general principles in rehtion

to magnitude or area.

Having therefore arrived at' that point where, by tIle

natural conclusion of the course of reasoning adopted, the

quadrature of the circle is demonstrated, I may now be

allowed some freedom of remark, in respect to the credit

due to those opinions, which for the last half century

have condemned 'the. quadrature as a useless question,

which it was impossible to solve.

In respect to the utility and value of the ql1adrature,

I think it will be sufficient to say, what no one will dis

pute,-that from· the earliest time in the history of geo.

metry, up to the close of the last century, it was con·

sidered by every mathematician, geometer, or a~trono

mer, of eminence, to' whom the world owes all that is

known on these subjects, that the quadrature of the circle

was, and is, an elementary truth, neces.ga1'Y to be known

for the perfection of mathematical and astronomical sci

ence. In the course of the preceding demonstratioll1'l, I

have shown clearly, I think, that all geometrical trnth

whatsoever in nature, rests on two simple things, viz.,

the p'roperties of straight lines, and the properties of

,.
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cumference at any possible nUlnber of sides (propo::::i

tion II., cllapter i.); especinlly is it grenter than a poly

gon of only a fe,v thousand sides. The conclusion of

Legendre is therefore manifestly erroneous. He men

sured nothing but polygons, and judging from what he

has said, he neither understood nor regarded the effect

of transition of shape to a circle. (See remarks follow

ing proposition IV., chapter L)
Again, it ,vill be obvious to all, that by Legendre's

method, his errors fron1 quantities neglected or lost in

i the course of his calculation and reduction of his result

to numherR, nre errors of each side of the polygon, mul

consequently while in that result, he can have but 011(-'

error in his dimneter, he lIas 8000 errors ill his circum

ference, and he could not tell ,vhether the sum of these

errors ,vas plus or nlinus ! ! And again, these errors are

. , not errors in the circlunference of a circle, but in the

· pelJ'imeter a/Ids polygon, which is of less value than a

circle lw,ving the same circlunference (propositions ll. amI

IV., chapter L), and hence they stand additional to the

~ errors arising frOlll the essential difference in the proper·

~ ties of straight lines and curved lines, ,vhich he has

wholly neglected_ Yet in the face of these facts, w·hich

he must have known if he understood his o,vn "rork, Le

gendre has seen fit to declare that he has deterluined the

circumference of a circle" as accurately as the root of

THE QUADRATUHE OF TIlE CIRCLE.

try, added, ",that after seeing what that great geolueter

"hRd said, he presumed I would think no more of the

" subject."
In the note in question, Legendre, after having finished

a bisection to 8000 sides of a polygon, asserts that he

has determined the quadrature as accurately as the root"

of any imperfect square can be determined to the same

number of figures; a~d after concluding that the perfect

quadrature is impossible to be found, he adds, in sub·

stance, "that no one having the least pretension to geo- ~

"metrical sCience will ever make the attempt" ! ! !

What consideration is due to these declarations of

Legendre, may easily be seen. He did not even attempt . "

to measure the" exact· circumference of a cil'cle; and he

did not' in the least consider the properties of curved

lines, notwithstanding that it had long been kno'wn that

curved lines do possess properties essentially different

from straight lines; yet Legendre, by his luethod, tacitly

admitted that he knew nothing about thenl. lIe siInply

bisected the perimeters of two polygons on a given

radius, until he brought their sides to agree with each

other to a certain extent, and these polygons he then

considers as equal to a circle, to the extent to ,vhich their

sides agree t1 But I have demonstrated (and anyone

may'know the fact, almost without a demonstration), that

a circle is greater than a polygon having the saUIe cir-
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thereafter receive or consiller anypnpcl' purporting to

be on the subject of the quadrature! And within a few

years thereafter the Royal Society of London passed n

similar resolution!! And under the influence of these

tyrannical proceedings it soon became disl'eputable in

learned circles for anyone to talk of finding the quach'a

ture. But these resolutions of Academies and Royal

Societies needed some support, and Montucla generously

comes to their aill in his IIistol'y of the Quaaralure,

which, so far as I can judge from such portions of it M

ha.ve been brought to my notice, appears to hm-e been

written for the purpose of pandering to the prej ndice 0:£

the French school, rather than to do justice to the

many ingenious but ineffectual attempts which luwe been

made to solve the problem. He remarks with an air 0:£

compln.cency, which he seems to think is a conc1l1~iYe

argument, "that he ne,rer knew a mnn who thought that

"he had discovered the quadrature who would eyer be

"convinced of his error, however clear the argument

"might be against him." In this remark he seems to

have forgotten the possibility that he and his associates

were affiicted with the same human infirmity;-an un·

willingness to be found in error; but if we examine into

the history of the progress of science we shall find, that

the great stronghold of this mental disorder has always

been found within the walls of the academy. If this
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any imperfect square can be' determined." And who, I

ask, will, after such a declaration, feel his pointed rehuke,

or trust what he may say on this subject, without first

satisfying himself of its truth ~ For my own part, I can

not but believe that Legendre's reputation as an eminent

geometer, great though it deservedly is, would have been

more enduring if he had left the note in question out of

his work entirely.

Playfair of Edinburgh was nearly contemporary with

Legendre, and his and Legendre's Elements of Geometry,

or rather their editions of Euclid, have for a long time

been standard works in the English language on these

8ubjects. Playfair admits that his and Legendre's

method 'of .determining the value of circumference

(which was also the method of Archimedes 2000 years

ago) is defective, but modestly says, that geometers

"know no better method." Still, however, PlayfulI' is

supposec1to have sided with Legendre in thinking that

the exact solution of the problem -was unattainable.

Legendre and his coadjutors were members of the

Academy of Science in Paris, and Playiair and his co- :

adjutol'8'we~e members of the Royal Society of London.

About the ern of' the publication of Legendre's work~

the Academy of Science in Paris, instigated perhaps by

Legendre himself, pa.~sed a resolution, that, in order to

.disCourage such futile attempts; the Academy would not

.,
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I also have deJllonstrated the same thing, and not only

80, but Illy aelIlonstrations sho,v clearly, I think, t.hat no

straight line, nor any number of straight lines in a cir

cumfel'ence, can in any possible shape or position, be

equal in relative value to the same length of curved line.

Hence, instead of pursuing the quadrature as all others

have done, by reasoning ,vholly on the value of straight

lines, I have first turned DlY attention to discover by

':. means of shapes, some of the relative properties of curved

lines to straight lines, and then I have ulade use of these

properties to deternline their relative value,-a mode of

proceeding, .I believe, never before adopted in any at

tempt to solve the problmn; and fe,v, I think, 'Yill

disagree with me in believing that this is the only practi

cable Blode. Some Inay, alHl no doubt will, find fault

with it. I expect this, from the influence of that pre

judice, of ,yhich I have just given the brief history, for

it is hard, for scientific nlen aboye all others, to yield

a fostered prejudice. But there are many nlen, even

among the most learned of Innthematicians, w'hose power

of reasoning is lilllited to the rules ,vhich they have

studied, and any thing which COlnes Dot within tlle8e

I 'l"Ule8 is, to their Blinds, not rnn.thelllatical. Such IHen nre

often heard to say, that "the science of Dlatheluatics is

"perfect., and that tIl ere can he no change or improvelueut

"in it; because," say they, "mathelllatics nre true and
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remark needed any evidence to sU3tain it, I might instance

the alIllost uniform and steady resistance with which the

schoolmen have received the first introduction of every

great discovery in modern times.

Here then is a brief history, and the whole merit, of

that popular prejudice which for the last fifty years has

condemned the quadrature of the circle as a useless ques

tion which it was impossible to solve, and the only very

remarkable thing about it is, that the really intelligent

portion of the mathematical world should so long have

bowed in meek submission to the tyranny.

The only demonstration ever lnade or ever pretended

to be made, by any body, of the impossibility of finding

the quadrature, is only a demonstration that the thing is

hnpossible to be done by means of straight lines alone,

and geometers have never used any thing else but straight '

lines. I have never disputed nor even doubted the truth

of this fact,-far otherwise, and so plain and siluple is it,

that it hardly needs a demonstration, but may be easily

understood by almost anyone of only lnoderate nlathe

matical perception. -And anyone who thinks that there

is necessarily any disagreelnent between what I profess

to have proved and what has been proved by the pro

perties of. straight lines, or any thing contained In I

Euclid, will. find himself, upon a full examination, to

be greatly ,in error.
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"the truth' cannot. change." But such men, I think,

confound. the w'ritten science. with the truth,-they

substitute a mere method by which truth is determined,

for thetruth itself,. when in fact there is only an affinity

between them.

Nature: never follows the rilles of mathematicians,

though she is in .fact a much better mathematicinn than

any of them; she arrives at the same results however by

methods of her own, and the nearer our methous ap·

proach to hers, the more simple and perfect they are.

The whole written science of mathematics is, to my

mind, nothing more than a process of inductive reason·

ing, wherein by laying hold of certain primary and self

evident truths, we thence.deduce other truths, and from

these again yet others, constantly widening the bnsis of

our reasoning and always ascending from the lower to

the higher. In geometry the primary truths adopted,

are, simply, a straight lilie and a given angle, which form
, .

the starting points; and from these, all subsequent deduc-

tions are made. The whole course of geometrical reason

ing therefore which is known to geometers, is based,

wholly on the properties of straight lines, and all circular

or spherical measures as yet known or used, are, only ap

proximations of _straight lines, which in circular or !'Iphe

rical magnitudes are both erroneous in principle and

subject to error in reducing their value to numbers.

Other systems of geometry might have been formed

which wouhl hnve been equally accurate, yet Lnsed on

other shapes, and other truths, but whatever might have

been adopted ns a basis of reasoning, numbers in some

one of their infinite capacities of notation and combina

tion, and not straight lines alone, would lie at the bottom

of all truth. It is not necessnry, therefore, in order that

our reasoning should be strictly mathematical, that we

should follow the rules laid down in the written science

for reasoning on tlle properties of straight lines. It is

only neCeSR:lry that we should abide by the same pr£nciples

which are laid do,,-n for that purpose, viz. to ·seek first

jl'om na.tw'e some primary and self-evident truth from

which to dechlce other truths; and then it is only neces·

sary, that the truths deduced, should be necessary 1'esults

of the primary truth which forms the basis of om' rea·

soning, and if we abide by these principles then our

.reasoning is strictly matlwmatical.

Hence whether we reason from the properties of num·

bel'S or magnitudes, shapes or areas, lines or angles, or

from an of them together, if our deductions are necessary

results of premises founded on the tnlth of nature, then

such deductions are matltematically t'rue. Hence I am

justified in spenking of a line and an area as equal to

one tmother (prop. xn.). Hence also I am justified in

introducing shnpes as nn element of mathematicalreasoll-

..
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ing independently of lines, because shapes are primary

tldn{J8 to which lines are only secondary, and of which

they constitute the divisions, dimensions, and boundaries, ~

as f:itated in the remarks preceding prop. VII.; hut 'without

shapes lines could have no existence and would becOlne

""holly inoperative..

Every step which I have taken and every conclusion

at which I have arrived in the course of these demonstra·

tions, will be seen to be founded in, and a necessary result

of, some primary and self-evident or demonstrable truth,

and therefore the result cannot fail to be true.

In mathematics there is no room for opinion; ,vhat a

man demonstrates by unerring principles he either knows

to be true, or he does not understand his own 'work; and

believing that I have understood mine, in submitting

these demonstrations to public ·examination and criticism,

I do not ask whether the result is true or not, hut I

assert that it i8 true, and I h.old myself ready to sustain

it. Fortunately, however, for my time and industry, the

truth, if such it be, bei~g once known, 'will be able to

sustain itself without my aid.

It is proper in connection with this note to remark,
that the method of demonstration which I have here

used, is not the only method by which I havc arrivca at

the same result, nor is it the method by which tIle ratio

of 20612 to 6561 was first discovered. That ratio was

first discovered by rcasoning ,vholly on the properties of

numbers, iw.lepelldently of lines or shapes, and assuIlli.ng

as a priInary truth, first, t.hat in the material creation,

nurnhers and things (Illngnitndes or shapes) are identical

and inseparable. Secondly, (as has }lere been demon.

.strated) that the circle is the beginning of all magni.

tudes or areas (prop. III. chap. ii.), and hence the begin.

ning of nnmbers also; and tldrdly, that consequent

upon these prilllary truths, lltul1bers thetl1selves are con

structed upon the circle, and hence by reciprocity, the

tr1tth, of the circle 'is tlze basis of n1tnlber8. Reasoning

frol11 these premises, I arriYed at the conclusion that the

circle in its relation to the square (the area of each being

one) is cOluposed of 6561 parts, and taking advantage of

approxiluation I inferred, "reductio ad nbsurdulu," t1Iat

the ratio of circumference to <.1iarneter is 20012 to G561.

In conformity with the prelllises abov'e asslllned it ,viII

be seen, that the fraction 6561 divided into its o,,~n root

(81) produces a repetition of the digits to infinity, the

ntllnber e'irJ/~t being always nlissing in consequence of our

use of deciIllalllulubers in dividing. oA,t\..]so if J6501 (81)

be divided into one, the produ~t is the same-a repetition

of the digits to infinity, thus conclusively sho'Ying that

this fraetioll is a hasis of t.he digit,s used in the construc

tion of deciInal nUlubers.

The secoIHl method by which I arrh."ed at the same

..
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Let us again suppose that the circle

A, and the square B (Plate XXI.),
each equal one in area. I t has been

seen thnt the circle is composed of

three original, ,vhole and separate

c

PLATE XXI.
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are two. The squares of its dimneters are three (of a

square) viz. A B2=1 and C D'l=2, lllaking in nIl nine

origlnal .'wlwle and sepal'ate parts, and these are seen to

be all the parts necessary to fOl'ln a square in 87~ajJe and

al'ea, and 'without these parts and jn these exact propor

tions a sqnare cannot be fornled.

In the hvo shapes, how'ever, these parts are, in their

relation to one another, wholly incongruous in quantity.

. Their equality to one another i~ therefore to be found by

the follo,villg nlethod.

76 THE QUADRATURE OF TIrE CIRCLE.

result' was by dissecting a circle and a square into the

original whple and separate parts necessary to form a

circle and a square in 8hape an.d area, as follows:

PLATE xx.

Let us suppose that the circle and the square (Plate

XX.) are equal 'to one another in area, that is each = l.

It will 'be seen that the parts necessary to forln a circle

in shape and area are thtJ'ee, viz., it has one continued line

for circumference, and'therefore its circumference is one,'

-it has but one diameter (all other diameters in it

being equal) and therefore its diameter is one (of a

circle)-the square of its diameter is also one (of n

circle) 'making in an three original whole and 8f3J.]al·ate

parts; and these are seen to be all the parts tluit are

necessary to form a circle in shape and area, and without

these parts a ci~cle cannot be formed.

The square'is seen to have four distinct and separate

lines for its circumference, and therefore its circnmfer

ence is fowr. , It has two diameters, viz., A Band C D

(the greatest and the least) and therefore its diameters
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parts, and the square of nine parts. Now, let tIS sup

pose that there are three magnitudes contained in A, of

any shape, and of incongruous quantities, and that there

are nine other magnitudes contained in B, of any other

shape, but individually and relatively to one another,

and t.o the magnitudes contained in A, ,vholly incongru

ous in quantity, but the sum of the three magnitudest

and the Bum of the nine magnitudes are each equal to

one another; and for illustration, let these magnitudes

be represented by the areas contained in the lines drawn

qn A and B. It is now required to find the perfect

equality of these incongruous magnitudes in the parts of

the square. Therefore, because A = 3; therefore A2 =
9; and we have the fig?re 0 equal to the circle .A, equal

to the square B, and equal to the nine magnitudes con·

tained in B, but the individual magnitudes contained in

o and B are unequal to one another; therefore, because

B = 9, then B' = 81; and we have the figure D

equal to the circle A, equal to the square B, and equal

to the whole of 0, but the separate magnitudes contained

in 0 and D are unequal to one another; therefore, because

o = 9, then 02 = 81; and we have the figure E, equal

to the circle A, equal to the square B, and equal to D,

and all the separate magnitudes contained in D and E

are equal to one another in the parts of tIM square.

Now, therefore, because 81 is the smallest number

.In proposition III. (chapter ii.), I have del110nstrated

that the circle being the primary shape in nature, is

therefore the natural basis or beginning of all aren,

and the sqnare is the artificial basis created by science.

by which the unequal lnngniturles of incongruous quan.

tity contained in A and B can be made equal to one

another in tlw pal/'ts <if tIM square,. therefore, 81 is a

dimneter by ,vhich the fractional area of B equals the

area of A, and hence the fractional area of A, in its rela.

tion to B == E2, and the fractional area of B, in its rela.

tion to A, == D2, and because E and D each = 81, there

fore the fractional area of A and Beach == 81 x 81 =
65Gl. Therefore it is deIl10nstrated that the fractional

area by ,vhich one circle is equal to one square (the

,vhole area of each being one), is in 6561 equal fractional
parts.

No,v, therefore, SInce B = 6561, by proposition XI.,

chapter ii., it is proved that the area of a circle inscribed

in B = 5153, and by proposition XII.,' it is proved that

the true ratio of cirCtllnference to diameter of all circles

is foul' tilnes the area. of the circle inscribed in B for a

ratio of circtunference to the area of B for a ratio of

diameter; therefore, the true ratio of circumference to

diameter of all circles is 20G12 parts of circtllufel'ence to

65G1 parts of diameter. Q. E. D.
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From this conjunction of facts, it will he seen, that

because one shape (the circle) forms the basis of nature"

and the other shape (the square) forms the basis of art,

therefore, in the elements of their construction, or iu the

. component. parts necessary to form a circle anu a square

in shape ;and area (the area of each being one), t.he

·original w.holeand separate parts of the two shapes shall

also be equal,or the parts of one shape shall be the root

of the parts of the other shape. Therefore, it is seen in

the foregoing demonstration, that because the circle is

p"imary, therefore the parts necessary to form a circle in

shape and area are the root of the parts necessary to

forma square in ·shape and area (t"9 = 3), anu although

these parts,in ·their relation to one anothel', arc origi.

nally and individually wholly incongruous in quantity,

yet because one is the root of the other, their pelfect

equality is readily found, as in the demonstration.

It will be perceived by anyone who has read with any.

care, that this method of showing the relations between

the circle and the square to consist of 6561 fractional

parts, has no similarity to, or uependence on the oppo·

site duplicate ratio; on the contrary, it is entirely dis·

similar, and wholly independent of it in its principles

and operation. I .consider it perfect in itself, yet I do

not advance it here as any part of my argument, but rest

the decisi~Ii of the truth entirely on the opposite dupli
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cate ratio of the equilateral triangle, and the circle as

explained and demonstrated in the twelve propositions

of chapter ii.

I have introduced these two last rnetllOds of finding the

quadrature only into this note, and have forborne to treat

them nt length on t.heir merit.A, leAt I should make my

work too large. I would remnrk, however, that I hold a

mass of papers and correspondence in respect to this last

method (which was the second in the course of discovery),

and which I may make use of at some other time. I con·

sider one met/wd 8·'~fficient, and I hnve preferred the

method of c1emonstrnting by the opposite duplicnte rntio

: _ of the equilateral and the circle, which was the third in

the course of discovery, ns being to my present views the

most full nnd complete. But it is due to the merits of

the second method, by dissecting of the parts, to say, thnt

it was the examination of the subject by this method

which revealed to me mnny of t.he properties of curved

. lines, nnd led to the discovery of the third from the oppo·

site dnplicate rntio.

The methods which I hnve used may doubtless be some·

. what improved upon, and there nre various other methods

which may be used for the purpose with equnl effect, but

if we hnve found the truth, it is useless at present to

descant upon these.
6
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of the IIlOst acute lllinds the ,,'orId has produced in every

age, it has extended itself seemingly in eyery possible

direction, and eIllbraced almost eyery possible subject,

until it must be admitted, that it is at this day, the IJJl08t

. perfect of all the .sciences. l~et it is not pmfect in any of

its branches. In geometry especially, the nlost beautiful

and useful of all, there is soniething yet lacking, and

that something lies at the foundation of all truth,-it is

the QUADR.A'l'UUE OF TIlE CIRCIJE, or a kno,vlerlge of the

exact relations behveen straight lines and curved lines,

which luis never yet entered into the structure of the

science. TIle science is, I think, rightly esteelned tht'

.i most noble, lnost useful and 1110st beautiful structure in

existence, the production of hlunnn intellect searching

after truth, but even this 1110St. perfect production of

intellectualla.bor is not yet perfect. It was begun ."'ith

a kno,vledge of only a part of the trutl1,-,vithont under

standing all the principles ,vhich in its upward progre!"s

to its present nltlgnificent proportions would be brought

into practice,-nnd as in all such cases a want of a

know'ledge of all the principles "rhich ,vere to be cal'rietl

out, has necessarily led to SOll1e errol' ;-some of its nla

terials are heterogeneous, and they haye becOllle nlixed

and confused ;-SOIlle of its i1l'oportions are unj u!"t, he

cause not exactly true,-sol~le of its parts ,yin not match.

and the ,vorkmen have tried to make thelU lllatch by

MANY persons, I think, imagine, that the Quadrature

of the Circle is only akind of mathematical puzzle, ·which

if ever solved, SOlne one should at length work out by a
single proposition; and few, perhaps, will be prepared to

believe that a work so large as this has already becollle,

is really necessary in order to demonstrate satisfactol'ily

a~y ~ingle truth. . But such persons, I think, cnn have

very little idea of the numerous ramifications into which

mathematical science has extended itself, anu ho,v intim·

ately it is associated, not only with every otlwlJ' practical

sci~nce, but with every material truth in the known

world.

If the ratio of circumference to dialneter had been

among the early discoveries ulade, and the ,vllOle super

structure of mathematical science been built upon the

kno~ledge of its trutll, it would then lULve been easy

en~ugh to satisfy inquiry by the deJllonstration of a.

single proposition; but unfortunately such is not the

fact. The foundations of the science were laid vvithout

this knowledge; and under the guidance of multitudes
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correcting their differential properties. And we all

know well enough that in architecture when we attempt

to correct a mistake in this way, iustead of pulling it

down and building up again, we must go on correcting

mistakes forever,-if but one stone is out of place, it

will go on displacing others until the whole building is

marred,-it isa mathematical result that it should be so,

and no power of man can correct it without correcting

the first error. .Such, then, is the condition of the stI1lC

tur~ of mathematical 8cience at the present day, and to

carry out the figure, the building can never be complete.

It wants another and a chief corner-stone to rest upon,

before the cap-stone can be laid and the whole present a

finish which the Deity himself .may look upon without

pity on the intelligence of his creatures. And to accom

plish this, we must first remove all that part of the

superstructure which is out of place, and this is in fact

the thing proposed when we attempt the solution of the

Quadrature.

To supply this chief corner-stone we must go back to

the first error, dislodge it from its foundation, and estab

lish the truth in its place, by determining without condi

tion or qualification the exact relations between straight

lines and curved lines; and we must then follow up the

first error, through all gradations of the received scieuce,.

Rnd wherever it has established itself as a prinicple, we
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mnst prove such principle to be false by unmistakable

evidence, dislodge it, and take it away entirely; or other

wise it will become the foundation of other fnlse princi.

pIes through every gradation of an infinite series.

Such is the constitution of the human mind, and such

the force of education, that the minds of mathematical

professors are, with exceedingly rare exceptions, formed

• 'ltpon tluJ'rules of the 1.01'itten :gcience, and they are unwill

ing, and often 1.mable to comprehend any other. One

highly distinguished among them lntely remarked, reo

specting himself, that these ideas (meaning the recei,red

theories of mathemntical science) "had become a part

"of the furniture of his mind, and were too strongly

"fixed to allow him to consider any other." From this

cause I have found tlw ProfeR!'Iors as l\ body, though

learned in the received theories, to he among the lfast

cornpetent to decide on any newly disco\rered principle.

Their interest, education, pride, prejudice, self-love and

vanity, all rise in resistance to anything which conflicts

with their tenets, or which outruns the limits of their

own reasoning. So little do they look beyond the prin

ciples inculcated by education, and so tenaciously do they

hold on to these, that when driven from one principle

they fall back npon nnother, and when beaten from all,

they return ngnin to the first, nnd maintain themselves

by dogged assertion, or by charging their assailants with
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,". this work, but not previously demonstrated, IS as fol-

lows:

That "the so-called perimeter of the circumscribed

"polygon of geOll1eters is not n, ci'1'C'ZfJmscribed perimeter,

"but that the center of each side of the perimeter coin

"cides ,~,rith a part of the area of the circle, and at an

"infinite number of sides is brought 1.lJholly witlLin tlu

"a'1'ea oj the circle."

The first general propoe:ition on ,vhich geolneters. pro

ceed, in approxiInating to the circluuference of a circle,

is .as follows,-that "the circumference of a circle is

"greater than the perhl1eter of an inscribed polygon, and

"less than the perimeter of n. circumscribed polygon,

",vlw,tever nlay he the nUlllber of the sides."

Nothing can be more true than this general pl'oposi

ticHl,-provided, ho,vever, t.hat the conditions of the pro

position he fully adhered to in the deInonstration. In

tIle fifth proposition of the first book of Playfair's Snp

plement to the Elelnents of GeOlnetry, he demonstrates

that" the area of any circle is equal to the rectangle con

"taillecl by the semi.dimneter and a strai~ht line equal to

"half the circumference." This proposition is also true,

and Playfair dell10nstrates it by n,n l'Jlscribed nnd CirC1.tTn·

8C1'ibed polygon; but the conditions of the denl0nstration

are, tltn,t the periuleter of the circu.mscribed polygon lies

outside of the circle" touching it," and on tlds condition,
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ignorance and. a: lack: 6f science; such at least I have

found .to be the, ch~racter of .the professors, in every ap·

proach I have made to them; and this being the case, if I

I would. have my work acknowledged, there must no foot

hold be left for th~m to rest upon. I think I shall he

justified by the candid judgment of well-informed men

when I say, ~hat,· in consequence of this character of

professors, the pra~tical men of the age are at least ~

century in advance of the schools, in all usef111 scientific •

knowledge... I ha~~ made these relnarks as a reason and. ~.'~

in explanatio~ of the necessity of following out in fur. ",

ther minutim the errors to which various probleJns in

geometry are subject in consequence of the error in the

Quadrat,ure. I'

In 'the 'preceding chapters I have made occasional ref· ,
c·

erence to facts and principles not previously demonstrate.d, ., ..

and ,vhich, in a work strictly mathematical, or 'which was

designed,for practical instruction, should have stood first,

as elementary truths, on which subsequent demonstrations

,vere to be based. But to have made Iny preliIllinary

demonstrations too diffuse,'would, I think, have c1iv~rted

attention from' the. main object; and I have therefore

thought fit, under the head of an Appendix, to demon

strate such· propositions as will answer to the above ref.

erences and sustain the argument.

One of .the facts stated as above In the course of
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PROPOSITION I.

The line t1pjn'o(J)imated by geometers as the ci1·cumfer.
ence of a circle is a line coinciding with tlte g1'eafest limit

of the a1'ea oj the circle, b1ft not inclosing or containing

it.

I iloW take the eighth proposition of Playfair's Supple.

ment to the Elements of Geometry, book i. It rentIs ns

follows: "The perpendicular drawn from the center of a

ahd on no other, is th~ first above named general propo

sition true (see prop. v., chap. ii.). It will be seen that

if the perimeter of the circumscribed polygon lies ou~

Bide of the circle" touching it," then no part of the peri.

meter ot such polygon can coincide with any part of the

area of the circle. My object is now to show that the

line appt'oxitnated by geometers as the circumference of a
(

circle, is a line coinciding with the greatest limit of the

area of the circle, and exactly equal to the circle, but

not inclos,ind or containing it according to the true defi·

nition and meaning of circumference (prop. v., chap. ii.),

~that this result is produced by bringing the- so·called

circumscribed perimeter wholly witl~in the area of the

circle, and that consequently geometers by their method

of bisection do not adhe1'e to the conditions of the first

general proposition, and hence their result is not true

in its application to the circumference of the circle.

Therefore,
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".circle on the chord of nny arch, is a mean proportional

"between half of the radius, and the line made up of the

II radius and the per})elldicular drawn from the center on

"the chord of double that arch. And the chord of the

" arch is a mean proportionnl between the dinmeter nnd

II a line which is the difference between the l:atlius and

II the aforesaid perpendicular from the center." 'This pro

position is also true in every particular in respect to an

insc1'ibedpolygon, which fore\er remains inscribed within

the circumference of tIle circle, and if it could be carried

out in bisection without nny quantities being lost in the

calculation (which it call1lOt be), it would constantly ap

proach to a line coinciding with the greatest limit of the

area of the circle, but could never equal it, much less in

close it (prop. I., chap. i.).

PLATE XXIX.
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n

diagram which Play.

fnir uses in his illus

tration, with the ex·

ception that I have

added the circum·

scribed line H L.

To reduce the pro

position tu its value

in numbers the proceedillg runs thus.
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The diameter (A B) being considered as 2, the line

D E is the chord of one-third of the circnmference; it

bisects the radius C B, and since C B= 1, therefore C F =

.5 and C F is the perpendicular from the center C on the

chord D E, and the proposition is, that" the chord of the

" arch is a mean proportional between the diameter and a

"line which is the difference between the radius and the

"aforesaid perpendieular from the center." Therefore C B

- C F=F B,' and F B xA B=D B~, and v'D B~==

D B, which is the chord of the arch of one-sixth of the

drcumference, or double the number of sides of D E.

And in like'manner he proceeds to a greater nUlnber of

sides.

Now, the circulnscribed line H L, according to Play

fair's lnethod, is a proportion to D B, as C R is to C, G.

The chord D B is supposed by geometers to be a line

'wholly without breadth; consequently, it is a litle, the

center of which exactly coincides with the extreme point

of the perpendicular, C G, neither one partie1~ short of '

it, nor one particle beyond it, the point of the pel'pen

dicular itself peing, in fact, part of the chord; conse

quently, the circumscribed line II L, being a proportion

to the inscribed line or chord, D B, as C B is to C G, itB

center (H L) exactly coincides with the extreme poillt of

,C G, when eGis produced equal to C B, neither one

particle short of it, nor one particle beyond it, so that i£

the pcrpcndicular C G slutll have breadth given to it, then

the extl'elne point of C G, ,vhen produced equal to C B,

will fonn part of the line H L. It is evident, therefore,

that tIle perimeter of Playfair and Legendre's so-called

circumscribed polygon does not lie OUTSIDE of the circle
"t I· ." l'ouc nng It, accorc lng to the cond itions of the fifth pro-

position, book first, of Playfair's Supplelllent, in which he

del110nstrates the area of a circle, as before referred to in,
tllis proposition; on the contrary, the perilueter, at the

center of each side of his so-called circumscribed polygon,

coincides with a part of the area of the circle, and at an

infinite nmuher of sides is brought 1.f)l~olly 1lYl'tltin the area

of the circle, and, therefore, does not inclose or contain it.

It is evident, also, that the condition of the first general

propo~ition of Playiair and Legendre, that "the circum

"ferellce of a circle is greater than fin inscribed polygon,

"and less tl1all the circUll1scribed," is not adhered to in the

demonstration, and, therefore, their result is not true by

their o,vn sho,ving, but is less than the truth; because

the periuleter of their so-called circulnscribed polygon

does not lie outside of the circle "touching it," accordinO'
Cl

to the required conditions; and because, 'as hns been de-

monstrated (proposition v"~ chapter ii.), the true circum

ference of a circle is a line 'wholly outslde of the circle,

thoroughly in()lo81~ng its whole diameter, and containing

the ,vllOle area of tlle circle 1.oitkin it; therefore, the true
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" m~ 4 + 2 + 1 + l + ! + t, &c., to infinity:

"Then m- 4: = 2 + 1 + t + ! + !; "+ 2:

l'Then 2m - 8 ~. 4 + 2 + 1 + t + ! +!, II

. "The last series is identical with the first, and things

circumference of 8 circle is greater than the 8o-callell cir.

cumscribed perimeter of Playfair and Legendre, at an in

finite number of sides. The proposit£on is theref01'6 d.e·

monstrated.

A teacher of mathematics, in one of our institutions, in

answer to my second proposition, chapter i., that II the

"area of a cn'cIe is greater than the area of any polygon

"ha.ving the same Circumference of the circle, whatever

"may be the number of the sides of the polygon," writes

me as follows:

"You endeavor," says he, II to prove that the polygon

" can never equal the circle" (each hnving the Anmc cir

cumference, and being measured in the same wny).

" Your reasoning on this appears to be correct; but by

"comparing this approximation with some otllcrs that

"are analogous, t am inclined to believe that it is not

" COITect. Take, for instance, the series 4 + 2 + 1 +!
,,+ t + t, &c.· Now, this series will approach to 8, but.

" oan never equal 8; but embraced in an algebraic for

"mula, it can be proved, that it does exactly equal 8,

"when the number of the terms are infinite. Let the

"series = m.

'" which are equnl to the snme t.hings, are eqnnl to one

II another; therefore, (V = 2;v - 8; or 0 = 2x - x 

II 8; or 0 = (V - 8; or x = 8."

Now, this II algebraic formnln" is, by the lenrned

teacher,. called a demon.stl'a#on, showing that my second

proposition, chapter i., cannot be true! It looks, on the

face of it, almost too ridiculous to be entitled to an

answer,-but the learning of the schools must have con·

sideration; and besides, if this proposition be true, then

my second proposition is not t1'ue.

I now desire the reader, th~refore, to turn to the

second pl'oposition, chapter i., nnd exmnine the demon

stration which follows; he will see thnt my demonstra·

tion is purely geometricnl (not algebrnical); the result

is n necessity of the immutnhle lnws of nnmbrrs,-the

reason of that result is pn1pnhle to the senses,-the

demonstration is therefore accepted as a self-evident

truth. Now, what is the character of the learned teaclt

fYl"S demonstration? It is an n1gebrai~ forlllula, adopted

to prove a thing contrary to the evidence of our senses,

and contrnry to the operntions of numbers; for it is

admitted, that in numbers (and numbers are in them

selves infinite), the series cnn never equal 8. It will be

seen, that in t.he treatment of this series by n1gebraic

formula, the conclusion arrh'ed at, or rather assumed, is,

that an infinity = 0; but I have already promised, in
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another part of this work, to show that an infinity, 'what

ever it may be, is always such, that in material things it

is capable of i·rwrea8e, which I shall presently do by this

same senese This algebraic formula, then, is called a

demonstration; but, in point of fact, it is no de~onstra

tion at all. By a demonstration', I understand the mak

ing known and .certain, something which was before

unknown and uncertain. But the whole of the forego

ing so-called demonstration by algebraic forlnula, de

pends entirely on the assumption or hypothesis-first,

that infinity = 0; and secondly, that the series does

actually' equal 8. But if the assumption or hypothesis

be not true, then the demonstration is not true,. and I

say, that in this case, the a~sumption is not true,. and

unless it be first proved by nUlnbers, the algebraic for

mula proves nothing but what the contrary may be

proved by the same formula.
The absurdity of calling this a demonstration, is, I

trust, manifest; yet it is the same which the learned

teacher of mathenl-atics, in one of our public institutions,
. .

has furnished to disprove nlY second proposition, chapter

i., which is purely a geometrical proposition, geonletri

cally demonstrated. And this is not the only instance

which can be found, of the absurd use in the sc40 0 ls, o£

algebraic }£orroula for demonstrating geometrical proposi

tioDs,-there are many things thought to be demon-

strated, ,yhieh ,,-ill not bear criticislll. One rule how-, .

ever, 'will apply to all such; if the assumption or hy

pothesis be true, the demonstratioll is true; but if these

be not true, then the demonstration is not true . and,
in this case, I say, it is not true, that the series 4 + 2

+ 1 + ! + t + l &c., ==. 8, or that an infinity = 0, be

cause ntllubel's and things are identical and inseparable,

and neither in lltllnbers 01' things, is there any infinity of

division = O.*
The ternl "infinite," or '~infinity," is one often used in

mathelllatics, but no explicit or satisfactory definition has

ever been given to it. An infinity, in its fullest sense,

*. ~he fll\IllC teacher,. who so lenrnedly nttempts to refute my second pro
pOSItIOll, as above, WrItes me also in respect to my rntio of circumference
that II it is proved by trigonometry that the length of an arch of 45 0 to ra:
dius = 1 j" is equal to f\ certain sericg, by which they obtnin for drcumf('r
en:e 8.141CH:)2G +, and hence, he thinks that my ratio cannot be true. And
this method, he says, II i~ entirely independent of (1M metlwd of Euclid." He
would thus argue, it seems, that trigonometry Rnd geometry are two thinQ'S'
and hence the result by what he pleases to cnll trigonometry, is ind('p('nd~n~
of the result by the geometrical method I I 9. most potent argument, to be
sure. But I. tru~t it will require no nrgument to prove thllt the principles
mad~ u~e of III t~gono~lCtryto determine the series, being based only on the
propertIes of strmght bnes, are precisely the ilame, nnd in~olve the same error
as Euclid's method, and therefore, come to the snme result. If the m tl db . C 10 ,

Y n flux1011nry series deduced from trigonometry, is right, tll('n Encli(l's
method is right also, because they come to the snme result. But Enclid's
method has been proved to be wrong, and to be less thnn the truth; there
fore, the. srnNl proved by trigonometry is also ,vrong. In fnct,nll snch series
are ne- thmg but npproximntions; there is not a single absolute trnth in the
whole rnnge of them i the very nallie of nn infinite Beries SI'C1'nifin S S thO• 0 ~ Ollie mg
whIch never CnD be equalled.
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the series 4 + 2 + 1 + ! + t + t &c., and I say that

thi~ series, infinitely extended, equals 8, minus 07le 1·nfin.

lty, or minus one ultimate partiCle of matter, such that,

in the nature of the matter or thing considered, it cannot

be less. The demonstration is by numbers, aml it pro.

ceeds upon the supposition, that the so·called infinity of

mathematics is a point of division beyond the power of

numbers; therefore,4 + 2 + ] + 0.5 + 0.25 + 0.125 +
0.0625 = 7.0375. I have here carried the division to

one·sixteenth only, and it is seen that the sum of the

wllOle is dl'ficient of 8, one part of the lnst division, Rnd

in order to make the sum of the whole equal 8, the last

addition must be ~ instead of Ttr; and the same is seen

to be the ca~e, to whate,"er point in numbers the division

may be carried,-two parts of the last division must he

added, to make tIle sum of the whole equal 8; therefore,

let the Jll1lllber of divisions he the greatest possible;

then, because the number of the terms 91' divisions is the

greatest possible, find two parts of the last did~ion are

necessary to he added, in order to make the series equal

8, and by the addition of one part only, an equal part is

left; therefore, the part left is infinity, which numbers

cannot divide; hence, it is eyident that numbers them.

selves are infinite,-hence tIle didsions of nUmhC1'8 f'qual

infinity,-hence an infinity equals the greatest possiblt1

divisions of numbers:-hence nn infinity equals one part
7
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whether of magnitude or minuteness, is an incomprehen.

sible term,-no· mathematician ever did, or ever can

understand it. To suit their own purposes of reasoning,.

however, mathematicia.ns have assumed that an infinity,

or a thing infinitely diminished, equals 0, and therefore,

throw it away, a.s having no appreciable value. Of the

error of this course, I have already given an example, in

the remarks following proposition IV., chapter i. No

schoolboy's mind was probably ever satisfied with this

throwing away of infinity, until, by instruction and

habit, he h1\8 at length reached the full grown prej udice

of hiB .teachers; £01' he sees, that they are sometimes

obliged t.o reverse the case, and then they endeavor to

. prove that notldng may equal 80metldng!! If an infinity

be really nothing, the term cannot be applied to material

things, nor can we reason on the two (finityand infinity),

or from one to the other, with the al!ghtest ground of

truth for a basis. Therefore-·

PROPOSITION II.

An inftnity in minuteness is al1.l)ays 8uch, that it is

capable of increase,. therefore, in material tldngs, an in
finity equals one ultimate particle ofmatter, 81.lc1l, that in

the nature of tM 'material or thing under considera#on, it

cannot be less.

I propose to demonstrate this second proposition by
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Arl'l'~NDtX TO TIlE QITAllHATITJn~.

hilated. It is evident, therefore, that botl~ nUlnbers and

sjJoce arc infinitely llivi~iblf', [uul no l11illntell(,s~ enn

annihila.te either. But lllaterial things, or magnitudes

developed to the senses, are governed by laws ,vhieh the

existence of 8pace 01' llwgnitude in the abstract doe~ not

involve. Such developed Inagnitudes, as, for eXaInple,

those COl11posed of l11etals, of ,,·ood, ,ntter, earth, ~~c., do

not .nlway~, and I think neYer, fill all the space ,\"ithin

their boundaries. Their parts l11ay be united by cohe

sion, but the lines w'hich separate their parts, though

infinitely diminished, are not annihilated. And the bodies

are filled ,vith porosities ,vhich allo,v of the existence

of other material elel11ellts of nature within them, as air,

llloistnre, light, heat, electricity, &~c. ",Ve know', al~().

thai all 111atel'ial or developed 111agnitudes are formed

£1'0111 original elements w'hich had a separate atolllie exi~t·

ence, and ,vhich have bec0111e united by their affinity,

and hence they lllay be so divided that they cannot lIt:

divided any ./,Ul'tnel· ,,,,ithout resolving thel11sel",es into

their original elements, or when so ~iv·ided they 111ay

perhaps, by fortuing ne,v nffinities, take some neW' forlll

of existcll('e, hy whieh they mny nppcar to be annihi·

lated; and this ,ve know is the process of natnre, h:'

which all lnatel'ial things are Rubjected to deeay and

'renewal; hut there is no snch law' governing space 01

.magnitude in the abstract, ,vhich is suhject to no decay
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of the greatest possible division of any magnitude-hence

also, by reciprocity,' in the above series, an infinity is .;

such, that by constant doubling, it shall amount to 4;

therefore, an infinity is such, that it is capable qf lncrease.

The poposition is therefore demonstl)·ated.

"It will be seen from the above dmnonstratioll, that be·

cause numbers thmnselves are thus proved to be infinite, <

as, indeed; our own perceptions tell us they are, and be· < < .~

cause 'the' 'series 4 + 2 + 1 &c., can never -be lnade to

equal 8 by nurnbe1"s, therefore, the assulllption that the

series' does: 'actually equal 8, or tllat an infinity = 0, is

absurd; and any demonstration by algebraic formula, to

the effect that they do,' is a pure assunlption, contl'adir.·

tOry of evidence, and is therefore absolute nonsense.

The general idea' ,vhich ,ve ge~ of magnitude in the

abstract is, that it is something which entirely fills a def·

inite port.ion of space. ' Now if we suppose any definite

portion of space to be divided first into two equal parts,

then four,. t.hen eight, and so on to infinity, it is evident

that the . sum of all the pa~ts into 'which the space is ..
divided is equal to the whole, and one part equals infin·

ity, .but if we suppose that infinity = 0, then eaeh part _

= O",~nd th~ whole space is annihilated, which is absurd; : :'

beca~se although we' 'cannot say with certainty tlmt

matter cannot he annihUated, we do say and know ,vith

certainty tliat, blank arid abstract space cannot be annie
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or renewaL Therefore it iF3 evident that in malm'1:al

tlting8 magnitudes are not infinitely divisible in the

fullest sense of the term Infinity. I would, therefore,

define the term infinity in its application to material

things (of which alone we are cognizant) in a limited

sense, and say that an infinity is one ultimate particle of

whatever material or thing we are considering, such that

it cannot be divided again without resolving itself into

its original elements, and therefore such that it cannot be

less.

This, I think, is the only comprehensible meaning

which can be given to the term" infinity" in its relat.ion

to matter, and if we reason from things which are incom

prehensible, we r~ason of things which we know nothing

ahout, and must fall into error. If we apply the term

infinity in its fullest sense to material things, it will

result, that a drop of water may be divided just as many

times as a square foot or an ocean of water, and we shall

have one infinity greater than another infinity of the

same thing, which is absurd. But if we apply the term

as I have defined' it, then no infinity can ea:£st which is

greater than another infinity of the same thing, and a

most important truth is brought within comprehensible

limits.

I have made these remarks concerning infinity, as

bdng applicable to the propositions which fonow, and to
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the dijJ'e1't:uce between a line coillcidillg with the greatt'st

limit of tIle area of any circle, aud a line indus/ug the

snme circle, which is infinity, in the sense in which I
have defined it.

I shall here lay down as aXIOms certain truths which
have been proved.

Fh'st. The circumference of a circle is n line outside

of the circle thoroughly inclosing it, and of itself forllls no

part of the are..'l. of the circle. (Prop. v" chap. ii.)

Second. TIle line np11roxilllatC'd by gconwtcrs, if it

could be correctly determined, is a liue coinciding with

the greatest limit of the nrea of the circle, hut not inclos
ing it. (Prop. I" Appendix.)

Tlu:l'd. The line approximated hy geometers is con

sequently the circumference of a. circle wlIOse diameter

is less tha.n one in its relnth-e "nlue to the area. of a

circle. (Prop. I., III., and IV., chnp. i., a.nd prop. I.,

Appendix.)

FOll1'tlt. The difference between a line coinciding

with the greatest limit of the area of any circle and a

line inclosing the same circle, is an infinity, such tha.t it

cannot be less. (Prop. II., Appendix.)

Fiftll. In material things an infinity equals one ulti.

mate particle of whate\rer material or thing is under

consideration, such that it cannot be less. (Prop. II., Ap.
pendix.)
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PROPOSITION III.

• In exa.mining this proposition, we cannot do better than to plnce "
glll.88 of water before us, and Ruppol'ling the tnmhlcr to be n pel'fcet
cylinder, let us then suppose thc radins of thc greatcst possilJlc line
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polygon.

Let the radius C B

(Plate XXX.) equal

one of thirteen deci

mal plnep~, that i~, C

B = 1.0000000000000,
then let C G eqllnl the A.1-------..:::I:.~------'1B

perpendicular on the

chord of the nrch of

6144 RideR, then C G

= .9 9 99 9D8G92723 +
tllen C n - C G=G P, nnd G P x A B=D P2 and v'D

P2=D P, ,d)"iell is the chord of the arch of 12288 sides.

Now let F (finity) equal rndills=C B=1.0000000000000,

then F- C G=:G P, and G P is seen to equal 1307277
as follows:

cess qf bisectlon if a CirCll1Jljf1'eJl,ce, so tllat at some great

n1unbel' if 8£des oj a polygon it 1.vill al1vays equal one 01'

,1I107'e In tl~e 8hetl~ dechnal place, and Ifnay be 'inm'eased,

unt1:l It sll.all equal c£l'cnmference itself:

I now take Plnyfair's eighth proposition, first book,

of the SuppleIuent to the Elements of Geometry, in

\vhich he bisects a eircullnerence to 6144 sides of a

coincidin~ with the wnt.er=F, nnd the rndius of the 'least possible line
coillC'iclill~ with the intel'jor of the tumbler·=I F, which last is the cir
cumfcrcnce uf the circle.
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The value of that infinity 1.vldcl~ ls tlw difference be

tween tM inscribed and cVrcu1nsc1·ibed lines (aaJimn 4tl~),

and which is omitted by geometers, is inC1~easedin tl~eJYJ'o-

Simth. 'An infinity 'is a value, such that it is always

capable of increase.. (Prop. II., Appendix.)

I now propose to show, that by the nlethod of geOlu

eters, the omission of the difference between the radius

of a line aoinciding with the greatest liInit of the area of

any circl~ and the radius of a line inclosing the sanle

circle, being an' infinity, the value of such infinity is in

creased in the process of bisection, so that it shall always

equal one or more in the sixth decimal place at sonle

great number of sides of a polygon; and may be in

creased, so that it shall equal circumference itself.

It will be seen that if the l'auius of the inscribed line,

or line coinciding with the greatest liIllit of the area of

the circle, shall equal finity, then because the difference

between the inscribed and circumscribed lines equals in

flnity, therefore the radius of the eirculnscrihed line

equals infinity added to fillity. Therefore let nllity=F.

and let infinity added to finity=I F.*
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F= 1.0000000000000

CG= .9999998692723+

G P= 1307277-

Now let an infinity, such as I have defined it, equal one

in the thirteenth decimal place, than I F (infini ty added

'wfinity) =l.OOOOOOOOOOOOl.-then I F-C G=G P and

G P is seen to equal 1307278-as follows:

IF '1.0000000000001

C G= .9999998692723+

G P= 1307278-

It is seen that while radius (F and I F) are lines of

fourteen figutres, or a left hand unit anel tldrteen decimal

places, G P is a line of only seven figures, or a left hand

unit and SU1J decimal' places, and G P=1 F- C G is seen

to be greater by one in the sixtllJ decimal place than G P

=F-' C G, and because G P x A B=D P' and vD p.=

D P, and D P x 12288 (the number of sides of the poly.

gon) gives the circumference, therefore G P = I F - C G

will give 'R circumference greater in the sixth, decimal

pl,aee than. G P=F-C G, viz., G P=F-C GxA Bat

12288 sides of a polygon will give a circumference=3.

1415925+, which is less than geometer's ratio, and G P

=1 F- G GxA B will give 3.1415948+which is greater

than my ratio. It is evident, therefore, that if that in

finity which is equal to the essential difference in the

properties of straight lines and curved lines, and which is

consequently e(].ual to the dU!'erence between a line coin

ciding with the greatest limit of the area of any circle,

and a lilleinclosing the same circle, shall equal one in the

thirteenth decimal place of any line of fiumes, the omis·
o 0

sion of the value of that infinity, will, in the process of

bisection, to 12288 sides of a polygon, be an errol' in the

sixth decimal place of circumference.

Again, let F (finity) eqnal one of 16 decimal places or

1.0000000000000000, and let infinity eqnal one at the

sixteenth decimal place, then I F (infinity. added to

finit.y) = l.OOO()OOOOOOOOOOOl. Now let the circumfer·

ence be hisected fifteen times, this ,,-ill give nn inseribed

polygon of 196608 si<1es, then let C G eqllal the perpen·

dicular 011 t,11C choI'Il of the arch of 196608 sl(lcs of nn in

scribed polygon, then C G=.99999999987283G3+and F

- C G is again seen t.o be a line of only seven figures, or

a unit with six decimal places, and I F - eGis also ngain

seen to be greater by one in the sixth decimal place than

F - 0 G, and at 393216 sides of a polygon, an infinity

which had a value of only one in the sixteenth decimal

place, is increased in value in the process of bisection, so

that it becomes one 01' more in the sixth decimal plnce of

circlllllference. The error of geometers is here palpable

-it does not eyen require the calculation to be mnde in

order to demonstrate it,-the number of figures left when

C G is deducted from F is alone sufficient to show at
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seen to be greater by one in the sixth decimal place than

F - 0 G, and at 393216 sides of a polygon, an infinity

which had a value of only one in the sixteenth decimal

place, is increased in value in the process of bisection, so

that it becomes one 01' more in the sixth decimal place of

circlllllference. The error of geometers is here palpable

-it does not eyen require the calculation to be mnde in

order to demonstrate it,-the number of figures left when
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what point' the perimeter of the }lolygon fOlllHl, is less

than the true circumference of the circle; and it is per

fectly obvious, that this error' arises froln mechanical

causes perceptible to our senses;' and froI11 an inhei'ent

property of numbers \vhich c1,l.nnot be obviated by any

method of geometers. It is not a defect 01' discrepancy

of numhers, but it is the perfection of their power, and is

easily understood to have its origin in the essential differ

ence in the prop~rties of straight lines and curved lines.

It is perfectly obvious also, from the examples given, that

if 've could go on with the process of bisection until the

iJerpendicular on the chord of the arch should equal.

radius, the error aIising from an infinity omitted at the

first, would then equal circumference itself. It is equally

ohvious, that at whatever point in a line of ficTures ,ve_ b

may place the value of infinity by hypothesis, 'whether at

the sixteenth, twenty-fifth, fiftieth or even at 1000 deci

mal places from unit, by the process of bisection the value

or' such infinity will be increased, so that at some great

number of sides it will equal one in the sixth' decilnal

place, and finally equal circumference itself. I do not

say that one in the sixteenth, twenty-fifth or any other

particular decimal place is an infin1~ty j but if a Iittle

estinlate 'be niade of its value, we may form some concep.

tion, whether it may, or may not, be an infinity, according

to my definition of the term.

. A difference ,vhieh equals one in the sixteenth decimal

place, is such, that if the Iuagnitudes be llliles, it is less

than one hair's breadth in the distance froln our earth to

the snn! and it is less than the .t'v1lJ'.t/~oU8andtll,part of

one hail"s breadth in the circtuuference of our earth!

Whether such a difference is equal to an infinity in the

surface of a glass of ,vater (to ,,-hich I have requested

reference in a note to thiEl proposition; also in a note to

proposition v., chapter ii.). or, in other words, equal to

one particle of ,,~ater in its least possible natural divi·

sion, aIHI hence equal to the difference between the great.

.est possihle line coinciding ,vith the ,vater, and the least

possible line coinciding ,vith the interior of the ttllubler

inclosing the ,vater, I leave to the decision of those ""hose

pp-rceptiolls and j ndgluents are l110re acute than luine.

The principle shown in the exmllples ghren, is a clear

one, and proves conclusively, that if the ocean ,yere

spread out in a circle, aud the difference betw·een a line

colnciding with its utInost liInit, and a line incloslng it,

should be of the value of one particle of ,vater in its least

possible natural division, the oIllissiotl of that value

w·ould, in the process of bisection by geometers' nlethocl,

at some great number of sides of a polygon, become of

the value of one or Illore in t.he sixth decimal place of

eirculnfel'ence, and finally equal circul11ference itself.

Tlte j))'ol)osition ,is tlterefol'e demon8trated.
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Having completely demonstrated in the six proposi.

tions of chapter i. , that there is an essential difference in

the· properties of straight lines and curved lines, which

has been entirely overlooked by geometers,-having

proved, also, in the fifth proposition, chapter ii., that the

circumference of a circle is a line outside of the circle,

thoroughly inclosing it,-in the first proposition of this

Appendix, that the line approximated by geometers is a

line coinciding with the greatest limit of the area of the

circle, but not inclosing it,-and ·by the last proposition,

that the method of geometers is such, that by the di:ffer

ence in value between these two lines, they are liable to

an error iIi the sixth decimal place (the point at which

their ratio differs from mine): It would seem as if all

these demonstrations were sufficiently conclusive, and

that no professor of mathematics would, hereafter, ohject .

to my ratio of circumference and diameter, on the ground

that "it differs from their approximation, in the sixth

"decimal place," unless he can first disprove all these

demonstrations, by Borne other means than by assuming

to be true, just what has here been proved to be false, a

very common way of repelling truth, and then dignify.

ing it with the name of argument. But I have no idea

that professors will so easily surrender the point. It is·

a part of human nature, that men who are joined to

their idols will never let them go,-neither will tl~ey.

As I have said in the intl'oduetion to this Appendix, " if

"driven from one principle, they will fall back npon

" another; and if beaten from all, they will return again

"to the first;" and all we can do, is, to reduce them to

this necessity, and there leave tllE'm.

In the last demonstration, I have introduced, in a note,

for illustration, the natural lines ,,-hich are seen in a glass

of water, to show the difference between a line coinciding

with, and a line inclosing the circle. It will be nsserted,

no douht, as an objection to the truth shown in tIle last

dcmonskation, tllat these t.wo lines (the line of the

water, and the line of the tmuhler) meet at a line with.

ont breadth, which is the common boundary of both, and

which they hence assume to he the common IlWflSnrC of

both; in other words, that because the water and the

tumbler arc said to touch each other, that they arc thore-. .
fore equal. 'Ve must, theref()re, anticipate their resort,

and take away the subtelfnge, before thE'Y turn to it. If

tIley would make this objection, and abide hy the prin

ciples it involves, it would be quite sufficient for my pur

pose, for thereby, they would admit that the circumfer

ence of the circle is a line out8ide of it, and it is tllen

easily shown, that the difference between this line, and

that which they measure, is that infinity for which I con

tend, allll the omission of its valne lays them liable to nn

error in the sixth decimal place. But they will not nbide
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• Theoretic men have a science, which they call the "scieneeof van
ishing quantities," and which, I think, has some affinity to this idea of tho
existence,of magnitude in the abstract, beyond the means of development by
any magnifying power. I know nothing about it,-I only know that they

. have such a science, by which they assume to prove that a thing may be nnni
bUated, and yet continue to exist.· I can well nnderstand how abstract Bpace
or magnitude may be diminished, until it is entirely beyond our perceptions
by any aid which we can control. And I can well' understand ,how a devel-

in argument, even by the principles of their own ohjec.

tions, because it is not their purpose to find the truth, hut

only to. object, lest, in finding the truth, tlMy should be

found in error.' I shall, therefore, treat the subject on its

t~·ue merits, and show that no curved line, or line of cir

cumference, can be, at the same time, the common boun

dary,and the.common measure, of its two sides.

Before proceeding to demonstrate this principle, I

shall here again lay down as axioms, certain truths,

which have been proved, or are self-evident.

First.' Space is infinitely divisible. (Proposition ~.,.

Appendix.)

Second. Any imaginary line (not a nutterial line),

which shall have breadth, is equal to the SaIne portion of

space.

Third. Any such imaginary line is, therefore, infinitely

divisible.

Fourth. Any such imaginary 'line may, therefore, be

divided, until each part or division is less than any mag

nitude which is, or can be, developed to our senses.*

oped mngnit.nde may, by some process of nat.nre, become ~o divid('d, as to re
turn to its original clements; or, by forming some neW' nflinitics, pass to soml~

new form of ('xistl'nce, and be sel'mingly de~troyed. But I cannot. nnde~tnnd
how a thing cnn exist, and yet not exist at the snme time The thouC1'ht
appears to me to have its origin in the same class of abstract a~surdities, wJ~('h
calls an infinity" nothing," and then, as occasion may reqnire, B~eks to prove
that not.hing l'quals something. If nsked my opinion, whnt is the limit of
developed magnitudes, I would answer, that, so inr as I nm able to reason,
without much reflection on the subject, the atmosphere we breathe, seems to
be the houndary line. Being the medium 9f light. which discloses mngnitude,
it cannot, it.s('lf, be deYelopl'd to the sens('~.' 'Ve cnn feel its mm:!!, bv it!! o,,-n
motion, or its r('sistnllce t.o motion; but we can neither sec, nor feel: its s?pa
rote particles, thottgh convinced of its existence in that form, by the evidellcp'
of its motion. I should infl'r, from thl'se fncts, that particles l('~ than those
of the ahnoAphcre, cannot be made perceptible to our senses; and thnt parti
cles greater than those of the atmosphere, are within the scope of possible
development.

]11APPENDIX TO TIlE QUADRATURE.

Piftll.. At ,vhatever poit~t the division of snch n line

may be alTested, because the St1111 of all the parts is equal

to the ,vhole; therefore, each part lllUst have breadth,

though the breadth of each part. may be such, that no

conceivable ntl1uber of thenl would fOrIn a develope<1

magnitude.

Sixtl~. One line cannot occupy two places at the same

time; ncither can two lines be in one nnd the sallIe

place, at the same tinIe.

Seve'/ltl~. Two lines ,vithout breadth, cannot exist w·ith

no breadth het,veen thenl.

Einllth. The existence of shape siO'nifie~ lillIit· hencetJ ~, ,

no shape cnn exist ,vithout a boundary line definitely
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PLATE XXXI.
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PLATE XXXII.

PROPOSITION V.

tllrough the center, lengthwise, in halves, the halves can

not coincide; and if they he divided thus, to infinity, no

one part of either 0 or D can coincide with any other

part, because no one l)art of such division is equal to any

other part,-that which is farthest from the center P

being greatest, and that which is nearest the center P

being least. So also with E and F, or G and H, and if

either be divided to infinity, none of the parts so divided

can coincide with any other part, because no one part of

such division is equal to any other part, but each part

coincides with, and is equal to itself only. The p1'oposi

tion is tlltC-refol'e demonst1·ated.

All lines 1.oMclL lLave a fixed and defl1l1:te locality "mlst

lLave b1'eadtlL, whether they ,be Unes of circumference, 01~

lines of division.

Let A and B (Plate XXXII.) be two straight ~ine: at

an angle to each other as in the fourth proposition, and

meeting at the point P, which is supposed to be the cen
S
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PROPOSITION IV.

located, which forms no part of the shape itself, which

boundary is its circumference.

No lwo lines lying in ~M same plane, parallel ,to each

other, and between two other straight lines, 'which are at

an angle to each other, can possibly coincide. and be equal,

except they shall become one and tlLe same line.

"'\\M--"1-i!---__

Now let A and B (Plate XXXI.) be two straight, ,

lines, at an angle to each other. They are seen to meet

at the point P, therefore, P may be supposecl to he the

center of a circle. Now, let 0 and D be two other lines

parallel to each other, lying in the same plane, between

A and B,and,at any angle to Aor B. It is seen that 0

and D are not equal; that which is fa~thest from the

center, P (0), being greatest, .and that which is nearest

the center, P (D), being least; and because one is greater

than the other, therefore, if brought together, they cannot

coincide, but in part j and if either 0 or D be divided
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"exist with no breadth between then1," therefore the line

bebveen the water and the tUlllbler has breadtl~, tllOllgh

such broad th is evidently less then one particle of ,vater

in its least possible natural division (see Note to prop.

Y., chap. ii.).

Seoond. Every part of the tunlbler is farther fronl

the center than any part of the ,Yater, hence (prop. iv.)

the line of the ttuubler is greater than the line of the

water, therefore a line between thelll being greater than

the inside and less than the outside, oannot be the com

mon meaS1tre of both its sides,-it luust be asstuned as

the lueasure of one or the other of its sides, but not of

both, and in this particular it differs essentially frOl11 a

straight line. It is the COlnnlon boundary of both its si<lN,

only, as it limits extension jJ'01n the center oubnlrd, and

diminution towards tlw center inward, ,,,hidl are oppos-ite

qualities. FrolH the IHere fact of its being the COlunlOll

boundary, it cannot therefore be the common 'measure o.f

extension 011 both Hs sides.

Thlrd. The line between the w"ater and tIle tumbler

being a line of division w'hich separates all parts of the

water frolH all parts of the tumbler, leaving one ""holly

. inside and the other wholly outside, therefore (proposi

tion v.) tlIat line has breadth, and being defined and con·

~ sidered as having breadth, therefore ,vhen we say that

the circlunference of tIle water is t.he least possible line
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ter of a circle. Let A and B form two siu~s of n. devel-.

oped magnitude equal to M, and let Nand 0 be two

divisions of that magnitude. Now let an imaginary line

supposed to be without breadth fall on M dividing it

into two parts· as at C D. It is known that e\"ery part

of M which is nearer to the center P than such imagi- .

nary line, will fall on the inside (0), and every part of 1\1

which is farther from the center P than such imaginary

line will fall on the outside (N), therefore (proposition

IV.), every part of N parallel to C D is greater than any

part of 0 parallel to C D. And because every part of N

is farther from the center P than any part of 0, there·

fore the line C D being a line of division has breadth,

however we may have inlagined it, though such breauth

may be a.less portion of space than any separate existing .

portion of the material or thing divideu. Tl~e jJl'OpO·

8ition i8 therefore demon8trated.

From the demonstration of the last two propositions and

their preceding axioms these necessary deductions follow:

First. In the illustration of the glass of ,vater, the

water and the tumbler being two materials vvhich cannot

mingle, they therefore occupy two places, and (axiom

6th) "one line cannot occupy two places at the same

"time," therefore the lines coinciding with each (the

water and the tumbler) are not one anu the smne line.

And (axiom 7th) "two lines without breadth cannot
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of the tumbler, we mean, of course, that line which limits

the diminution of the interior of the tumbler toward the

center and which limits the exwn8ion of the surface of,
the water frOm the center, and is the common boundary

of both, but not the common measure of extension in

both. But if the line between the water and the tum-'

bIer be defined and considered as having no breadth, then'

the line which would limit the extension of the water

would be a line coinciding with the tumbler and not in·

terior to it, and the line which would limit the diminution

of the tumbler toward the center would be a line coin·

ciding with the water and not outside of it. And be·

cause the circumference of a circle is a line outside of

the circle thoroughly inclosing it (prop. v., chap. ii.),
therefore if the definition of a line shall be that it has

no breadth then the circumference of the water is a line
"coinciding with a part of the tumbler. But if the defi·

nition of a line shall be such that all lines which are

lines of division and have a fixed and defined locality lwve

breadth, though such breadth may be infinitely dimin·

ished (axioms 3d, 4th, and 5th), then the line between

the water and the tumbler, having breadth, and being'

wholly outside of the water, is the circumference of the

circle, and it is evident (axiom 8th) that no circle can

exist in nature which has not a fixed boundary or line of

circumference which separates it from all surrounding

..
VISIOn.

The foregoing demonstrations and the deductions from

them, naturally lead to some few remarks respecting the

properties of numbers, and of magnitudes, with the math·

things. These differences which grow out of the defini·

tion of a line require to be carefully considered.

Fo1t1,th. It is self-e\·ident that contact is not 1tnion, and

it is a mathematical error to consider them ttS one.

Therefore if two magnitudes be separated by any giyen

line or space between them, and if they are then brought

together until they are in contact or seem to touch each

other, the line or space between them is only divided or

diminished-it is not annihilated. And because space is

infinitely diyisible (axiom 1st and prop. II,), therefore it

may be infinitely diminished, but it can never be aIlllihi·

Iated unless the two sides shall become one, which is

impossible. They may approach so closely as t<> exclude

all other matter amI cohesion may take place by affinity

of the parts, but the lines of contact or cohesion are

still in existence, terminating the boundnries of the two

sides, and hence there is space between them, and if not,

'then space is not infinitely divisible. Hence the water

and the tumbler being wholly distinct and unmingled

there is space or breadth of line between them, though

such breadth is evidently diminished nntil it is less than

one particle of water in its least possible natural di·
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ematical definitions of a line, and a point, and their ap

plication in geometry.

I will not undertake to say, that because it is proved

that "all lines having a fixed and definite locality have

breadth also, that under the circumstances, it is abso·

lutely necessary in aU case8 to change the mathematical

definition of a line or a point; but I do say, that to

regard these definitions, in their abstract, arbitrary, and

limited signification as essential to truth: is wholly un

necessary.

Nature will work in her own way in spite of our deft·
\

nitions, and i£ in geometry we work according to nature's

truth, the result will be correct, whether we define lines

as having breadt~ or no breadth.

The science of mathematics in the most universal sense

in 'which the term can be applied, i~, I think, the science

of numbers, which have infinite capacity, both as to no

tation and enumeration.

Algebra means nothing, or it may mean, eitllCr one

thing or another, as suits the fancy of him who works in

it, until its results are reduced to numbers; and then

the~e is no value in the universe, either simple, conl

pound, or rela~ive, whi. h some notation, enumeration, or

relative fraction of numbers is not capahle of expre~sing.

A little examination into the character of nUlnberl'l, 'will,

I think, be sufficient to conyince us of this truth. And

what are nUJubers? IIaye ,ve any definite idens of their

nature', cnpacitie~, origin, or end? Are they a creation

of God, existhlg by his power independent of other

things? or are they silnply the result of a previous ne

cessity which the order of creation only fulfills, and

which hence follow as a mere consequence of the pet'cep

tions with ,vhich the Creator has endowed om' minds?

I :\1n c0111pelled to think the latter, and hence w'hether

in the lnatel'ial or imlnaterial ,vorld, to our perceptions,

nUJubers and existences are identical and inseparable,

Before creation began, then, m.nnbers had no existence,

except in the infinite eternal ONE. But when the first

particle of ol'iginal nlatter ,vas brought into being it

constitnted the .ftnlte one, and the second particle two,

and finite and progressive numbers then had their be

gillnlng, awl have e,·er since, ,vith every succeeding pro

duction, been llloving fonvard towards the INFINITE.

But our notation of decimal numbers, is only one of the

f01'1118 which nature enlploys for herself; and it is be

cause they are one of the forms ,,·hich nature employs

for herself, ,vhich gives theln their power, accuracy and

clearlles~; hence decitnal numhers ,vill be fonnd to have

an important part in the order of created things. But

nature also etllploys other forms or notations of llu11lbers

besi(les decimals, and whenever she does so, decimal

nUJnber8 are not accurate, or rather they have not the
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power to tell us the exact truth without the loss of some

fraction or remainder.

We know very well that all notations of numbers

must have their beginning in one, which is less, and their

end in one, which is greater; thus when we say "one

"thousand," we simply mean a thousand ones, or if "le

consider it in its unity, we mean one, a thousand times

greater than the original one. Hence it is plainly

seen ~hat when the first original particles of matter were

collected together and moulded into shape,-vvhen our

earth assumed her opaque body, and when the first star

sprang into existence, it was nothing else but a following

out of the progression of numbers from an original crea·

tion of o~ less, to the accumulation of one greater. At

least such is the only understanding which our percep·

tions can give lIS of the order of production ill created

things: and it appears to me, that in material thillgs,

truth is nothing more than the perfect agreement be·

tween nature and our perceptions, and error is their dis

agreement. Hence if we had been differently endowed,

natural truth might have been to us quite another thing, .

and to our minds numbers might not have been wllat

they now are.

H then this agreement between the order of produc.

tion in natnre and our natUl'al perceptions be t1'lltl/, then

it is self·evident, that there exists not in the wide

universe a sinerle particle of matter, or combination of, b

particles into shapes 01' things, which numbers have not

once told out with unerring exactness; and what numbers

have done once,' they can do again. It is evident, there

fore, that in the material world, numbers and things,

that is, shapes and magnitudes, are identical and insep

amble, and we cannot comprehend one without the

other, therefore, nmnbe1's are the legitimate medium of

determining mathematical truth, and no solution can be

complete until it is reduced to numbers. It is an error,

therefore, of mathematicians, to give to numbers the

inferior place in 1113.thematical science.

The science of geometry, as a part of mathematics,

is genemlly defined as the science of measure, or of

quantity; but I think this definition is too limited, and

that it nUl.)', with greater justice, be termed the science

of perfect mechanics, by which all forms and proportions

are pl'odueed, as well as measured, and their relatiye pro

perties and yalnes determined. If, for eX:1mple, we

would make any shape or form out of brass or other

material, in order that its proportions may be as nearly

accmate as possible, we must first prodll,ce it geometri

cally, and tllen make one from brass, as neal' like the

geometrical form produced, as we can. The first is,

then, in principle, a pelfeet form, according to nature'H

workinO" but the second is only an imitation, and i~
b'
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imperfect, by reason of our inability to measure or detect

.so small a quantity of matter as one original particle,

which 'is the only perfect standard of measure; and if the

form of brass shall differ from the true geomet.rical fo'nn

but one particle, it is imperfect. The firRt is an operation of

geometry, and is nature's work; the second is a mechani

cal operation,' and is the work of the artisan. The first is

the development of the pure principle8 which govern the

form; the second is only the labor of the ,vol'kman with

his tools. If, therefore, we separate geOllletry from me·

o chanics, we leave the latter without a 8cience, and

deC1'rade the mechanic arts to the character of a blindo

hnitation, without rule or pIinciple. The really scien·

tific mechanic is one who constructs his work according

to geometrical principles, and the only difference bet,veen

his work and his principles is, that his principle8 are per·

. fect, being according to nature's lawR, hut his work is

imperfect, from lack of skill to make it more perfect.

The power of .mechanics is altogether constructive, it is

not creative; she can fashion things, but she caunot Ilutke

them,-we must first furnish her with materials, and she

will then mould them; and beiug furnished 'with the

necessary parts of things, she can put thenl together.

So,' also, with geometry; she can create notlling,-all her

powers are constructive, only; she finds all her 1)1'opor

tiona in magnitudes and forms, and we have seen that

numbers and nutgnitudes, or forms, are inseparahle.

These, then (numbers and 111ngnitudes), aI'~ the lllateri·
I

als of geOlnetry, and until she is furnished ,vith these,

she can do nothing. Let it be rcquired of geOlnetry to

produce a hexagon, and she requires you to furnish her

,,~ith six equilateral triangles, and placing thCln together,

shows you a hexagon; and in produeing this hexagon,
•

geometry has done no l110re than lueehanicnlly to con·

struct a fOl'ln out of other for111s, and built up a Innguitude

out of lesser mngnitudes ; and this is the lituit of her power,

becan~c she can create nothing. If you llOW require to

kno,v the value of this hexagon, in proportion to other

Rhapes, decimal nUlubers will tell you that each side of

the bexngon being one, its ,~alne in proportion to the equi.

lateral triangle of an equal side is 81:~1J, and in proportion

to the square, it is the sqnare root of G.75. If, in this

last, you ,visll for any lllore definite expression than

square root, decitnal nlllubers ,vill tell you to go and

acqunint yourself with some other notation, besides deci·

Inal8, ,vhich can give the needed fraction, or otherwise

to sit do,vn in ignorance. NO'V, let it be required of

geolnetry to produce a forln ,vithout the use of magni.

. tudes, and she tells you that she can do no such thing,

that forln nnd luagnitude are inseparable idens,-that

all shnpes and forllls haye both extension and lhuit, and

are, therefore, finite,-that she deals infinite lllagni.
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tudes, and nothing eIse,-that abstract space is infinite,

and if she ever considers space, she considers it only in

finite por~ions, and in reference to some developed mag·

nitude having the same boundaries; hence, if geometry

be required to measura any portion of space, she demands

to be furnished with some magnitude as a standard of

measure, or otherwise she cannot do it.
• Let it be required of geometry to give a fixed and defi·

nite Ioc~lity to a line without breadth, or to II point in

space, without magnitude, and she will tell you that

locality, place, and position, are all of the same import,

and all of them mean a portion oj space,-that there can·

be no division of space equal nothing (see page 9&);

and, therefore, there can be no locality, place or posi.

tion, without magnitude; and hence, your line without

breadth, and position without magnitude, are fallades,

both in nature and mechanics, and, therefore, beyond her

power.

,ABk geometrY to measure a form by a line without

breadth, and, if you please, let the form be a hexagon of

uncertain size. Geometry at once answers you, that a

line without breadth has no existence, and if you furnish

her with no other materials she cannot do it,-that mag·

nitude is only magn,itude by comparison with some

Btandar~ of measure, and hence things can only be me~s.

ured by comparison with other things, and, therefore, it

,is out of her power to measure something, by comparing

it with nothing. Even a stfllHhrd of measure (nn artie

ficial standard) is without meaning, only, as it refers to

some other standard; as, for example, a carpenter's foot·

rule is without expression as to quantity, only aR we

mentally refer the rule to the foot. '\Vhen we measure a

thing, therefore, we do nothing but simply determine

its quantity, in its relation to some other quantity

already determined; how, then, can relat.ive quantity be

determiued, by comparing any quantity with itself, or by

comparing it with no quantity? But furnish geometry

with a positive magnitude, which shall be her standard

of measure, and which she can npply to any part of the

hexagon, and then knowing what the form is, numbers

will perform the rest and yon may imagine your line

to be just what you please-as having breadth, or no

breadth, it is all the same to geometry. H~wing deter·

minecl the extension of the form in one direction, by a

positive mngnitude, or line with breadth, and knowing

what the form is, geometry can now determine its exten·

sion in all directions, from any point, and the result will

be correct, and geometry is satisfied; but without the

help of this positive magnitude, you could never have

known anything of the yalne of the hexagon.

And now if there be anything in the world to person·

ate common sense, I would ask, has geometry measured
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this. hexagon by a line with breadth or by one witllOut

breadth ~ Certainly by one 1-oith breadth, will be the

answer, and by no other means did geonletry ever yet

measure anything! It seems therefore that geOlnetry

can do nothing, with a line without breadth independently

and alone,-you mnst first furnish her with a line 1-oitll,

breadth with which to measure the imaginary one w'l~tlwut

breadth, before she call proceed one step in her work

towards determining the quantity of any figure. In pro.

position v. (thi.s Appendix) I have shown that in divid.

ing any material or developed magnitude, geometry does

it by a line with breadth, and it has been shown, also,

that such a line may exist, and yet be less than any

portion of the material magnitude divided. Let us now

see what sort of a line geometers do actually use in

dividing a magnitude. Let the magnitude to be divided

be a plate of gold one inch square, and to be divided

equally. We know t~at gold is constituted of original

particles, because it can be dissolved or dispersed and

its particles collected together again and deposited in a

new place, the particles cohering as before; therefore let

the plate ~o be div.ided be of the imaginary thickness of

one original particle of gold. The principles of geOl~'

etry fix the line where it is to be divided with perfect

accuracy, so that just as many particles shall lie on one

side of the li~e as on the other. But the geometer not

being able to locate, to perceive, 01' to nnderstnnd the

exact place of his bnaginary line 10ftllOut breadth, in

order to aid this deficiency of his perceptions, he dr:nvs a

line 1.citl" breadtl" ~cross the fnce of the plate of gold at

the points indicated by geometry; and knowing that this

line by its breadth covers a portion of the gold, he pro

ceeds llientally to diluinish the line to,vards the center,

until its breadth is les8 than any portion of the gold, 01',

in other ,vords, until its breadth is equal to the lines of

cohesion ,vhich unite the particles of gold. And the

nlagllitude 01' plate of gold is thus mentally divided,

,vithout the loss of any portion of its quantity; and

because the line of contact or cohesion of the particles of

gold has t,YO sides, leaving all the particles of one half

on one side of it, and all the partlcles of the other half

on the other side, it therefore has breadth, though such

breadth is diminished, until it is less than one pnrticle of

gold, and less than any of our perceptions of quantity.

The" particles of gold do not, by their cohesion;unite, to

becOlne one and the sanle,-they siInply approach each

other 'vithin a distance, such as to exclude nIl grosser

matter, ,vhile each particle of gold remains as before dis·

tinct fr0111 the other.

And now I think that no geometer who is capable of

examining the nature a.nd extent of his o'vn perception~,

,yill tell lue, that in dividing any magnitude geometri.
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cally, he has ever made I use of a line mentally or phys

ically, in any other way than just ns I have described

above; and if so, then no geometer has ever yet (except

in name) used a line without breadth in dividing any

magnitude. .AE an evidence of the truth of this conclu·

sion, we need only make the attempt, mentally, to fix the

position of a point without magnitude, or the locality of

a line without breadth; as we diminish toward the

center, our very thought expires with the expiring- mag

nitude, and we have neither recollection nor comprehen

sion of its exact place.

I have, in another place, explained natural truth to be

nothing more than the agreement between nature and

our perceptions, and error as their disagremnent. N ow' it

appears to me that in the application of lines and magni

tudes to geometry, the e~plallationwhich I have given of

their use, forms a perfect agreement between the operations

of nature, and the perceptions with which nature has

endowed us; and if so, then it is true; anu the ideas of

lines without breadth, and position without magnitude,

are misnomers,-mere illusions of the imagination,-alto

gether unnecessary,-wholly without use, and in oppo-,

.sition to all natural truth and evidence.

The mathematical definition of a line,-" that which

" has len~th but not breadth," at first strikes the mind as

an absurdity, b~cause it implies quantity of one kind, and

yet it has no existence. But on examining it ,vith the

application lllade of it by geometers, it is found to luean

mere distance frOIll one point to another, and ,vhere

nothing but luere distance is intended, it is ,,-holly imma

terial to the result 'whether the line shall have breadth

or not. We may consider it an inch wide, or a foot

wide, or as broad as it is long, anel no difference will

follow in the result. The definition is therefore exceed

ingly imperfect, even if true. But it is not tl'lte in

nature, and therefore 'not bOlle in geometry, because nature

is the perfection of geOllletry. Lines in their practical

applicntiOl~ in nnture, and consequently in geoluetry, have

a more enlarged use and meaning tllan mere distance.

They in reality constitute the divisions of all nlagnitndes,

and the boundaries of all shapes,-offices which mere

distance is incapable of perfol'llling. ""Ve have seen that

shape or forul (,vhich is identical ,vith magnitude) is

essential to tIle first principles of geometry. ""Ve have

seen also that 110 shape can have any positive existence

without li7nit, and a boundalY clearly defined, definitely

located, and separating it from all surrounding things.

And the proposition is self·evident that lines ,vhich per

fornl these offices rn'ltst l~a·ve a positlve existence, and

therefore 1nltst have breadtl~,-therefore the circllluference

of it circle 1nust l~ave b1°eadth.

A definition does not necessarily form any part of
9
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..error.
I do not say, therefore, that it is absolutely necessary,

tin all cases, to change the mathenlatical. definition of a

line, but I do say that it is wholly unnecessary to con·

:sider the definition as a ma~henlatical truth, 'which is

.fixed and unalterable, and that it is absolutely necessary

to consider the circumstances in which a line is m~ed, ann.

to moduy or' change the definition in all those cases in

mathematical truth. It is only a part of the lnethod hy

which truth. is determined, and is not always essential

even to this; as we have already seen that in certain cir

cumstances, it is entirely immaterial to the result ,vhat

the definition may be. The chief object of a definition

is to enable the mind to conlprehend a truth when it i~

determined, rather than to constitute any part of the

truth itself., A definition must be conformable to truth

in the circumstn.nces in which it is used. llence the def

inition of a line without breadth, being conformable to

truth in such circumstances, is a good definition in all

those cases where distance only is intended, In ,vhlch it is

entirely immaterial what may be the breadth of a line

or whether it has any at all. But in aU those ca~cs in

which a line with breadth differs in value frot11 oue with·

out breadth (which ,it always does in a continuous line

of circumference), the mathematical definition is not con·

formable to the truth of nature, and therefore leads to

,vhich a line with hreadth differs in value frolH one with

out hreadth, as in the cil'ctunference of a circle. In sneh

cases, I would define a line as that "rllich has length ntHI

the least possible breadth ,vith locality, and I would de

fine a point as that "Thich has position and the least

possible magnitude ,vith locality.

It will be seen, however, by all ,vho exanllne the

whole course of lny reasoning attentively, that lines

having breadth, is not a condition on ,vhich the Quad.

rature of the Circle is based, but only a conclusion to

which the developments as they proceed ineyitably lead

us. The twelve propositions of chapter ii., ,vhich em·

brace the ,vhole demonstration of the Quadrature, rest

entirely on the relative properties of shapes, alHI of

straight lines to curved lines, and are l.vllolly independent

of tlte fact ,vltether lines have breadth or not. If, thel't>

fore, anyone should choose for any reason to rejeet the

idea of lines having breadth and points haying luagnitn<1e,

it cannot in any 'Yise affect t·he truth of these dmuonst.ra

tions or the main ohject of this publication.

'Ve have seen, in the course of the foregoing reason

ing, that shape or foJ''1J'~ is essential, both to the princi

ples of geOlnetry, and to the practice of geolHetry, and

that form and magnitude are identical and inseparahle

ideas. We lutve seen, also, that numbers and tldJltr'.~

(which, in the material "vorld, are the saUle as nUlgnl-
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t.udes) are also inseparable. We have seen, also, that

geometry, being' the science of quantity, can only com·

pare indefinite quantity with other quantities which are

known, and definite. We have seen, also, that geome·

try-being, as she is, the basis of pure mechanics:-when

she is required to produce a Jorm, she does it by using,

or putting together, other Jorms, just as we build a ship,

ora house; with this q.i:fference, only, that all her forms

are perfect, but ours, from lack of skill, are imperfect.

And when' geometry is required to produce a magnitude,

she does it with the use of lesser magnitudes, which are

her standards of measure, and without the use of both

Iorm and magnitude, it is not in the power of geometry,

either t'o produce anything, or to measure anything; she

positively refuses to proceed one step, either in the de·

velopment,or measurement, of any form, until she is fur·

nished with a positive magnitude, as a standard of meas

ure which she can consider, and treat, as one,. and no, '

abstract solution of any geometrical problem has any

meaning in it, until the result is compared with some

known quantity of definite form, as a standard of mea

sure. We have seen, nlso, that the power of geometry is

limited to finite things, or things having limit or boun

dary,-that she considers space, only by comparing it

with finite and definite magnitudes; that infinite ''Pace,

or infinite magnitude, is entirely beyond her reach or

comprehension; and that all abstractions are necessarily
infinities.

These conclusions form a perfect ngreement between

the operations or developments of nature, snch as we can

understand, nnd the perceptions and powers of compre

hension, which nature llas given 1l8, nnd tluy are, tltcl'e

fore, tnte. What then becomes of the idea of the exist

ence of geometry as an abstract and metaphpicnl sci

ence? In my opinion, the notion of abstractions in ge

ometry sinks at once to a level in "nItte with the chimeras

of a sick man's brain; they are mere illusions, floating in

the mind of the operator, without identifying themse).;es

with the practical truths of whieh they are only the men·

tal images, and, I believe, were never thought of by ge

ometers, uutil the introduction of nlgebm, nnd its aIr

strnct mode of reasoning, which is without use or mpnn.

ing, until it is brought down to the standard of some

definite form and magnitude. I cannot, therefore, do

otherwise than conclude, that geometry has to do with

notlting but tlw relations oj ph.ysical or material tlling8,

and is, therefore, purely a pltysical sm'ence.

And since all that is known in geometry includes but

a very small portion of either the general principles, or

imlividual truths, which go,'el'll the relations of things to

one another, it is self-eddent, that the sciencp, as pmc

ticed, is open to improyernent, and capable of progl'es~,
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imlividual truths, which go,'el'll the relations of things to

one another, it is self-eddent, that the sciencp, as pmc

ticed, is open to improYernent, and capable of progl'es~,
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The opposite duplicate ratio of tlte equilateral t1'iangle

and th.e cirole.

. Duplicate ratio is a universal property of area, hence,

the square being the standard of value, therefore, the

square of diameter is duplicate ratio, and all superficial

magnitudes, of any shape, are to each other of the sanle

shape, in ratio of area, as the squares of their diameters,

or in duplioate ratio. Explained in its simplest and Jnost

practical form; duplicate ratio of area means only, that
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the increase of area in any shape is in duplicate ratio to

the illcrense of circumference and dimneter; that is to

say, that area quadruples as often as circumference and

dimlleter double; hence, because the equilateral trian

gle and the circle are, in their relations to the square, in

the opposite duplicate ratio to one another (propositions

VIII, and IX" chapter ii.); therefore-

PLATE XXXIII.

PROI>OSITION VI,

TIle cl1'clG i'J1sc1'lbed and cirC1.l1nscrlbed abou.t an equi

lateral triangle, is in duplica.te ratio to the circle inscribed
and ci1'cu1nsc1'ibed abo'ltt a square.

Let the al'eas of the inscribed circles A and B equal

one another; then the di:llnetel's of A and B are also

equal. No,v, let the side of the square c~rculllscribingA
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just as much as the mechanic arts, the study of chmuis

try, or anything else; anu notwithstanding its nlany

conveniences, I regard the use of algebra in geolnetrical

delllonstration, as deserving no higher character than

that of an ingenious invention to supply the lack of a

knowledge of numbers; and I regard the consideration

of geometry as an abstract and metapllJysical science, as

asort of ignis fatuus light, which, by blinding the eyes

of the beholder, renders more obscure everything else

around him, and which, from its first introduction, until

now, has been the chief bar to a rapid progress in the

science, which may be realized the mOlllent this idea of

abstractions is dismissed from our reason.
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equal one, then the· diameter of A = 1, and because the

diameter. of the circumscribed circle equols the diagonal

'of the square, therefore, the diameter of the circum

scribed circle --:- ..; 2, and because the areas of all shapes

are to others of the same shape, in duplicate ratio, 01' as

• the squares of their diameters, therefore, the area of the

circle circumscribed about the square, twice equals the

area of the circle insoribed in the same square. Now, the

, diameters of A and B are equal to one another; hence,

the diameter of B = 1. It is proved by geometry, that

the perpendicular of the triangle circumscribing B equals

the diameter of B, plus the radius of B ; therefore, the

radius of the circle circumscribing the triangle, twice

equals the radius of B, and 2 x 2 = 4 ; therefore, the

area of the cir~le circumscribed about the triangle, foUl'

times equals the area of the circle inscribed in the same

triangle. Tlte proposition ,is tlte1'ej01'e demonstrated.

It is evident from the foregoing proposition and its

demonstration, that the equilateral triangle and the cir

cle are; in their relations to the square, in some form or

other, in duplicate ratio to one another. In what form

this duplicate ratio exists, remains to be proved, if not

already sufficiently proved in prop. VIII. and IX., chap. ii.

In proceeding to prove this, I will first state certain

truths, which are self-evident, or have been definitely

proved already.

PROPOSITION vn.

In all tlte elements of tlwi1' construc#on 'Ioldelt serve to

inc1'ease 01' dhnin£slt a1'ea, tlw eqyUate1'al triangle and tl/.6

ci1-ole m'e exactly opposite to one another' in 1'eSjJect to the

greatest and tlte least of any 8hapes in nat'ltre, and hence

tlwy are opposite to one anothe1' in ratio of tlte 8quares of

their' diameters, or in d'lpUcate ratio.

Now it is one of the plainest principles of geometry

and arithmetic, that if G be greatest and L he least, then

G xLand Lx G are equal, because they are reciprocals,
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First. Circumfercncc aud radius (and not the square

of diameter) are the only natural and legitimate ele

ments of area by which all regular shapes 111ay be mens

ered alike and made equal to one another. (Prop. YII.,

chap. ii.)

Second. The equilateral triangle and the circle are

exactly opposite to one another in the elements of their

construction, which are circumference and radius. (Prop.

VIII. nud IX., chap. ii.)

Tld1'd. The equilateral triangle is the primary of all

shapes in llatl1l'e formed of straight lines and of equal

sides and angles (prop. VIII., chap. ii.), and has the least

number of sides of any shape in nature formed of

straight lines, and the circle is the ultimatum of nature

in the extension of the numbei- of sides. Therefore,
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lIence it .would appear, on general principles, that the

circle and the equilateral triangle should he equal, be

cause one has the ftreatest possible radius and the lea8t

possible circum£erence of any regular shape in nature,

and the other has the least possible radius and the great

est possible circumference of any regular shape, and half

the circumference multiplied by radius are the only Ie

gitinlate elements of area in each, by which they' lllay

be measID'ed alike. But although this is a general prin

ciple in regard to 1'eaiprocals in 1Mt1nbel's, yet it is only

true in geometry when G and L are of cOlTespon<liug or

equal proportionate values. But in the relations of cir

cumference and radius in respect to their relative values

in area, rad·ius is greatest, and circumfm'ence is least (ra

dius=l, circumference =4), and because in the reversal

of the ol,"der of greatest and least in the circle in its rela

tion to the triangle, the greatest· in relative value (ra

dius) is also made greatest in relative magnitu<le, there·

fore the circle and the triangle are not equal as recipro

cals of corresponding value are equal, but opposites in

ratio, and the circle is to the triangle in its relation to

the square as G x G, and the triangle is to the circle in

its relation to the square as L..;.-L, because G x G and

L+L are in opposite ratio to G xL or Lx G, and hence the

square, or square of diameter, being made the al'tifleial

basis of area, th~y are opposite to one another in ratio

PLATE XXXIV.

139

c d
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a.

N0',\1" because A is a shape fonned of straight lines and

angles, therefore the value of a b Dlay be kno,vn, but be

cause B is forIllecl of cur\-ed lines, therefore (by hypothe

sis) none of the parts of B nre kno,vll, hence the point in

numbers relath·ely to 'which the tw·o shapes are opposite

to one another nlust be deterIuilled fr0111 A alone. It bas

heen demonst.rated (prop. IX., chap. ii.) that if C and B

are equal in area, then the diameter of C (a d) in its frae-

of the squares of their diameters, or in the proportion

of square and square root.

The ternl opposite signifies an intermediate, or no point,

relative to which, the things spoken of are opposite to

one another, and in this case the thing necessary to be

known is, the point in nUDlbers relative to which the cir

cle and the triangle are opposite to one another in the

proportion of the square and square root. Therefore let

A be an equilateral triangle, B a circle, and C a square,

each equal one in area.
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tional relation to' B is in the opposite duplicate ratio to

a b, and the area of C (e <1') in its fractionall'elation to

B, is in like opposite duplicate ratio to a b2
•

Now when the area of A=l, then a b is found to

equal 1.316074+and a b expressed in decimal figures is

seen to be an infinite fraction, therefore, a b is an impel"

feet number, 'and all our ideas of fractions or mll'.J'nitudeso

in order to be definite must be formed from whole and

perfect numbers or units; for we cannot conceive of a

fraction unless it shall have reference to some unit:

therefore square a b, and a b'is seen to equal 1.7320508 +

which is still an imperfect number, then square it again,

and a b'xa b'=3, which is a whole and perfect number;

therefore 3 is the first point in numbers from which the

opposite ratio to a b may be deduced in wlwle andpm',

leet nUIJnber8. Now because a b= "3, therefore c d,

being in the opposite duplicate ratio,=3"x3' viz., 3x3=

9 x9=81, and 81 is seen to be the smallest number which

can be found which is in the opposite duplicate ratio to

a b, when a b is brought to a whole and perfect num·

bel'; hence 81 x 81 =6561, is the smallest whol~ and per·

fect number by which the fractional area of the circle

and the square are equal to one another when the whole

area equals one.' (Prop. x. and XI., chap. ii.) The num·

ber 3 is therefore the point in numbers relatively to

which the circle and the triangle, in their fractional rela·
• iii

tions to tlle square, nre opposite to one nnother in dupli

cate ratio, 01' in the proport.ion of the s<1unre and square

root.

The opposite ratio is simply a nece881~ty resulting from

a universal law of nature. The plnnets couHl not move

forward in their courses without the action of opposite

forces (centrifugal, centripetnl). The north pole could

not exist without an opposite or south pole. A shape or

figure of one side cannot exist without nnother and oppo·

site side, and no point can be fixed within the boundaries

of nature which is not cnpnble of opposite extension to

the utmost limits of nature. In fine, no intermedinte can

possibly exist without its opposites. Hence the squflre

being nn intermediate shape nnd being made the stnndard

of value, its opposites are the two extremes of nnture in

the production of shapes. And if we exailline the whole

subject in accordance with this universal law, it will be

seen that in the production of shapes, the opposite dupli

cate ratio is a pre.existing necessity. It is self·e,-ident that

shapes, which are thus opposite to one another in ratio,

must, in their relatiYe construction to the square, form the

two extremes of nature in re~pect to all their elements

which serve to create, increase, or diminish area, and

hence, that not more than two shapes can exist at the

same time which are thus opposite one another. The

whole course of development in this work shows concln-
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PLATE XXXV.

The reciprocals of numbers by which the parts of the

circle and the triangle may be made numerically to equal

. one, are to be found by reversing the order of the parts

of each; therefore, if we multiply the greatest in relative

value, by the greatest in reIa tive magnitude, and the

least in relative value, by the least in relative magni.

143APPENDIX TO THE QUADRATURE.

tude, then the two products, multiplied together, equal

one.

Therefore, if the areas of A and Beach equal one,

then, if the radius of B, multiplied by half the circum·

ference of A, shall equal C, and the radius of A, multi·

plied by half the circumference B, shall equal D, then C

x D = 1. Also, if the radius of A be divided by

haH the circumference of B, and the radius of B be

divided by half the circumference of A, the two products

will he (,1!lIal to one [mother; hut if the area of A = 1,

and the dinmetel' .:>f B equal 1, then C x D equals the

area of 13.

This reeiprocity of parts, and hence of numbers also,

exists he tween the cire1e and all regular shapes whatso

ever, which are formed of straight lines, when the area of

each equn]s one. Bnt all other shapes, e,l'crpt the ~1'/'

angle, lack the condition of being opposite to the circ1e,in

tlw elements of tlLeh' constrltction, in the particulars of

the greatest and the lenst which are pos~ible in nature;

hence, no otlw?' shape, except the circle and the equilate.

ral triangle, can be in the opposite duplicate ratio to one

another, but all otlw?' regular shapes, formed of strnight

lines, and of any greater number of sides than the square,

app?'oach to the opposite ratio, "ad injinitnm," in pro·

portion to the extension of the number of sides.

It has been suggested by some friends, that I should

]J
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sively that the equilateral triangle and the circle are the

only two 8~ape8 in ean-stence possessing the "qualitie~ neces

sary to render them opposite toone another in duplicate

ra~io, or as the squares of their diameters. The truth of

their relation to one another in their relative value to the

square by opposite duplicate ratio is therefore self·

evident. The square being made OM, it is an inter

mediate shape relatively to which the two extremes in

nature are necessarily opposite to one another. Any

other conclusion would, I believe, in the nature of things

be an absurdity.
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add some examples of my method of deducing arithmeti·

cal truths from the problem of the circle, hut this would

extend a work already larger than I intended, and until

my principles of reasoning, and the truth of my ratio

of circumference and diameter shall be acknowledged,

would be productive of no other benefit than the gratifi

cation of curiosity.
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CHAPTER III.

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS ON PROGRESSIVE ASTRONOMY.

To a~k or search I blame thee not, for Heav'n
Is as the book of God before thee set,
Wherein to rend his wondrous works, and lenrn
HIs sensons, hours, or days, or months, or years:
This to atWn, whether Hern'en move, or earth,
Imports not, if thou reckon right; the rest
From man or angel the grent Architect
Did wisely to concenl, nnd not divulge
His secrets to be sc.-mn'd by them who onght
Rather admire; or if they li8t fo try
Conjecture, He his fllbric of the Hellvens
Hn.th left to their disputes, perhaps to move
His lnughteillt their qunint opinions wide
Hereafter, when they come to model Hellv'n
And calculnte the stars, hOlv they will wield
The mighty frame; how build, unbuild, contrive
To sllve appearances; how gird the sphere
With centric and eccentric scribbled o'er,
Cycle and epicycle, orb in orb.
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preceding chapters and note, that I claim for the ratio of
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that it is the jJ1'ima,'1'!I ratio-tlwt which is one in natw'e,.
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primary circles, because all circles, without regard to
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-that is to say, asmall circle contains within itself the

value of' just as many angular spaces, and has the

same ratio .of circumference to diameter, which a larger

circle has the only difference being in the magnitude of, , ' '

those parts. But when we set aside any limited and

definite qu~ntity, calling it' one, and set that uP. as a stan

dard of m~asure by which to determine other quantities,

then all other, circles, either greater or less than such

standard, cease to be primary in their relations to that

standard.
In introducing practical questions here, let it be un-

derstood, that it is not my object to write an elementary

bo~k of instruction, but only to test the applicability of

the primalry ratio of circumference and dianleter to prac

tical purposes, and at the same time tu test the t1"ltth of I

that ratio by. applying it to other p1'ima'ry truths in

nature, the sol~ object and value of the discovery being

-its applicability to practical purposes.
In adapting the ratio of circumference and diameter of

.a circle to mechanism of any sort, it is evident frol11 the

.almost inappreciable difference between my ratio and

that o~ geometers, being scarcely equal to one hair's- 

'breadth in any arch ever constructed by men, that the

,only application of it which can be made to any natural

troth as a test of its 'accuracy is, to the great astronom

ical circles, in whose vast magnitude alone, the value of
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the difference becomes hnportant or even perceptible. I

therefore proceed to nlake t.he Inechanical application of

my ratio of circumference to t.hese great circles, upon the

principles of mechanical lllotion, and in a nlanner ,vhich

I think is peculiarly my o\vn, hut which I beHeve to he

undeniably correct and n denlonstration in itself. But

in order to be understood, and to fix the attention of the

'examiner on the points necessary to be considered, I

must first state a few prelilllinaries as follo,vs.

First, Time (or perhaps I should be better under

stood by saying the standard by which time is measured)

is nothing else but t.he relations existing bet,veen light

and Illotion. Therefore tinle is altogether relatlve, and

'the nlotion of the revolving bodies by ,vhich titne ig

measured, being measured by time, is also relative.

Secondly, Titne and space are, for all purposes of cal

culation with respect to motion, one and the sam13 thing,

because the measure of time is the circumference of a
circle, and its length or duration is the revolution of n

circle. Therefore the circunlference or area of one circle

may be reduced to tilHe, and the length of a day or a

year may be considered and treated as circumference or

areR,

The area of one primary circle (5153) being reduced

to tilne (corresponding with t.he revolution of one solar

day) until it is without remainder, is 23h. 51' 23" 20"'.
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One sidereal day, 01' the revolution of the earth on

her axis from opposite a fixed star to opposite that fixed

star again, is 23h. 56' 4" 6'('.

The length of one solar da)T is exactly 24 hours, and

for conveni~nce I will call these a circular day, a side·

real dary, and· 9, solar day, the solar day being greatest,

and the circulM day least of all the three.

Redl1ced to their lowest denominations, these' three

days stand as follows:

The length of1 "Circular day" is 5153000'~'•.

The length of 1 Sidereal day is 5169846"'.

The length of 1 Solar dn), is 5184000'''.

The difference between 1 Circular and 1 Solar day is

8' 36" 40f/f~ .

The difference between 1 Circular and 1 Sidereal day

is 4' 40" 46"'.

The difference between 1 Sidereal and 1 Solar day i~

3' 55" 54''':

The ewceS8 of difference between 1 Circ~lar and 1 Side

real, an~ 1 Solar and 1 Sidereal day, is 0' 44" 52'''.

Let it now be understood, that in computing the rno

·tion ofa circle by time, we are to bring it at last to

80l(1l1' tim,e.

. Thirdly. ~ All natural periods of time nre,.1 think (in

accordance with the above .table), greater than one

primary circle, because all the heavenly bodies by whose
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motions time is mensured, or whose motions nre llwn·

Sured by time, are themselves also in motion. For

example, the earth is n!Ol'e tItan 24 hours in reYoIviuO' ono

her axis from the moon to the moon again, so as to bring

the same meridian exactly opposite. But the earth re

volves on ller axis from tIle sun to the sun again in 24

hoUl's exactly, and a lunar day is greater than a solar

day, therefore the moon is in motion, and the earth per·

forms on her nxis more thau a complete revolution m

space in turning from opposite the mo'on's center to

opposite that center ngain. But tIle em'th revohes on

her axis from opposite a fixed star to opposite that fixed

star again in 23h. 56' 4" 6"', and a solar day is· greater

than a sidereal day, thei'efore eitl~er the .earth 01' the sun

is in motion in an orbit, and in eithel' case the earth per·

forms in space 1I10re than a ct111lplete revolution on her

axis in turning from opposite the suu's center to opposite

that center again. But the difference between a circular

and a sidereal day is greater than the difference between

a sidereal and a solar day, therefore botA the e(trth altd

the sun are in motion in an orbit.*
The above are mechanical truths, easily proved, and

if they be true, as I affirm, then the relative motion of

• The evidence of this fact docs not depend on the truth of my mHo
of circumfercnce, llnd if the geometer's ratio tDer~ tru~. the difference
would be grenter still
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the sun and of the fixed stars, so-called, may at length

be found and· demonstrated by the ratio of one prirnar''Y

cirC'llll'njerence ! !

Before proceeding to apply the ratio of circumference

to the astronomical circles, it is necessary, first, to- solve

the problem of three gravitating bodies. I therefore

submit the following proposition.

PROPOSITION I.

The respective and relative motion of tl~ree gravitating

bodie8 revolving togetlur and about each otlwr, is as four

to three; or one and one·tldrd oj. one primary circum

ference.

I have always considered this proposition as self·evi

dent on the face of it, and that no mathematician would

deny it and hazard his reputation on sustaining the de

nial with proof. But as I shall perhaps be called on for

proof, I add here, at soDie length, the solution of the

problem, after 1I1Y' ~wn method,.as follo\vs :

The problem of three. gravitating bodies revolving

together and about each other, is one which; like the

Quadrature, has hitherto baffled all attelnpts of llUl,th·

ematicians to solve. But since this, like others of the

kind, is of itself a problem, which is daily performed and

consequently solved by the mechanical operations of ha- '

-ture, the 'failure ·of :mathematicians to reach the solution
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proves nothing but the inlperfection of the reasoning

applied ~o it.

It is a principle'r think clearly demonstrable, that

-whatever can be constructed by mechanics out of given

nlagnitudes, can be exactly determined by numbers, and

that ,vhich cannot be constructed by mechanics out of

any given Inagnitudes, cannot be exactly determined by

numbers, having the same relation as the 11lagnitudes one

to another. It is for this reason, and for this reason

only, that ,ve cannot 01.tt of the same 1nagnit1.ults con

struct a square \vhich is just t,vice as big as any other

perfect square, neither can ,ve find the perfect root of

such a square by decimal numbers. If this reasoning be

true, then, because the problenl of three gravitating

bodies is a Dlechanical operation daily performed in

bature, it is llence a thing capable of being proyed by

numbers. The great difficulty of this problem has

arisen, I think, frOIll the inlpossibility of its full display

by diagram, and the difficulty of embracing in any formu

la, all the conditions containe~ in its elements. The plan

of exacting a display by diagram of all geometrical prop

o~itions is safe, null perhaps it is the only plan by which

the yet untaught mind can be initiated into the truths of

geometry, but is it ahvays necessary in every original

deillonstration1 Are there not other means equally true

and eq1.tally safe in the hands of one accustomed to ex-
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am"ination,and acquainted with the properties of numbers

and of shapes i I think there are, and without taking

the le~tunwarrantable latitude, or departing from the
. .

clearest perceptions of reason, I think this problem may

be easily and accurately solved.

~e thing required of every demonstration is, that it

shall give a 8U.fficient reason for the truth which it asserts.

But in order that a reason may be su.ffioient, and. the con·

clusion drawn from it safe, it is necessary, not only that

the relations of cause and effect shall be made clear to

our perceptions, but also that the conclusion, when drawn,

shall abide the test of practical application. Any demon·

stration which does less than this cannot be relied. on, and

no demonstration ever made has ever done more than this.

We know very well that things are possible or impos:

sible to be done, only in proportion as the means applied

are ad~quate or inadequate to the purpose. We know

also, that. because different principles exist in the various

forms of matter, therefore it is impossible to demonstrate

every thing by the same "ne.ans or same prinoiples. It is

a narrow-minded prejudice, therefore, which exacts that

every demonstration shall be roade by the pres,cribed

rules of science, as if science already embraced every

principle which exists in nature. Yet none are more

frequently guilty of this narrow·mindedness than mathe·

maticians, who often require that things shall be done by
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the means \~hich the written science affords, well know·

iug at the same time that SUell means are inadf'q1late.

Such has always been the case in respect to the quadra.

ture of the circle. Mathematicians have demanded that

it should be demonstrated by the properties of straight

. lines, knowing, at tbe same time, that straight lines are

inadequate,. therefore (and therefore on7y), the thing has

heen found impossible, and all other demonstrations are

rejected, because they cannot be shown by straight lines.

I do not consent to such unreasonableness of decision, but

in every proposition where the 81~fficient 1'eason is mani4

fest, I hold the proposition to be demonstrated until it

can be disproved.

In entering upon the solution of the problem of three

gravitating bodies, we must first examine and see of what

elements the problem is composed.

The elements which 1 shall consider, in this case, will

not be such as a mathematician of the schools would

think it necessary to consider. They will be far more

simple, more conclusive (for such as the schools can

furuish, have yet decided nothing), and, I think, more

compr.ehensible, yet equally true to nature (for I consult

nature's laws only, and not the method or opinions of

any other man), and equally accurate and precise with

any which can be given by any other method.

Andfi1'sl, each revolving body is impressed by nature
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with certain laws making it susceptible of the operation

of force, which, being applied, impells motion. These

laws may all be expressed under the general termfo1'ces,

which, though variousili their nature, possess an equal.

izing power, controlling each other in such a way, that

neither can predominate beyond a certain limit; and, .

consequently, these bodies c~n never approach nearer to

each other than a certain point, nor recede from each other

beyond another certain point. Hence these forces are,

a.t some mean point, made perfectly equal, and therefore

they may be considered as bu~ one f01·ce and hence but

one element in the problem.

Secondly, these revolving bodies have magnitude,

shape, density, &c. t which aiIect the operation of force in

producing motion. These properties of tevolving bodies

have all the same inherent power of equalization as

forces. For example, if density be greater in one than

another, then magnitude will be relatively less, force will

be less (the direct force), and the momentum from velo·

city greater, but the whole shall be equal. On the other

band, if magnitude be greater, and density less, then

.,. force will be greater, and, velocity less, but the whole

shall be equal. The second element of this prohlem may

therefore be comprehended under the term magnitude,

which shall include shape, density, and every other

quality or condition which affects the operation of force

"
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in producing motion, and the whole constitute but oue

element in the problem, "...hich I term magnit1tde, as refer

ring to the bodies themselves rather than to any of their

qualities, as density, gravity, or otherwise.

The tlti1'd element in this problem is dlsta'nce, by which

I would b~ understood to mean the clwsen distances from

one anothor, at which these bodie~ perform their revolu

tions in space. It is well understood, that from the

nature of the case, these revolving bodies must take up

their mean distances from one another in exact proportion

to their respective magnitudes and forces, and in propor

tion as these are greater or less, the distance from each

other will he greater or less. Hence it is seen that the

same inherent power of equalization exists in re~pect to

distances as in respect to t.he forces and macrnit.udes
::> ,

and whether their distances from each other be greater

or less, equal or unequal, they still constitute but one
element in the problem.

The fmwth and last element in this problem is motion, or

velocity, by which distances are to be performed or over.

come by revolution. And here again it will be seen, that

because the distances to he thus performed by revolution

depend entirely on the chosen distances from one another,

and these again depend on mngnitude and force, t.herefore

the snme equalizing power exist.s in regard to motion or

velocity, as exists in regard to all the other elements, and
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with certain laws making it susceptible of the operation
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"
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therefore this also constitutes but one element in the pro·

blem, which I will term velocity, as including momentum,

and every other quality, condition, or effect of motion.

These, lour.in number, are all the elements necessary

for the mechanical performance of the problem, and con·

sequently all that are necessary for its dete1'Tn~nation by

nurnb81'8, .' and it has been seen, that such is the nature of

the problem itself, and the power of these elements over

one another, that every other quality or condition affect

ing either, is equalized by, and held in subservience to

these, and these again are equalized by, and held in sub·

servience to one another-, and all controlled by magnitude,

so that the whole .constitute but one problem or mechani;

cal operation in .which Jour elements are concerned.

. .The difficulty of reducing· impalpable things to a pal.

pable standard of measure is generally conceded, but in

this case, I think the difficulty does not exist, and that

these elements may all be as truly represented by num·

bel'S and magnitudes, as if they were palpable things in

themselves, having the qualities of length, breadth, and

thickness. For example, let a stone be a magnitude hav

ing shape, pulk, density, &c. Now, a 101'ce which can

raise this stone one foot from the ground, and hold it sus~.

pended there, is, in its relation to the magnitude or stone,

exactly equal to one loot of measure, and because the

atone is held. suspended; .and does~not de~cend again, nor
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rise higher, it is e,tident that the force and magnitude

have become equal at that point qf elevation, and there·

fore, vice ve1'sd" the magnitude or stone is, in its relation

to the force, exactly equal to one foot of measure, and

consequently distance and motion are each also seen to be

equal to one foot; and the smlle principles of applicabili.

ty to measure exist in t1~1'ee bodies suspended in space,

and made to revolve about each oth~r, by forces inherent

in themselves. It matters not that other and disturbing

forces exist outside' or inside the space in which these

bodies revolve, because, if another and disturbing force

be considered, then it ceases to be a problem of tlwee

gravitating bodies; and also, because such disturbing

forces, if they exist, operA.te proportionally on all th1'ee of

the revolving bodie's, and in the course of a revolution,

ancl consequent change of relative position, these disturb-

ances m1.t8t find their PLATE XXII.

perfect equnJity.

Now, let us suppose
A

that we have here, three *
bodies .revolving togeth- h J.

er in space by their own ..
gravitatiiig power, 'and" 1... :

let the magnitudes of .
,

these bodies be: exactly ~.................. a .

equal to one anotherj-then their forces shall be equal,
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ference these bodies describe by their revolution, is four

times greater than such insC1'ibed circle. (See illnstrn·

tion, Plate XXXI., Appendix.) Hence, ngain, their reIn·

tive chnnge of position is seen to be nsjonr to tlwee, or

one and one·third of the PLATE nUl.

primary magnitude which ···············_····1
:

is mnde the stnndard of 1:

measure, and [proposition

I., chnpter H.], it is seen,
l..-_.!:..J.---i--+---::::wd

thnt the circle 1:nscr/bed in !
the triangle ns above, forms I
the basis of the area of that :..
triangle, when it shnll be ~ _ _.. (£ •... -- .

measmed by circumference and radius, which nre the only

legitimnte elements of aren in all shapes nlike.

Again: JJd1·dly. It is seen that the equilateral triangle

(Plate XXIV.), whose PLATE XXIV.
o

sides make the distance

between these revolving

bodies, is an angular shape,

and being measured in the br---"+----i----I--~d

usual way of measuring .
angular shapes, its area I
equals t.he perpendicular, I
P, d, by half the side. L..._............ a-

Now, let the perpendicular, P, a, equal one. Then it is
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their distances' equal, and their velocities equal, and it

wi~l be seen that they oannot revolve about eaclt otltel', but

must Jollow ea,ah other round a common center, and their

relative motion in respect to any point in space (as the

point or star A), must be on the value of the circumfer·

ence of the circle B, which passes through the center of

each body, as in Plate XXII.
•

Now, let us suppose that each of the elements con·

tained in the problem of three gr~vitating bodies, is an

equal portion of the area of the circle which these bodies

describe in a revolution; then the circle will be divided

from the center into four equal parts, as at the points a,

b, c, a, and let each part equal one. It will be seen, that

in each relative change of position, each revolving body

passes over an area equal to one and one·third. In other

words, their relative motion is as Jour to th,ree. So also,

if each element shall be an equal portion of the circum·

ference of the circle B, or an equal portion of the square

of the diameter of B, the same result is manifest, and the

relative motio~ of each revolving body is, as jO'lt1' to tltree

of: such magnitude as is made the standard of measure.

Again:

Secondly. Let .' the area of the circle inscribed in the

equilateral triangle, whose sides make the distance be.

tween these revolving bodies, be one, as in' the marginal

Plate xxnt· It is seen that the circle B, whose circum-
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I
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;
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of the side of tIle equilateral triangle inscribed in B

equals one, therefore the square of the diameter of B

equals one and one·tM1·d. HenGe the area of B equals

one and one·third the area of a circle whose diameter is

one. Hence, in describing the circnmference of B, the

relative motion of these three revolving bodies shall be

asjonr to tltree, or one and one·tltird the area of a circle

whose diameter is one.

By prop, XII" chap. 11"

it is shown that the true

and primary ratio of cir·

cumference to diameter of

all circles, which can be

expressed in whole num· .
, ,

bel'S, is joU?' times the a1'ea ;,:~ :
of one elrele h18C1'ibed in I

I :

one square for the ratio of L.................. a. .- -- .

circumference, t.o the a1'ea of the cil'cumsc1'1'bed square,

for a ratio of diameter. Therefore it is evident, that if

the circumference of B shall be resolved into such pri.

mary parts, as shall express the circumference of one di"

amcter in whole numbers, and in its exact relation to area

and diameter, without a remainder in either, then the

circnmference of TI, shall equal one and one·tltil'd (If one

pri1l1~l"Y circnmference, snch as may be expressed in whole

numbers; because the area of the squarecil'cu7nscriMng
11
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seen that the diameter of the circle B, which these bodies

describe ina revolution; is one·third greater than the

perpendicular. Hence, in performing a complete revolu.

tion, these bodies describe a circumference equal to one

and one·tMrd the circumference of one diameter. In

other w6rdB~ their relative motion is again seen to be as
. /" :., '", :

lo~rto {h,ree of o'Ttlprim~rycircumference.

;Fourtllly.~ese bbdies, which are revolving together,·

are kilow~ (bi hypothesis) to be equal to one another in
- ..

magnitude, and consequently, equal to one anotller in all

the -elements concerned in their revolution.

: PLATE XXV. Now, let us suppose that. c
r:'~"""""'" i· _•.•_•.! their distance from each

'I . i. I h I "'1 d'• • . I i ot er equa s one. ~ lat IS,. .
i i .tance is seen to be the side
I ,

1,1 . cl of an equilateral triangle

inscribed in the· circle B,
:
1· whose circumference they,
I

. . I· describe· in one complete
a, •.•.•••••• ..~J revolution. (Plate XXV.)

.. Now,.the side of an equilateral triangle inscribed in a

circle equals the perpendicular from the base of an equi.

iate~al triangi~.~hJ.se 8ide equals the diameter of the

aforesaid 'Circle ;"and: therefore, because the 8q1J,are of the

side of·any'equilateral' trfangle, equals one·third added

to the square.of its:perpendicular, and because the·square
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B, equals one and one-third, when the side of tIle equila

teral tria~gle inscribed in B equals one.

Fifth and lastly. These revolving tJ(Jdies luust be

supposed to revolve upon a value, in which diameter and

area form exact and equal portions, and the only circle

in nature' whose diameter and area are equal to one

another, and identical in numbers, is a circle whose cir

cumference is four,. hence the relative nlotion of three

bodies of equal magnitu<1e, revolving together, caullot be

otherwise than one and one-third of such par·ts.

,It is evident fl'om all the foregoing de]nonstrations,

that, if we suppose the elements of which this problenl

is composed, to be magnitudes, and take tlU3m as a stand

ard ,of measure, whether such magnitudes shall be equal

portions of the area of a cirde, or of its Cil'O'lt7njm'ence,

or of the 8quare of its diameter, 01' whether we take as

our standard of measure, the distance between these re

volving bodies, which makes the siele of a triangle, or the

perpendic·ular of such triangle, or its inscribed circle, in

all cases, and in every case, the r~lative motion of these

three revolving bodies must be as four to tltree, or one

,and one·t1}ird of 8uch magnitude as is lnade the standa1'd

,of measure, and there is no other standard of lueasure

which can be mathematically assumed in the pretnises,

which I have not here considered.

The' proposition il3 tl~crefore demonSfJrated, that three

.)
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gravitating bodies of eq1lal magnitnde, revolving together,

their relative Illotion 8l~all be asfon]' to t!u'ee, or one alld

one-ddl'd of oue jJ7'bna1'Y circumference! ! ,

It ,vin be obvious to anyone, tlutt in the foregoing de

monstrations, I have assunled, that the rnagnit1tdes of the

re,rolving budies are all equal to one a,not!ler, and hence

their forces, distances, and velocities, are all eq1tal to one

anolllel',. consequently, they all revolve on the SaIne cir

c:llmference, as sho'wn in the several plates, fronl XXII. to

XXVI.; therefore, they cannot revolve about each other.

but 111t1stfollow eacl~ other round a COlnmon center. But

in the problenl of the revolution of the moon about tlw

earth, and the earth and the moon together about thr

SUll, the magnitudes are all 'ttneq1tal, and hence their dis

tances from each other, their forces and velocitie~, nre all

uneq'ltal, and they are known not to follow eac!t ot/U!}', H!':

in the foregoing demonstration, but to revolve about each

other in the order above stated.

It may, perhaps, therefore be illferredthat the forego

ing deIllOnstration is not applicable to suelt g7'avitati1iIJ

bodies. But it must be observed, aho, that the EQUALIZ

ING PO"'ER of all the elmuents of the problem, are in

jltll force ana opel'ation here, as 'well as in the problelll

just solved, and thnt the chosen distnnces, forces and

velocities, are in exact proportion to the relative nlagni

tudes of the bodieg revolving; nnd hence their l'elative
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motion shall be still the same, with this difference only,

th~t because the moon revolves about the earth, and the

earth and the moon together revolve about the sun, th81'e

fore their, relative. motions being expressed by time

(which is also relative), the following proportions en·

sue:
First proportion.. .AJJ OM pr'imary circumference of

a circle is to the. moon's time about the earth, so is the

moon's time about the ea'rtlb to the ea1·th':1 time abo~lt tlu

sun! , (See the practical application in propositions II,

and m" which follow in this chapter.) It must be borne

in mind, however, that in the above proportion, reference

is had to the revolution of the earth and the moon over

the value of a complete ci'rcle, and not to the full sidereal

lunation or mean year, each' of which are g1'eater than

one circle. (See introduction to this chapter.) Also, the

time here meant i8 ci1'cular time, or one revolution of the

earth in space. (See table of time in the introduction to

this chapter.) . It must also be borne in mind, that in the

above proportion, reference is had only to the 1'elations

, of decimal numbers, and no reference is made to any

geometrical standard of measure in the revolutions of

either bolly.. But because magnitude is the controlling

element in the problem, with the power of equalizillg all

the rest, therefore, the first proportion as above given

beiug true, a second proportion follows, which is strictly
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geometrical in its character, and which makes the whole

definite. It is as follows: 1'71e sqlla1'e of the diameto' of

tlbe 17100'11, 1'8 to the 8<J.1taJ'e of tlw diametel' of tIle earth, a8

tlte moon's Hme 1'ollnd tIle em·tlb ls to the eartl/,'.s time

l'ouud tIle sun,-tlte time 11(1'e meant being ch'clllar time,

as bif01'e.

The calculations showing the method and the result of

these proportions, will be found ill prop. IV. and Y. ,,-hich

follow in this chapter.

The true and prhnal'y ratio of circumference to diam·

eter of all eircle8, as shown by the twelve propositions

of chapter ii., is 20612 parts of circumference to 65fH

parts of diameter; and by the solution of the foregoing

prohlem it is shown, that the relntiye motion of three

gl':LvitatiIlg bOllies, ItS of the mOllll, the enrth and the sun,

is ns fow' to three, 01' one aud one-third of one p1'imaJ'!J

cil·cumfel'ence.

"\Vith the solution of these two problems, nnd keeping

in mind the preliminary remarks made at the COlllmence

ment of this chnptcr, we are prepared on simple, origillnl,

. and mecAanical principles, to reduce to numbers, the

grent circles peIformed by the revolution of these gmY·

itating boJies.

The first, and to us relatively, the p1'lmm'y orbit of

nntUl'c, which is fulfilled by these revolving bodies, is n

siderenllullation, or the passage of the moon round the
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earth from opposite a fixed star to oppoRito 'that fixed

star again,-fil'st because the motion is directly around

our earth, and secondly, because the fixed star, so-called,

has the least apparent or to us relative motion, of all the

heavenly bodies; therefore,

PROPOSITION II.

The moon's O1'bit (or moon's thne) r07J,na the earth in

a sidereallunation, over the value C?f a complete ci1'cle, is

OM and oM·third of one prirna1'y circ1J,rnfm·ence.

The ratio of circumference and diameter being 20612

to 6561, the moon's orbit =20612 x It =27.48266G66+,

which pointing off 2 figures to the left for days (because

the first figure or left hand unit of diameter being 6

(6,561), therefore circumference has two left hand places

of units) I say is the exact time of the passage of the

moon round the earth, over the value of a cOlllplete

circle, the time being in circular days of 23h. 51' 23" 20'"

each, and therefore 27.48266666+ x 5153000'" (the value.

of 1 circular day) ~141618181.3333+ -+ 5184000'" (the

value of 1 solar day) equals 27.3183220164+ which

reduced to the proper divisions of solar time = 27d. 7h.

38' 2a" I'" 20"", which I say as before is the exact time

of the passage of the moon round the earth over the

value of a complete circle.

But because, as has been shown, all natural periods of
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time nre [Jl'eatel' than one cll'cl<>, nnd because a sidereal

day, or the revolution of the earth on her axis from

opposite a fixed star to opposite that fixed ~tar again, is

greater tllan a drC1.tlar day or one revolution of the

earth on her axis in space, the difference being 4' 40" 46''',

and because by the moon's passage round the earth she

gains or performs one motion of the earth, the1'~fore the

difference between one Gil'cular day and one sidereal day

is to be added to the moon's motion to complete the

hmntion, I1.nd therefore 27d. 7h. 38' 23" 1'" 20"" + 4' 40"

46"', =27d. 7h. 43' 3" 47'" 20"", which I say is the exact

pel'iod of a sidereal lunation, the only error being the

astronomical errol' in the length of one sidereal day .

(in adding the difference 4' 40" 46"'), which by long

observation is known to be less (much less) than one·

tenth of one second.* The error therefore is less (much

less) than one·tenth of one second of time in a lunar

month! !

WIlen I say that the above is the exact period of a

sidereal lunation, I mnst be understood that it is the

mean. pe1'1:od which the moon ('bserves through all time.

WIwther tIle moon's motion is or is not sometime!? accel.

erated for a long period audngain diminished ns much,

does not touch this demonstration, but is a question

standing by itself. It should be observed, however, that

• It is less than one hundredth pan of one s~cond.
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the period of a sidereal lunation, as given by me above, is

nearly onejijth of a second in a lunar month, less than

the period given in astronomical time; and the differ

ence .applied to the time of eclipses which happened

before Christ,is found to agree exactly with the amount

of acceleration which the moon is eupposed to have

received in the last two thousand years; and hence my

period is' known' to be the true period of the moon's

motion round the earth.

The second' orbit fulfilled by these three revolving

bodies, is that of the earth and the moon torrether
t:l

revolving about the sun. This revolution, in conse-

quence of all natural periods of time being greater tlIan

one circle, becomes a little more complex than a luna

tion. According to .the main proposition of three grav

itating bodies, however, it proceeds upon the same

principles 'and is equally mechanical, but with this dif

ference, that instead of the sun passing round our own

earth as the moon actually does, the earth as the center

of the moon's orbit movel:l round the sun, carrying the

moon with her, while the sun appears to move round

the earth and the moon together in the same period of

time.

. In the solution of the problem of three gravitating

bodies I have shown the existence of the following pro

portion between the motion of the earth amI the muon,
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viz.) :l That as one primary circumference of a circle is to

"the moon's time rounel the earth over the yalne of a

" complde circle in space, so is the moon's time round the

"earth to the earth's time ronnd the snn over the value

" of a complete circle in space." Hence, in calculating

the earth's orhit round the sun by the relative motion of

three gravitating bodies, we must take the moon's orbit

(or moon's time) as our primary circumference, or stand·

ard of measure; therefore,

PROPOSITION III.

l1w em·th's time 1'01t1ld the sw~ over the 'val1le of a com

plete ch'cle h~ 8j)((ce 1'S as fonr to three, 01' oue and one

third the moon's time 'round the earth over the value oj it

complete ci"ele in space.
Therefore the moon's time round the em·th, being

27.48266666 +, therefore the earth's time round the sun

=274826666G+, x 1-i=366,4355555+, which pointing

of tll1'ee figures to the left for units, for the same reason

that two figures are pointed off in a lunation, viz., because

diameter lta~ become such that circnmference has three

places of units, I say, is the exact time of the earth's

motion round. the sun oyer the value of a complete

circle in space, the time being in circular days of 2311.

51' 23" 20'" each, therefore 3613.4355555 + x 5153000'"
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(the value of one circular day) =188824211.77777+

+ 5184000'" (the value of 1 solar day)=364.2442$}3552+

which being reduced to the proper divisions of solar tirne

=364d. 5h. 51' 46" 57'" 46/"'. But because a sidereal

day is greater than, the mean between a CiTC'ltla1' day and

a solar day, by an excess of 44" 52'" (see table of time,

page 148), which difference necessarily belongs to the

sun's motion in his relative position to the earth and a

fixed star so called, therefore we are to add the above

period 44" 52'" x 11=59" 49'" 20"" and 3G4d. 5h. 51/ 46"

57'" 46"" +59" 49'" 20""o:::=364d. 5h. 52/ 46" 47"/ 6"'/.

Now' also, because the earth, in passing round the sun

from opposite. a fixed star to opposite that star again,

gains one revolution on her axis from opposite that star

to opposite that star again, or one sidereal day, the1'~f01'e,

we are to add to the above period one sidereal day to

complete the mean year. Therefore 364d. oh. 02' 46"

47'" 6"" +23h. 56/ 4" 6"'--365d. 5h. 48/ 50" 53'" 6"",

,vhich I Bay is exactly the period of the mean year, the

only errors being 21 the amount of error in the astro

nomical time of the length of one sidereal day, viz., once

in adding the sidereal day gained by the earth's motion

round the BUn, and once and one·third in adding the

difference, 44" 52"', x 11. And as such error is kllo'wn

to he less (much less) than one·tenth of one second of

time, therefore the sum of the errors in the above period
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are less (lunch less) than t,vo·tenths of one second in the

mean year! r

If from the above period of the lllenn year, ,ve deduct

the excess of difference between one circular and one

sidereal day, and one sidereal and one solar day, VIZ.

44" 52///; or, if instead of adding one sidereal day for

tlle 11lOtiol1 "which the earth gains in passing round the

SUll, we add one ch'oular day and the difference between

one sidereal and one solar day, ,ve shall then have the

11el'iod of the solstitial or solar year, viz. 365d. 5h. 48'

6" 1"/ G"", ,vhich is the kno\vn truth within the sluallest

appreciable division of tiIne. This also is a lueclHtllical

necessity of the -whole. principles advanced, because as it

will be seen that the earth gains exactly one motion 011

her axis while perforlning the valne of a complete circle

in space wllile passing round the Run, therefore the

amouut of the sun's precession of a fixed star shall ex

actly equal the excess of difference between a circular

and sidereal and a sidereal and solar day.

I have seyera] nlet-hods of deternlining frOJn the abo,-e

periods the mnoullt of a solar lunation, or the nloon'~

synodical period, nnd 'by every ntethod I find the exact

period to be 2~d. 12h. 44' 2" 50'" 31"", which also agrees
)

\vith the most exact tilHe of her conjunctions as observed

by astronomers for any number of centuries past.

I have tlnls, ,vithont the use or help of obsen'ations of
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any kind, but with the aid only of the Flolution of the

Quadrature and the problem of three gravitating bodies,

and operating only with the simple properties of num·

bel's and with perfectly mechanical principles, determined

what the periods of lour great astronomical circles SHALL

BE, viz., a'sidereal and a solar lunation, the mean year and

the solar year. And these periods, though differiug very,

minutely from astronomical time as given, are found,

nevertheless, upon examination, to agree exactly with the

conjunctions of nature without conection or allowance.

If the same calculations be made by geometers' approxi.

mate ratio of· circumference to diameter, the result is

more than one second of time in a lunar month and near

fifteen seconds in the mean year less t1~an the lcno1J)1L tl'1.ttl~,

and' will agree :with no natural period of time wllatever.

If therefore' the solution' of the problem of three gravi.

tating bodies be true, then it is certain that the geome·

tel's' ratio of circumference to diameter is not t?'ue, but

that it is less than the truth, as. I have demonstrated both

by inverse and direct propositions, chap. i. and ii. And

if the solution of the problem of three gravitating bodies

is true, then it is'equally certain that my ratio of circum

ference and diameter is t?'ue also, because it agrees with

the truth of nature, in the revolution of these great

circles. .It alterS nothing, and matters not in the least,

that these J:'cvolving bodies do not move exactly in circu·
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lar orbit~, because by the well-known law, that they

l( describe equal nreas in equal times," their orbit motion

is ulade CiVGctly cqnal to a circle. If, therefore, geome·

tel'S admit the solution of the problem of gravitating

bodies, they must admit my mtio of circumference and.

diameter also, or they must deny the truth of these

astronomical periods, which are established by long and

the minutest possible observations of time as shO\yn by

the conjunctions of nature. And if they reject my ratio,

they must disprove both the quadrature and the problem

of graYitating bodies, neither of which can they do, by

any show of reason, which cannot be proved to be un·

sound and. false.

It lllUSt be obscrved, that astronoiners have arrived at

their grcat accuracy in time, not by a simple mathemati·

cal prohlem, as I have done, nor by the geometrical ac·

curacy of their ratio of circumference and. diameter; but

at a great expense of time, money and labor, through a

long period of centuries, by taking' a great number of

careful observations at remote times and distances from

each other, then by comparing the whole together, and

taking the mean of all the differences for the tmth; and

by thus taking tIle mean of ull their errors for the truth,

they arrive at an accuracy in the computation of time,

which their ratio of circumference and diameter cannot

give them; not, however, without liability to sOllle amount
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1tly period.

29d. 12h. 44' 2"84+Too

or

29d. 12h. 44' 2" 50'" 31""

the stupentlous theories ,vhich have occupied the reason

ing of luen's lniuds for centuries, and ,v]lich have been

(J'ecel1Jed, oul.1f, because they eInanated from great luinds,

and believed, only, because no one kne-w to the contrary.

It is not IllY intention, ho,vever, at present to make a

sho"r of luathelllatical curiosities or astronomical ,von..

del's; I desire only to prove thc soundness of the basis on

·whi.ch I reason, by the well-known truths o£ nature, in

'which there can be no mistake, leaying tlle further di~

covery of llmv truths, Rnd the correction of old errors, to

future developllwut.

The periods of titne as given by me in the foregoing

prohleIllS, anll astronomical titne RS given by the best

authorities, will stand as £0110\v8 :

A Sidereal Lu.nation.

Astronomical time ~ 1tly period.

27d. 7h. 43' 4". f 27d. 7h. 43' 3" 47'" 20""

Solar L1.tnation.

Astronotnicnl tilne as com·

nl0nly given.

29d. 12h. 44' 3".

The synodical period as

gi.ve!} by l\icI{ay, the Eng.

lish navigator.

29d. 12h. 44' 2/0; or,

29d. 12h. 44' 2" 48'"
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of remaining en·or. But my system requires no such out

lay of tinie, money or labor, nor does it claim the indul·

gence of a correction o£ error. It proceeds only upon

the simple properties of numbers, and principles o£ me

chanics, arid points out to us not merely what the truth

is, but what the tr~th necessarily shall be, and gives a

reason for it, why it shall be so, and cannot be otherwise.

It will not be understood, however, that the foregoing

is the limit of the application which lnay be made of the

quadrature to the astrononlical circles. I have already

applied it ecctl3nsiveZy, and 'with sucoess, to others of the

most important problems in astronomical science; and

my present judgment is satisfied, that it is capable of

being applied, ad infinitum, to new discoveries of the

laws and combinations which enter into the system of the

universe, even (if the mind of man could eJnhrace FlO

mnch) to determining the time, distance, magnitude and

motion· of every revolving body within the range of

telescopic observation. It will contradict no known law

of nat'ltre. It will confirm the truth of K.epler's law, and

the law of gravitation, as discovered and principally ex

plained by Newton; but it will not confirm all else that

Newton has said on kindred subjects. And if my present

judgment is' not mistaken, these problems, when under.

stood and received, will, by the simplest possible meohan?:~

caZ evidence, put to silence, and to rest forever, some of
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M.EAN Tum.

Astronomical time as given

by the best authorities

thirty years since.

.365d. 5h. 48' 49/1.

As given by the latest and

now esteemed the most

accurateauthorities,takeu

from a work of Dr. Dick's.

365d. 5h. 48' 51" .

BolM YeM.

Astronomical time t My period.

36~5d. 5h. 48' 6". ~ 365d. 5h. 48' 6" 1'" 6"".

From the above comparison it will be seen thnt my pe

riod differs from McKay's but the tMrtieth part of a second

in a mean solar lunation, or lunar month; from Dr. Dick's

but the tenth part of a second in the mean year, and in

the solar year from astronomical time, but the jift/eth

part of one second of time; and it is known, as I have

already said,· that astronomers, notwitllstanding tlleir

great accuracy, are still liable to some very SIUn.l1 remain

ing error, and it is admitted, tllat because time is the

\ infinite division of motion, therefore no two relative

periods can be stated exactly,. yet the differences in all

the above cas~ are portions of time so incomprehensibly

small that no one can estimate them.
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The periods of time esteemed to be correct thirty years

ago, are those first given in the foregoing table, viz. :

A siderenllnnntion, 27d. 7h. 43' 4/1.

A solar luna tion, 2!Jd. 12h. 44' 3".

A menn yenr, 3G5d. 5h. 48' 49".

And on these, I am ind need to b~lieYe, most of the

astronomical tables in use were calculated. It will

be seen thnt my periods differ fro111 these a trifle more

than from those established by the more recent surveys,

being less than either lunation by nearly onefilth of a

second, and in the same proportion (fl'eate1' in the mean

year, or neady two seconds in the year. Within tIle

last thirty years, however, new sets of observations have

been 1I1m}e in Europe, and n new deduction mnde of the

mean year, making it, as before quoted from Dr. Dick's

work, 3135d. 5h. 48' 51", tlms agreeing ,dth 'm!l )Jf1'iod

within the tenth pm·t of a second in the year;* but I am

not aware whether any correction has been made in the

time for111erly given for the lunations. It can, llOweverj

be shmvn, I think, that in the nsspmhled motion of any

numher of revolving bodies, as of the planetary systemr

if thE' period of finy one of them he fixed too small, ob

servation will "how the period of any othE'l' one to be too

• It is worthy of remnrk that I was not aware of this correction of the

mean year which makes it agree ~·ith my period, until within the past yenr.

and l!veral years after I had made aU my calculations.
12
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great to Ineet the- conjunctions which nature makes, and

t.o make the conjunction by calculation, that body whose

period is given too small must be retarded or its period

made greater, arid the -other must be accelerated or its

period made less, it being a rnean of botl1J tlwir 'Jnotio1ls

which brings them into line. It is self-evident, there

fore, that .in -changing the astronomical period of tIle

mean year as before stated, making it grl?attr by nearly

two seconds than formerly, astronomers should have

cha:nged the periods of the lunations also, making them

propqrtionately leS8 than formerly, or otherwise the two

(the earth and the moon) will not perfectly conjoin

according to the calculations made on their respecti ve

periods; because, as before remarked, it is a ?nean of

both their 'motionS which brings them into line. And if

this be done, then the periods of the lunations last above

given will· be made to agree with my periods, to the

sixtieth part of a second of time, and they ,vill also agree

within the ·thirtieth part of a second with the sYllo<.1ical

period or mean solar lunation as quoted fronl McJ{:ay in

the foregoing table, which has long been supposed to be
the nearest possible approach to the mean titne of tlle

conjunction of the earth, sun, and moon.

Let it here be noticed that the mEmn of the differonce,
which my period of the mean year is greater, and the

lunations are les8 than the periods formerly in use. is
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exactly equal to the supposed acceleration which astron

umers say the 11100n has reeeiyed in the last b,-o tholl

sand years 01' 11l01'e; and this difference being applied by

time to the relatiye nlotion of the enrth and the moon,

will place the two in conjunc.tion ,vith the sun, just at

the tin1e and plnce where an eclipse is kno,vn to haye

happened lllore than four hundred years before Chri~t,

vvherens the astrononlical tables will be fully an hour

and a half out of the "ray. It is, therefore, certain tl1at

Illy periods are, to the slllallest nppreciable diyisiOIlS of

time, the true periods of the lllean ?'elattve Illotion of the

earth, sun and luoon, and the inference from all these

truths is n. perfect and }1rncticnl demonstration of the

truth of Iny rntio of circumference and diameter. If

these be facts, they seeln to contrndict the existenee of

the acceleration of the 1110011, such as is supposed 11y

nstronOl11ers to exist, and to hnply instead n perfectly

equable InCall 1110tion of that hody.-It is not IllY inten

tion at present to argue the points of accelerntion, 01' 110

acceleration. I do not say at present that acceleration is

inlpossible; because nothing is impossible with the in

finite wisdolll and purpose which governs the universe:

but I do not credit -it, notwithstanding the high authori.ty

on ,,-llich it is asserted, hecause, first, it is a notion

,vhich gre,Y up only on the discovery of error in the

calculation of eclipses through long periods of titne, and
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in efforts to account for that error. Secondly, all the

appearances which indicate it may be easily accounted

for, without the necessity of its existence, and nothing

. exists in nature which is unnecessa?'y. Thirdly, it in·

dicates defection in nature's laws, and therefore it cannot

be true.

In the solution of the problem of gravitating bodies I

have established certain proportions, which, in order not

to be misunderstood, it is proper to reduce to calcula·

tions; therefore,

PROPOSITION IV.

Fi?'st proportion. As one primary circumference of a

circle is to the moon'8 time about the em'tlb oVe?' the val'lte

of a complete circle in space, so is the moon's time round

the earth to the earth'8 ti?ne round tlw sun ovm' tl//J value

of a complete fJircle in 8pace.

It will be evident that any two parts of the above

proportion being known, the third may be found. By

proposition m. (this chapter) it is shown that the moon's

time round the earth is, to one priI:nary circumference, as

27.4826666+ to 20,612; therefore,

: 20612 :: 274826666+ : 274826666+=366.435555+

The time, in the above periods, is drcy,lar time, and

pointing off two figures to the left in the first period, and.

three in the second for units, on reference to propositions
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II. and III. it,will be seen how these periods are brought

to the solm' time contained in a sidereallnnatioll and the

menn year.

The second proportion, in the problem of gravitating

bodies, is a geometrical proportion, as follows:

PROPOSITION V.

Second pl'Op01'tion. The square oj tlte diameter of tIle

moon is to the sqnal'e of tlw diameter of tIle em·tll, as the

moon's time ?'07md tIle em·tl~ over the value of a complete

circle.in spnce, is to the em·t1~'8 time ?'ound tlte sun o"e1'

the value of a complete cil'cIe ill apncc.

Three pnl'ts of the above proportion heing known, the

fotll'th IIlny be fotlll(l; thCl'efore let the moon's diameter

be the pnrt unknO\\Tll. 'Ve ll:tye already seen that

the moon's time =2iA8266GG+ find the earth's time

=366.t35555+ (circnbl' time), and the dinmeter of the

earth hns been asceIiained by actual measure to he

7,912 miles, which it no doubt is, very nearly. Ad·

mitting, then, that the en1'th's diameter is 7,912 miles,

then the square of her dinmeter =6~599744, therefore

: 366.435555 + :: 62599744 : 27.4826606 + =4694980.8 +
and: v4694980.8 + =2166T\+ which, I say, is the trite

diameter of the moon, and neither one mile, or tenth of a

mile, more or less, the only condition being, that the

diameter of the earth is 7,912 miles.
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Dr. Bowditch gives the moon's dimneter as 21Gl Dlilt!~,

and others ·have given 'it at 2180. It will be seen that

the diameter proved by nle, is nearly 6 miles greater

than that given by Dr. Bowditch, and 13 miles less than

is given by some ·others. But the fact that astronomers

differ at all, proves their method to be imperfect, und

consequently liable to error, sometimes greater and SOUle·

times less, while' the close approximation on each side is

a very strong argument in favor of the truth of my pro

portion, even if it were not lwre Reen to be accurately

deduced from mathematical principles.

In my introduction to the Quadrature (c1lapter i1.), I

there signified that my course of reasoning ,vould be

strictly original,and wholly independent of any arbi·

trary rule,-perf~ctl'Yconformable to nature, yet not con·

fined to the rUles of art; and I recall attention to this

remark, because it is necessary to be borne in mind hy

those who may undertake an examination of the subjects

treated o£ in the pI'esent chapter.

In respect to' the astronomical circles, it must be

observed, that the manner in which I have treated thenI

embraces no other facts or principles, than the sitnple

relations between numbers, shapes and motion, filHl no

reference is made, or intended to be ulac1e, except in the

fifth proposition, to either nlagnitudes or diHtanccR. In

treating of the astronomical circles, therefore, I have
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simply tl'ent.etl them each as one circle, made up of the

parts wllich COlllpose the }Jl'hnary 1'elations behveen the

circle Hnd the sfluare, but without any reference to any

standard of Inemmre in art.

I t is to be regretted, I think, for the sake of science,

that so little exmninatioll has been made into the reo

ces~es of nature, to supply us ,vith standards of measure.

So ffir aR I kno,v, science has giye.n ns no natn1'al stand·

a1·r1s. The, French standard, deri,-ed from the lllenStu'e·

luent of nn urc of the meridian, i~ but an impetfect

attempt. 'Ve are told, in English, tllut U three barley

corns muke one inch," und the length of three barley·

cor11S, ,vhich gl'e,Y in the tilne of one of the English

kings, seems to be the only contribution ,yhich nature

has been called upon to nlake, to supply us 'Yith stand

ards of nIeasure. It is not at all ,Yolldetfnl, therefore,

tlw.t ~uch stnndnrds have no npplicnbility to time, as cree

ated hy the Illotion of revolving bodie~, or to any of the

fixed law~ of nature ,vhateyer.

It has been objected by sonle caviling lllinds, that cal.

culatiolls like these astronomical circles, ",·hich are bused

only on tIle properties of numhers, or of sltnpes, but

wllich have no stnndnnl of yalue, cannot be of nlly prnc.

ticnl nse. But this is a Yel'y short-sighted objection,

and to make them of prfictical application nnd use, "pe

hnve nothing to do, bnt7 just as is necessfl.ry in any other
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case, to erect a standard of value in our own minds.

, But in order to make any standard available to us here

for any intelligible purpose, it is necessary that it be

selectedfrom. nature, and it must also be ajiaJedfact in

nature, and not an accidental truth, like the childish con

ception of the length of "three barleycorns." To answer

the objections made, and to illustrate and prove this

position, I am induced to add another practical qUf:8tion,

which was not intended in the commencement of this

chapter.

It is well known that the U nitec1 States has lately

~xpended a large Bum of money for the erection of an

observatory in southern latitude, for the purpose of co

operating with others at the north, in determining the

sun's distance from the earth; and my purpose il:l now to

show, that this truth may be determined with much

greater precision by my principles of reasoning, than by

any other method, and witlwut the help of obsel'vation8

of any kind. ,As there is an uncertainty with astrono

mers, at least to the extent of several millions of miles,

~vhat the sun's mean distance really is, it may not be

uninteresting to compare the results of my principles of

reasoning wi~h the actual observations, when they shall

be completed. Therefore--
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PROPOSITION VI.

The meau distance of the slm's center from the center

of the earth, 01' that at which the earth would revolw,

if the area or plane of her elliptical orbit were made the

area of a circle, is eleven tlwusand ::dxlmndl'ed and sixty.

jow' l1imlleters of the earth, neither more nor less; ad-

mittina' therefore, that the earth's diameter is 7,912
0'

English miles (which it no doubt is pretty nearly), then

the sun's center is distant from the enrth's center as

aLO\-e fJ2,285,GGS English miles, and neither one mile

more 01' leREl.

In following out the above proposition to demonstra

tion, in order to make the connection of my principles of

reasoni!Jlf dear and manifest to the perceptions of others,o '

it is necessary here to lay down as axioms certain truths

which ha,-e been proved.

Fi1'St. The circle is the basis or Legilluiug of all rung

nitude or area. (Proposition Ill., chapter ii.)

Second!!!. Any expression of uumbers in relntion to

material things is also an expression of magnitude. (Pro

position n., Appenuix.)

Tki1'd. A point is therefore a magnitude when con

si<1ered as one. (Proposition VI., Appendix.)

F01l?,tl~. A point in reference to space or extension on

all sides of it, is therefore a molecule or globe, find in

",,'

i
1
.I
i

'f
!

,'1
•

'I

i
j
I
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reference to a plane, it is a circle. (Proposition VI.

Appeudix.)

A point, when considered and treated as one, is there

fore the least possible existence o£ magnitude,-the origi

nal principle o£ matter; aflwedfact in nature, unchange

able, imperishable, and such, that the union o£ 11l3.ny

points according to their chemical affinities, becOllles mat

ter developed to the senses, and because we can have no

other comprehension o£ the developmellt o£ luatter,

therefore, relatively to us, this is an absol1tte trutl~. A

point is therefore 8ucl~, that it has an exact trelation to

ev'3'1'y development of matter in our world and its atnws

plw1·e,. therefore, H the magnitude o£ a point ,vere a

thing \vithin our comprehension and grasp, it 1JJ01tldform,

a pe'liect 8tanda1'd o£ measure, and by entullerating points

beginning with one, and counting upward, nlllulwrs

would at length express the lllagnitllde o£ our ,vorld;

and in the process o£ counting, we shall have entullel'atec1

the exact relative magnitude, one to another, o£ e-very

thing· contained in it. A point is therefore a J)el.fect

8tandalJ~d of measwre, and any nurnbelJ' ofpoints is a per

fect st.andard o£ measure £01' any greater numbelJ' o£ points.

Hence our earth being a magnitude made up o£ points,

and ajiaJedfact in nature, is therefore a pmfect staJHlal'd

o£ measure £01' all'greater magnitudes that surround it.

When we attempt to comprehend or to estiluate the
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distance £rOlll our earth to the SUll, 'we enter on a higher

order o£ creation, and luentally pass from the cont~nlpla

tion o£ things in the ,vol'ld, to things in the universe,

where 1.lJol'lds are points, bearing exactly the stune rela

tion to the infinite ,wlzole, ,vhich the incomprehensihle

and undeveloped point bears to our ,Yorld, because each

runs to infinity, ana becnuse n point is one, and therefore

eIl1phatically tlze one to -,vhich all other and greater nlag.

nitudes are exactly 'I'dated,. therefore, let t.he earth be

one, and let that be the standard by which to meastu'e

the sun's distance.

PLATE XXVII.

By proposition I., this chapter, I hu,ve 8ho"11 thnt the

relative 1110tion o£ three gravitnting bodies, as o£ the
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earth, the sun, and the moon, is as four to tliree of one

primal"!! circumfererwe of a circle; but this~ as has been

seen, is without reference to any definite standard of

measure. By relative motion, is meant, of course, the

'l'elative change of position of one body to another. By

that proposition, therefore, the measure of a year is the

measure of a circle in which the earth and the sun

change their relative position, and return to that position

again. And by the same. proposition, and proposition

m., this chapter, it has been shown, that the time in

, which the earth performs the value of, n complete circle

in space, being reduced to circumference, it has a diame

ter of 11664 parts of that which I say is one primal',!!

circumference in nature, viz., 6561 x 1t = 8748, x ] t =

11664. It will be evident, on reference to the illustra

tion on the last page (Plate XXVIi), that a circle

which is the measure of the 'l'ela#ve change of p08£tion of

two of these gravitating bodies, and around whicll they

move relatively to 0"!'8 anotlier, is the circle A, whose cir

cumference passes through the center of each body (the

earth and the Bun), hence the circle A is tlie circle whose

circumference I have measured in determining the menn

year in proposition III., this chapter, and whose diameter

is 11664; in which proposition, I have also made the earth

(by her revolution on her axis) to he the unit or stand

a1'd of measure. It will be seen, also, that the diameter
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of the circle A is the radius of the circle B, which the

ea1,th slwll ae8cl'ibe in pas8ing 'l'ound tlie sun, and there

fore the diameter of the circle A is the earth,'s dit.ltance

from tlte sun.

Now, therefore, because the earth is a pl'lmm'y mngni

tude, a .fixed fact in nature, and a pv£nt in tlie 1tllivel'se

'Whose value is one, hearing the same relative value, in the

order of creation, to things in the universe, which the

undeveloped point hears to things in the earth, and is

therefore a pelject stanaa?'d of meas?t1'e,-and because

she iR herself tho unit or stmulal'll of measure which by

her revolntion determines the yalne of the circle A in

measU1'ing the mean year, and is also, by hypothesis, here

made the 1mit for detenniniJlg her dista'nce, and because

the diameter of the circle A is 11664 parts of the diame

ter of one primary circumference, of which the earth is

but one pm-t, therefore, the earth's mean distance from

the sun, from center to center, is 11664 diameters of the

earth, neither more 11.01' less,. nnd therefore, admitting

tllat the earth's diameter is 7,91g English miles (which it

is pretty nearly), then 11664 x 791g = 92285568

miles, which is the earth's mean distance from the sun,

and not one mile mm'e 01' less.

The proposition is tl~e1'if01'e denwnstrated! !

In order not to be misnnderstood in respect to the

result in the foregoing demonstration, it is proper for me
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here to ad.d some explanation of the difference between

that which I .have called the Bun's mean distance, and

that which is commonly understood by astronomers as

such. It will be self·evident to all, I think, that adlnit

ting my demonstration .to be true, the distance shown is

that at ,vhich the earth· would revolve in a perfect circle,

if the sun 'were fimed in the center; and if this be the fact,

then it is equallr evident, I think, that the distance

shown is the radius of a circle 'whose area is exactly

equal to the plane of the earth's supposed elliptical orbit;

because it is seH-evident, that if the earth shall Inove

through an elliptical orbit by an uneq'ltal motion,passing

over equal areas in equal times, it is precisely the SaIne

thing as passing over the circumference of a perfect circle

having the same area as the ellipse by an equal motion in

exactly the same period of time. It will be seen from

PLATE xxvm. the illustration (Plate XXVIII.) ,

that the ellipse and the circle hav

ing the same are~" the radius of

the circle is greater t.han the least,

and less than the greatest radins of

the ellipse; and this will be true,

whatever elongation the ellipse

may receive, and' whatever cent.er may be taken as tIM

center.
It will be known, also, from the laws which govern
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these Rhapes, that the difference between the radius of

the circle and the least radius of the ellipse, is less tlla.n

ltalf tIle d~f!erence between the least and greatest radius

of the ellipse; therefore, if the sun's mean distance be

taken to be half-way bet,veen the least and the greatest

radius of the ellipse, it ,vill be greater than the distance

,vhich n1Y demonstration shows; and if the sun's mean

distance be taken to he the mean of the sq'lta1'e8 of the

two radii of the ellipse, then the distance will be greater

still; the latter I believe to be the mean ,vhich is 1110stlr

adopted hy astronOlners; but in either CRse, it ,,-ill be

seen, that any distance sho,vn by them, even if measured

,vith peIofect nccuracy, ,v~n be greater than mine. The

angle of parnllax, as deduced from the last transit of

Venus, is given in Vose's Astl'Onon1y, as fronl the best

aut]lOritie~, as 8".52 at the sun's greatest distance, and

8".65 at the sun's mean distance,-this lat~er would giye

a radius of about 94,300,000 + nliles as the lucan dis

tance. La Place, who llas heen esteen1ed the most itccu

rate authority in these things, thought that the deduc

tions n1ade from this transit ,vere within one elghty·

6eventh of the truth, more or less, he could not tell·

,vhich; thus leaving an uncertainty of considerably more

than t100 'lnillions of mUes i-deduct this uncertainty

from the distance given above, and with a very nlode

rate allo,vance for the difference of mean intended the,
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sum will very closely approximate to that 'which I say is

the exact distance at which the earth ,vould revolve in a

perfect circle, 1£ the sun were fixed in the center, and the

area of that circle is exactly equal to the plane of the,

earth's elliptical orbit, as slw moves at p1·esent. The only

qualification, to this is, that the earth has a c1iaIlleter of

7,912 miles, neither more 'nor le'ss, But putting aside all

qualification, to make the thing perfectly accurate, I say,

that the sun's distance at the mean, as given by TIle, is

92,819,114 + of those parts, of which the circuluference

of the earth is exactly 20,000, and its diameter 7,957 +.
And I say, moreover, that these are the t1'1le part8 at

which the circumference and diameter of the earth

81~ould be considered, according to the French standard of

measure, which takes the circumference of the earth as

one, and proceeds by decimation to fix the value of

smaller measures.

It is known, that in consequence of the elliptical fornl

of the earth's orbit, she mnst move faster in one p~l,rt of

it than in the opposite part. It is known, also, that all

observations of the s~n, 01' any of the heavenly bodies,

taken from a position on the earth's surface, are liable to

lnOl'e or less error, from the fact, that the earth is at all

times in rapid motion through her orbit, and on her axis.

lienee, i£ two sets of observations be taken; one, wlwn

she is in the largest part of her orbit, and the other,
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when she is in the smallest, the errors in calculation

arising frOIn the earth's nlotion, will be greater in one

case than in the other, because the earth moves faster in

one part of her ol'b1t than in the other. But if the mean

distance 'be t?iJi:dit, ;'at which the earth ,vould revolve in a

perfect ci~Jle~"hn,ving the same area us the ellipse, and

"htil tit perfectly equal Dl0tion, this liability to greater

.iJI'l!or at one time than another, ,viII be corrected. I

:1"' do not hesitate, therefore, in declaring, that the lneall

distance, as shown by lne, is the most acc1trate, as

well as the lllOst convenient, for all astronOlnical cal

culations lllade from observations, eyen if any other dis

tance' co·uld be accurately deternlined, ,vhich it cannot

oe by any lnethod adopted by astrollOlners, without nn

uncertainty of considerably more than t,,·o luillions of

miles,

IIaving thus detel'luined ,vith accuracy, the lnean dis

tance from the sun, at "rhich the earth would rev-ol ve in

a circle having the smne area as the ellipse, by ICepler's

la"", that "the squares of the times are as the cubes

of. the distances," ,ve haye a correct ba8is on ,,,hich to

deterluine HIe nlean distance from tlle sun, of every

planet a.nd satellite -in 'tIM solar sy8tem, a thing never

before attained. And the only question for astronOlners

to decide, is, is lIly dmnonstration true to the 0p0r[ltiolls

of nature, according to the principles set forth in it?
13
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I affirm that it is, to the smallest £raction'7 and challenge

them to the disproof by any means in their power,

which is not liable to error equal to the disagre~ment

which they may find! !

'"

QUADRATURE OF THE CIRCLE,
A LECTURE READ BEFORE TIlE

GEOGRAPHIOAL SOOIETY.

HITHERTO UNPUDLISIIED, CONTAINING CURIOUS FACTS CO~C'F.R~(~G ITS

PRODADLE ANTIQUITY.
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QUADRATURE OF THE CIRCLE.

I AM here to-night for the purpose of placing before you

fl,ome new vie,n~ regarding the old and long-since explod

ed qnestion of the quadrature of the circle. The im

portance to astronomy and nm-igation of a correct knowl

edge of the circle, is Illy rem~on for stepping out of my

proper sphere of bnsillcss, temporarily, to become a public

lectnrer.

I am perhaps as well satisfied as any man present of the

ntter impossibilit.y of e,er finding the exact quadrature by

the geometrical npplication or straight lines to its meas

nrement.

I have, indeed, very often gone farther than anyone

else in this particular, nnd said (perhaps not very charita

bly) that anyone who did not know at sight, and without

any demonstration, that the measurement of the circle by

the application of straight lines or by plane Tri~onometry

is impossible, did not know anything at all of the subject.

In every natural trnth which we lllay attempt to de"el

0p, there will of necessity exist certain principles which

we may lay down as axioms to gnide our reason in follO\v·

ing ont the subject to a careful development.

Some snch principles exi~t in the circle in its relation to
1
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other shapes, 'and to the square e8pecially, which is mRde

the standard of superficial qURutit,Y, I will therefore state

a few of these principles, Buch as I think no one will ven

tnre to dispute; and we ma.y receive them R8 axioms in the

further pursuit of our reRson ing; and,

1st.. Between straight Hiles and curved lines there is an

essential difference in properties, and before we can deter

mine with accuracy: what is true of the circle and what

not, we· m1\5t first understand what that difl'm'ence of prop

erty is.

2d. The cir:cumference of a circle is a line lying wlwlly

outside of tke circle tlwroughly enclosing it.

3d, The circumference of a circle, in its power of enclos

ing ar~a" is ~re~t~r than any possible number of straight

. lines of the same, aggregate length in any shRpe; hence

there is a point)n a line of figures representing circnm

ference, where such excess shall amount to one or more.

4th. That which geometers call a circumscribed poly

gon is not a circumscribed polygon, because the centre of

each side coincidee with the al'ea of t1\e circle, and the trne

circumference lies wholly ont.side, enclosing the whole

area; at a great number of sides, thel'efore, the so-called

circuIIlscribedlines are brought wholly within the trne cir

cumference..

These are all demonstrable truths, and are, I believe,

entirely new as clements to be considered in demonstrat.

ing the Quadrature.

Acceptingthem as axioms, we will proceed to give ::-omo

illustrations of the rclative properties of the circle and the

square,

The gl'oat and fatal errOl' of geometers is seen in their

declamtion that the circle and the square are" incommen

sUl'able," that thel'e is no co-relation between circumfer

ence and diameter, and our first proposition shall be to

dissipate this fatal error; therefore,

PRorosrrlO~ FIRST.

.The dl'C1t17~ference rtf an!/ c;"cle bez'ng g£ven, if that ct"l'

Cu.?l~f(')'cnoe be brought ?:nto the form qf a squ.are, tIle area

qf tlwt square is equal to the area if another ci7'cle, the

circ1t?nscribed ~Clql.tare if 'lolden, 'l's equal 'l'n m'ea to tne area

if tILe circle whose circumference is first g'l'ven,

Let the circnmfel'ence of the eil'(~le E be gh'en; let it

he 3G or any athol' nnmber; now let the fonr sides of the

8l11l!l1'e F also=36; then each side equals 9~ and 9 x 9==

St, which is the nt'ea of F; now let the area of the circle

0=81, then the nt'ell. of the square H cit'eumscribinO' G
f::o ,

equals the area of the circle E, whose circumference is 36.

The reverse of this proposition wiII read as follows :-AnJ

square Ii is such that its inscribed circle G is equal in area
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to another square, F, whose circumference, or fonr sides,
equah the circumference of another circle .B~ of equal area

with H.
The foregoing proposition is entirel.y new in Mathemat

ics, and was never known until published in my Quadra

ture in 1851. It does not prove what the ratio of circum

ference is'; it is a gen~ral principle, true of all ratios alike,

but it sets aBide forever the chimera that the circle and the

square are incommensurable, or that there is no co-relation

between circumference and diameter.
The truth and beauty of' this proposition and its general

principle are seen by applying it to other shapes. For ex
ample, let the circumference of .B~ be given, let it be 36;

then let F'be a hexagon whose six sides shall equal 36;

then the area of F shall equal the area of the circle 0,
whose circumscribed hexagon is equal in area to the area

of the circle E, whose circumference is given. The same

is also true of the triangle, the pentagon, the octagon, or

any other regular shape, whatever may be the number of

its sides.

If, then, we shall let F be a polygon of 6,144 or 8,000

~ides, and G a circle equal in area to F, then II, being a

polygon of 6,144 or 8,000 sides circumscrihing 0, is eqnal

in area to the area of the circle E, when circumference is

given. And what does all this prove1 Why it proves
the truth of every axiom we have just laid down, and the

reader is referred to each of them for application of the

rule. The truth of this proposition is first proved by

numbers. It may be pl'O\red algebraically, also, when dis

covered, but I think algebra contains no formula that will

regard the transition and alternation of shapes to enable
yon to make the discoyery.

It is not possible in a single lecture 011 an intricate sub
ject, and eS}ieciall'y one that has been so much studied,
criticised, and abnsed as the Quadrature of the Circle has

been, to present and illustra:e all the gradatinns of reason

which enable us to master the fir::;t elements of a great

natural truth, and to follow it np to a demonstration. In

the book which I published on the Qnadmtul'e; in 1851, I
have treated all the::;e things diffllsi vely.

Bnt for our pre5cn t discussion, we mllst pass over the

labored demonstrations, showing the mechanical errors of

p;eometry in its application or straight lines to cUl'\'ed

lines, and come at once to some of the principal demon

strations which show our ratio to be the trne one, and our

principles of reasoning sonnd. The method now in nse

by mathematicians being found to be impracticable, it is

necessary to try some othcr method. I have therefore

taken np shapes in their distinctive qualities, as a basis of

reasoning, irrespectiye, to some extent, of the straight lines

which serve to form those shapes. Those who contend
for the geometry of the schools, will perhaps think this is

not mathematical. But I am authorized to do it by truth
and natnre, for it will be perceived that the first step of

nature in the matm'ial creation is the production of shapes,

and lines are nothing more (I mcan the imaginary lines of
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geometry) than the dimensions, houndal'ies, and di visionB
of those shapes; therefore shapes are primary things, and

hence a true basis of mathematical reasoning. We pro
ceed then with a proposition that shall lead us diJ'ectl'y to
the demonstration of the Quadrature.

PROPOSITION SECOND.

The aircle and tM equilateral triangle are tlte primary

of all shapes in nature " tAey are opposite eacl" otltar in
aU the elementB of their construction, and hence tlte sq~tal'e

of diameter being made tlte standara of measure, tlU) cir
cle and the equilateral triangle in their fractional relation8
to tM square are opposite each othel' in ratio of the 8quares
of their d,iamete7's.

I believe it is admitted by all, and there~orc needs no
argument to prove, that the triangle is the primarJ of all
shapes formed by straight lines, because no shape can exist

having les8 than three ~ides; therefore the equilateral
triangle is the primary of all shapes formed of straight

lines, and equal sides and angles; and the circle is the

ultimatum of nature, in the extension of the number

of its sides; it is infinite, so that all its sides arc blended
in one. In this respect, therefore, they are opposite
each other in the first and chief element of their con
struction. For the convenience of reasoning, I am obliged
to depart from the elegance of a mathematical rule,
and to consider angnlar shapes as' having cil'cnmfm'-

. ence and dia.meter) a.nd the reason for this is, that cir-

cnmfercnce and diameter are the only dimensions by

which a.ll regular shapes may he meas'nred alike; there
fore we treat the three sides of the triauO'le or the fonrl::I ,

sides of a square, as the circumference, and a line per-
pendicular to the contre <?f either side as the diameter,

Pm'sning this examination, then, we see that the eqni
Internl triangle has the gTeatest circumference and the

least m'ea of any possible shape formed of straight lines,

and of eqnal side~ I\nd angles. alid the eircle has the

greatest. area, and the lenst circumference of" any possi

ble shape; thorefore, in this also the.y are opposite each
other in their elements of construction. The triangle

is measured by half its circumference, and the radius
of an inscribcd circle, nnd is thns found to have the

le:tst i'adius of !tny possible regular shape, of equal cil'
cUIlIt'erence; and the circle has the greatest radins and the
least circumfcrcnce of any possible regular shape of equal
area. If we take the acrO'relJ'ate of circumference and

~~ l":' «-

radius i!l each shape, the.Y are most equally divided in the
circle, and most unequally in the triangle; in every case

that which is greatest in the trianerle is least in the circle
\... ~ ,

and that which is least in the tl'iangle is greatest in the

circle, and in C\'ery particular the two shapes are at the"
extreme and opposite boundaries of nature beinO' the, 0

greatest and the least that is possible. Therefore beinO'
. 0

opposite to each other in 1\11 the elements of thcir COIl-

8tl'uctioll which ~o to make arca, I\nd the sqnaro of diame
ter being the standard of mcasllrc, the circle and the tl'i-
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angle in their fractional relations to the square are oppo

sit.e each other in the ratio of the squares of their diameter.

Now let the area of the triangle .A. and the circle B,
each equal one, then the diameter of the triangle (a c) is

found to be"; v 3. Therefore the diameter of the circle

B being in the opposite ratio ...:... 3' X 3", viz., 3 x 3=9 x

9=81. Therefore 81 is a fractional diameter of the circlo

by which the circle and the square are equal to one another.
We come now to another law of the circle and the

square which it is necessary to COIl sider in carrying out to

demonstration the opposite ratio of the triangle. It is this:

PROPOSITION 'rHInD.

The true ratio of circumference to diameter of all cir~

cle8 is four times the area ofan inscribed circle .for a ratio

of circumference to the area qf tl~e circ'umscribed sq'ual'e

for the ratio of diameter.
Hence the diameter of the circle B in its fractional

.relation to the square 0, being 81, therefore 81 x 81 =
6,561, which is the area of the square 0, circl1mscrib~

ing B; ther~fore .by the two last propositions the area

of the circle B shall be some definite and certain
number of 6,561 parts of' the sqllnxe circumscribing it.

It is known to be greater, much greater than 5,152,

and less, mnch less than lH-t parts of the circumscribed

sqnare, therefore (reductio ad absurdum) it ·shall be

5,153, because it can be nothing else, there beiug no

other 6,561 parts between 5,152 and 5,154; and because

by the last proposition the ratio of circnmference is fonr

times the area of the ill!~cribed cirde, therefore, 5,153 X 4=

20 612 and 20 612 for the ratio of circumference to 6,561" ,
for the ratio of diameter is the true ratio of circumference

to diameter of all circles.
The Quadrature of the circle is therefore demonstrated,

and agreeably to the axioms laid down at the commence

ment the point in a line of decimal figures where this

ratio difiers from the approximation is seen to be ill

the sixth decimal place, ,'iz. :
Approximation == 31415926
ltly ratio = 314150J2

And this difference arises wholly, Fil'st, fro111 the es

sential difference in the property of curved lines, which

enables them to enclose a greater area than any possible

num bel' of straight lines in a· polygon; and Secondly,

from the mechanical error, by which the circumscribed

polygon of geometry at a great number of sides is made
to coiucide with the extent of the area of the circle

instend of thoroughly enclosing it as is due. ThiB Inst

proposition is also a law of the circle unknown to
1*
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mathematicians, or, if known, is nowhcr'e trcatcd of as

an element for demonstration; and by this law we mny

find as many trne ratios of cil'cumference as there al'e

Dum'bers in existence'; for example, let the area of the

ci~cle n-== 112. We then find the area of the square

circnmscribing B by simply multiplying 112 by G5Gl, and

dividing the prodnct by 5153, the last product is then

142.6+, then 112 x4 = 448, therefore 448 to 142.6+ is

a true ratio of cirCllmference and dinrnetcr, only it

happens that the diameter in this case is an infinite

decimal fraction, just as an imperfect sqnare has an infin

ite decimal fraction for its root.

The three propositions here givcn m'e laws of natnrc,

and laws of" the circle as well. They are bllt a small part

of those which may be adduced ill support of the mathe

matical truth which they assert, and they cmmot be dis

proved by any possible means, Of the second pl'oposition,

the opposit.e ratio of the triangle and the cirele, it mny

be said it is the "particular fact" that gOVCl'l1S the

relation of straight lines to curved lines. The triangle iR

Been to be tlte fir8t depart1.tre of natw'e f1'om, cW'ved

lines. ,To prodllce shapes by means of straight lines, and,

to find the relation which each hears to the other, we

go back to the point where natur~ begins, and in doing

80 we are rewarded with Sllccess.

I shall make no further demonstrations of the cit'cle to

night, but devote a few moments to collatcraI8111~jcetR,BlWh

a.s I think may be entertaining or useful in this cOllnection,

From a variety of facts and circumstances which haye

fallen under my observation, I lHwe becn induced to be

lieve that the Qnndratul'e of the Oircle, such as I have

demonstl'ated it to be~ ,vas known to the ancient

Egyptians, and it will be matter of interest to inquire

whether snch be the fact, and if it was known, to trace

the circumstances, when, where, atld by what means it

became lost. It is not my purpose or province to discuss

t.hc complete history of any brallch of science, lmt I
think a few words respect.ing the probable antiquity of the

Quadrature, asone of the long-lost sciences, and a sufficient

reason gl\Ten why it has ncver been rcnched by modern

Geometry, cannot be without interest at the prescnt

day.

One of the first and strongest i'casons for this belief is,

tlmt the quadrature, as I have dcmollstrnt.cd it, and tho

onler and principles of revolution indicnted boY it, are

rightly ada.pted to be the pal'cnt of the Ptolemaic systcm

of astronomy in an nge when anI' own Earth was sup·

posed to be the centre of the Universe, and all else in

space rcvol dng around it,

Or, perhaps, I might with more pl'opriety say, that

the system of astronomy as then understood was exactly

calculated to reveal the properties of the circle such

as wc have shown it to be, in its relation to time and

the revolutions of the great astronomical circles, As the

Hneient8 h:ul not the advantage of instrnments for obser·

vatioll such as we no,v enjoy, they mnst lUl.\'9 had
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some means of calculation to supply the dcficicncy, anel
the circle alone could supply it.

Perhaps it )s not amiss to state here, that by the aid

of the quadrature we are able to calculate a sidereal
lunatio~, the mean year, the sun's distance, etc., with pel"

feet accuracy, each by a simple problem, without thc aid,

or requirement of observations of any kind whatevcr.

Among tho minor evidences which we find, that favor
our belief, antiquarians inform us that the number 6561

was lteld to be a charmed number among the Egyptians,

and this number we find to be the foundation of the

circle in its relation to the sqnat'e; its power and influ

ence ill the quadrature is certainly sufficient in my esti

mation to justify such a superstition, and it is natural to

suppose that .among an ignorant people the superstition
should remain, 'after the learning which had discovered its
properties and influence had been lost. .

Professor Ingraham, in his fiction of the "Pillar of

Fire," has related the Egyptian fable of the Phoonix, which

every 651 years returns to its funeral pyre of the snn, and

there consumes itself, but immediately rises aO'ain from
o

its own ashes to renew its flight for another period. By
a very pretty fancy the bird is made to represent a star,

and to answer to the transit of Mercury across the sun'g

di~k, in which the planet is lost to sight, and appears to

consume itself in the sun's rays during the transit, bnt
emerging to a new life as soon as it is past. I am )lOt

aware whether the transit of Mercury h~s been calcll

lated for so long a period as 651 yem's, They occur

frequently, but il'l'egularly. genet'ally once in about thir~

teen .rean~, sometimes in a lapse of only seven years. Her~

sehel says that they retl1l'\l in nearly the same order every

217 years; of course, then, they would return in the same

order evcry 651 years, that period being three times 217, I

know nothing of the authority from which the Profcssor

claims to unite the period and the star with the fable, but

it is well known that the fahle of the Phoonix is a legen~

dary superstition of the Egyptians, and I can easily asso

ciatc his version of it with the superstitious remnants of

the learning once possessed by their ancient }.fagi. The

quadrature, as we ha"e 'demonstrated it, re\"eals the fact

that 651.4409+ years, is the Earth's sJllodical period in

revolving round the sun, exactly answering to the 1tIoon'l;

synodical period in revolving' about the Earth; a pcriod,

I bclieve, ltI~known to astronomy, except in yague and

nrwertain theory; and that period is, as I believe and

affirm, also the period of the revolution of the 1\Iagnetic

Pole around tho Geographical Poles of the Earth; and

here at'e two f~cts which, being fully established, are worth

a life of study to learn. The subject is treated in my

second lecture 011 Polar 1\Iagneti::.m, read before the Geo~

graphical Society, and published in the volume of their
Transact.ions for 1869-70.

The cirde was also used as an emblem by the

Egyptians. It was sculptured over the doors of their
temples as au emblem of Deity, power, and duration,
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in, which they showed a just estimate of it, for the cir

cle contains and controls all magnitudes and all space

it is at once the greatest and the least of all created t.hings.

The Pyramids of Egypt, since they have been visited

by scientific men~..are understood to have been built for

the purpose of creating permanent. standards of measure,

and in reference also to some astronomieal truth. A getl

tleman of Cincinnati has examined the constl"llCtion and

the measurement given of one of these pyramids, and he

finds my ratio of circumference to correspond with tho

measure of the Egyptian cubit so nearly, that he thinks it

must be the same~ He quotes the valne of that meast1l'e

in British inches~ 8.8 given by different persons who havo

scientifically examined. the suhject with a view to ascer

tain its exact value.. The following are the results of

their examinations expressed ·in British inches:

Cubit of Elephantine .•••••.....•......• 20.625 +
" of Memphis (Jommard). ..•••.... " 20.473+

" of Turin ..••.. '. . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . .. 20.578 +

" of Sir Isaac Newton ...•........... 20.604-

" of the' French measurement in 179~. 20.611 +

As my ratio of circumference is 20,612, it is easy to see

their agreement.

The same gentleman reports to me that the application of

my ratio enables him to reconstruct the Pyramid of' Gi?;eh

on paper, with all its chambers 'and in all its dimensions.

That which most challenges our belief is, t.hat the qua

draturo of the circle being once known should ever have

been lost, being, as it is, an elementary truth, and the

founda.tion of all growth, magtlitnde, and extension in our

world; and we propose now to trace the ci rcnmstances

that shall reveal to ns when and how this has happened.

Pythagoras, the earliegt of the Grecian philosophers·

who taught mathematics and astronomy, before establish

ing his school of philosophy, 5iO Jears before Chri8t,

went into Egypt and snjonrlled there for the pm'pose no

donbt of learning something of Egyptian philosophies,

pl'cparatol'y to setting ttp for himself in his own country.

This seems to have been the habit of all or nearly all of

the ancient philosophers of Greece, and is one of the evi

dCllccs of the early civilization and learning of the ancient

Egyptians. It is more than probable, however, that this

civilization and learning had been long in its decadence at

the time when Pythagoras visited Egypt, otherwi8e we

should have had throngh him nnd others something more

of the connecting link between the ante-pyramidal learn

ing of Eg'ypt and the more modern Greek school than we

now llUye.
It is fail' to presume, fl'om the evidences we lun"e, that

the chief learning of the ancient Eg)'ptil1ns was in me

dmnies, mathematics, and astronomy. They probably

had little of history or other literature; or if they had,

whateyer rcmnant W{UI then left of it ,vas destroyed by

the conflagl'ntion of the grent Alexnndrian Library in the

wnrs of tT uli I1S C:os-ar. I hn.Yo al wnys snpposed that the

destruction of thnt Library lost to us all knowledge of
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ancient Egyptian history and liternture; nnd t.hnt if it

it had still existed, we should not now be iO'norant of the
h

origin of the Pyramids, or unable to deeipher the inscrip-
tiom~ on their sarcophagi. The then rising Greck school

sought only from their Egyptian neighbors the more solid

sciences, and in that age of the world had little object in

preserving the history and light literature then proba!Jly
declining in Egypt.

The. establishment of' the Alex~mdrian Library is ac

credited to Ptolemy Ph iladelph ns ; bitt it is much mom

probable, that, as a libel'al and enlightened prince, he

made great additions to it, and that the Library had long

been the depository of ancient learning, and perhaps also

of the archives of the nation in days of its highest glory

and prosperity. The Library was supposed to contain

se~'en hundred thousand folios or parchments, and in those

days of slow production of manuscript and copy it would

not have been possible for any }Jrince in one reign or in

a dozen reigns to have accnmulated so vast a Library.

The destrnction of the Library, and the corruption and

vice of the people which culminated in the reiO'n of Oleo-
b

patra, finished the degradation of the Egyptian mind,

which had long been sinking under the influence of
InxUl'y degenerating into licensc.

. Pythagoras brought with him fl'om Egypt into Grecce
a system of mathematics consisting chiefl.y of the me

chanical properties of numbers, which he taught to hi~

disciples, and his pupils cal'ried the system so far, thnt

they professed to demonstrate spiritual truths b.y llumbers

only. They will readily be forgiven their error, if we first
examine effectually the mechanical properties of nUlll

bel'S, and then remember that they had not the restraints

upon their imagination which modern Geometry imposes.

Abated of this extravagance, the system which Py

t.hagoras tanght is one of the e\\idences that what he

learned of mathematics in Egypt ,vas but a sequence of the

study of the mechanical properties of numbers adapted to

the principles of revolntion, and was the basis of calcu

lation in the early periods of the Ptolemaic Astronomy.

I hold the Ptolemnic s.ystem of astronomy, like the

Library, to have been only revised, and perhaps enlarged,

but not inv'Cnted during the reign of either of the princes

of that name; I believe it to have had its origin by slow

degrees from the remotest periods of time, when men gazed
into the heavens and beheld the mot.ions of t.he stars.

"'Idle Egyptian learning had been long declining, the

G'"eek school in mathematics began its rise. Dating from

the time of Pythagol'lts onward, from time to time it re

cui ,"cll the contributions of noble minds, until at length

etllminating in the master mind of Archimedes, and the

production of Euclid, the system of Geometry and

l\fathelllatics ,,"as established, such as it remains at this

day, with little addition, and withont a single change.

This was the age which consummated Grecian renown

in science and the arts, as previously in war. Centul'ies

had been occupied in producing results which we ha\'e em-
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braced in a paragraph. A people, poor, proud, ambitious,
passionate and prave, the Greeks flourished and grew re
nned and powerful in a state of war, such as Egypt, ple

thoric with wealth, effeminate from luxury, and cowardly

and negligent from that effeminacy, sank under, till the
light of her science had gone out in a darkness that became

proverbial.
Archimedes, by his system of demonstration, rejeeted the

mechanical properties of numbers as taught by Pytha
goras, and made numbers secondary to the measurement

of straight lines and angles. He thus dropped the only

connecting link between the EgJptian and the Grecian
school of mathematics, and rendered it forever impossible
by any means which hie system afforded to find the
equality ofstraight lines to curved lines. From that time
may be dated the 108s of whatever might have ueen before

known of the circle in. Egyptian science. If Archimedes~

in his system, had permitted the reasoning from shapes in
. their whole and distinctive qualities, he might probably'

have preserved the knowledge, which without it has been
lost for two thousand years. His system was less theoretic,
more practical in its operation, more palpable to the senses,

and as a c~n8equence more definitely comprehended than
that of Pythagoras or the Egyptians. It was t~lerefore, in
one branch especially, a very great advance in practical
geometrical science. In comparison of all former flystems,
it was like modern telegraphy, compared with Franklin '8

attracting the lightning from the clouds. But it should

be observed that, without Franklin, telegraphy would

probably never have been known, and without Pytha

goras, Archimedes would probably have died a Helot.
The excellence of the system of Archimedes soon gave it

the preference over all others; but it had one grand defect,

with the value and importance of which the world is yet

to become acquainted. It contn.ined not a single element,
havinO' the least or the remotest affinity to the propertieso
of curved lines in their intrinsic relation of value to

straight lines; and curved lines, not straight lines, lie at
the foundation of all growth, magnitude, extension and
area in our world. The universe, our world included,

is built and moves npon curved lines, and nothing else.
Archimedes himself knew the deficiency, but with all

his knowledge he knew not how to supply it. lIe in
vented a problem, however, by which he showed an ap
proximation, and in doing so he in fact acknowledged
that ho knew nothing of the distinct properties of the

'circle, or of its exact relation to the extension of area as

measured by the square.
But now there approached a period in the history of

the world, which men have agreed to call the" dark ages."

FollowinO' the crueifixion of our Lord, states and empires
::>

were overtnrned, science languished, art nearly perished,
literatnre faded away, and for more than 800 years, no
illlpro\-ement in the world's condition was manifest; only
a few of the prodnctions of mind during the period of a
higher civilization were preserved, consisting chiefly of
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some of the Greek poets, but along with them the invalu

able works of Archimedes. At the end of that period,

Egypt had become a forgotten country, and all her science

had lapsed intO the obscurity of utter darkness.

But light' and trnth have never perished from the earth.

While onr ancestors of Western Enrope were yet sunk in

barbarism, Rome, even in her declining power, sent her
legions there to conquer the countr.y. They carried with

them some of the evidences of the civilization which had

existed in the east; the seed was sown in ground not

before occupied, and learning began to dawn in the then

Western hemisphere; the system of Archimedes and of

straight lines took possession of the mathematical branch

of learning; and all the learning which Europe or America

enjoys to.da~ in, mathematical science is directly the re

sult of the works of Archimedes, which have been ac

cepted and adopted with the grave and inherent defect of
an a1JSeM6 of aU knowledge of the properties and value
of cUrved linea.

The problem which Archimedes in vented and used for

an approximation is the same that is in use to-day in

every mathematical book, and by ever.r mathematician in

Europe and America, and their continued use of it is a

sufficient acknowledgment that the.~ know no better

method; that in fact they are ignorant of any of the exact

properties of the circle, or of curved lines, and this is fnlly

-' attested by their own standard-bearers.

Playfair, in his Elements of Geometry, a standard work

in the schools, admits the deficiency, and says that geo

meters "know no better method;" and Torreni, the

learned commentator of Oxford, on the works of Archi

medes, distinctly says, "that geometers by their approxi

mation" determine nothing whatever relative to the

properties of "curved lines."
Under these circmnstances, without a single element of

trnth on which to ground his opinion, Legendre had no

need of a demonstration to prove the impossibility of

squaring the circle by any method known to him; it
ouO'ht to have been self-evident to him before he at-

e-
tempted any demonstration, and if it were not so, it only

proved that, in this particular, he did not comprehend his

own science, which he certainly did not, if he has spoken

the truth of his own mind.
When LeO'endre made the declaratior., which he did in

t"l

his geometry, that he had" determined the quadrature of

the circle as accurately as the root of any imperfect sqnare

could be determined to the same number of figures," and

that" no person having the least pretension to geometrical

scicnce would m~er make the attempt to find it more

exactly," he was utterly and unmistakably ignorant, not

only of the first principles embodied in curved lines, but

of every clement of their constrnction, and every special

property belonging to them. The Academy of France,

ho\',,·ever, endorsed his dictnm, and thereupon passed are·

solution, that no paper purporting to be on the subject of

thc Quadratnre should forever thereafter be receh"ed or
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however, cannot be so easily justified. Their resolutions
have enjoyed more than three-quartera of a century of
llsurped domination over the minds of men touching the

Quadrature, and apparently with the conse~t if not the
abject submission of the mathematical world. The very
learned Pl'Csidont of the Smithsonian Institute at Washing
ton wrote me more than twenty years ago, in reply to some
papers that I Bent him, and referring me to Legendre's re
marks, before quoted, said, that" he presumed, on my see
ing what that great geometer had said, I would think no

more about it." I had already Been what Legendre had
said, and had satisfied my own mind that Legendl'e knew
nothing at all of the properties of curved lines.

All that Legendre or the Academy coul~ have been jnsti
fied in saying, was, that the system of geometry with which
they were acquainted contained no element of h'nth in re
gard to the value of curved lines, and that they kno\," noth
ing better than the Archimedean approximation. Their

error lay in: the egregious conceit that their system of geom·
etry contained the whole truth of natnre, when, in fact, it
is nothing more than a method for finding out the truth.

The resolutions which the Academy and the Royal So·

ciet,y passed were in blind ignorance of what they were
doing, without comprehending in the least tho nature or
the importance of the question they were deciding, and
worse still, as we have already seen, without the knowledge
of a single principle of tl:uth involved in it.

It will no longer be a mystery, therefore, that the Quadt

•
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considered by the Academy; and so far as I can under
stand they have ever since adhered to this determination.

The Royal Society of London followed soon after
with a similar resolution, and Montucla's garbled and
prejudiced history of the Quadrature was 'adopted to
sustain these societies in their bold and presumptuous
tyranny. The influence of this tyranny was to make
it disreputable for' any person to speak of the Quadrature

88 a thing attainable. He was at once branded as an
imbecile, an enthusiast, or a lunatic, and such is the

common reproach which is to-day heaped upon anyone
who shall even intimate the possibility of its discovery, and
such epithets have not unfrequently been applied to me
by persons' of pretended education in geometrical science.

It seems impossible that a man of Legendre's power
should have been entirely ignorant of his error. In his
profound investigation of the Principles of Geometry, it
would seem that the absence of any element of truth re
garding the properties of curved lines could not have es
caped his notice, and hence his declarations above quoted,
and his concurrence in the resolution of the Academy of

France, are all the more remarkable. Unfortunately the
knowledge of the error would not reveal to him the truth,
and in his pride he was unwilling to acknowledge the one
without supplying the other. With the natural impul
sivenese of his countrymen, therefore, he threw the whole
aside, as without the pale of demonstration.

.. The action of the Academy and the Royal Society,
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ratnre of the Circle, '\'lhich might have been and probably
was known to the ancient Egyptians, has never been
reached by the modern geometry of the Greek school, for
the one plai~ reason that in the construction of the system

·itself all the elements of the Quadrature were rejected, 8et
aside, and left out.

But it is time that the institutions of America should re
ply to the Academy of France and the Royal Society of Lon
d~n in terms fitting the tyranny they have so long ~snrped.

If there are still those who think the Quadrature a llse
less question, I would suggest to them that if the study of'
the elements and properties of straight lines and angles
has been productive of so much knowledge and usefulness
in the world ~~ we see daily developed in astronomy,
navigation, works of architecture, engineering, etc., may
not a still further development be expected from a knowl
edge of the properties of curved lines, which are the first
elements of Nature in the production of shape, magnitude,
and motion tproughollt the natural world ~

The Quadrature of the Circle is as plain, as simple and
comprehensible a problem~ when the properties of curved
lines are considered, as anything contained in Euclid. It
is simply that the circle and the equilateral triangle (the
two first shapes produced. in Nature) are opposite one
another. in th~ elements of their construction, and hence, in
their fractional relations to the square, they are opposite
one another in ratio of the squar~s of their diameters.

JOHN A. PARKER.

.:::4: QUADRATURE OF THE CmCLE.
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JOHN A. PARKER.
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POLAR MAGNETISM.

....
'Vrrn the consent of the societ)', I propose this evening

to read a paper which I have prepared, on the subject of

polar magnetism-the attrnct.ion of the needle to the pole

-the variations of the compass, and the phenomenaob

servable as incident to the same.

The subject stretches over a vast area of natural truth,

and therefore on an occasion like the present I must

necessarily be very brief on each particular point. I do

not propose to examine, criticise, or discuss au)' of the

written theories on the subject, but to limit myself to my

mvn personal observations and reflections, and to draw

eouclnsions onl)' from such phenomena as are manifest to

our vision and sense, irrespective of all previous theories

and speculations in regard to them. The subject has

not only a vast scientific importance, but also a great

commercial value, and it is in this latter connection chiefly

that, in the first instance, I have been led to consider it.

Some knowledge of polar attraction is necessary to the

study of astronom)'; it is of national importance, inns

much as the direction. of tho needle is oftentimes the
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arbiter of the lines and boundaries of our national domain)
as it is also of our private estates; we rely upon it when,

in traversing the continent, we plunge into the depths of

the forest, and it is .our only safe guide over a trackless

ocean, through darkness and tempest, to the haven we
seek. Tens of thousands of lives, and hundreds of mil

lions of property throughout the world, are every honr
dependent on it for safety; any inquiry therefore into its
causes, and the laws which govern it, is invested with an
interest second to no other; and, notwithstanding this, it
may safely be said that,in comparison with the whole that
may be known, very little is at present positively known
concerning it.
, The existence of polar magnetism was first revealed to

us by the discovery of the compass. There is some donht
as to the' exact time of that discovery, but it is supposed
to have been first put to practical use by the early navi

gators in their commerce on the Mediterranean Sea. At

that time, and'long afterward, the needle wns snpposed
to tend always toward a fixed point in the north; and

therefore, when Columbus undertook his voyage of discov

ery, he was greatly surprised and not a little perplexed to

find that, as he sailed westward, the needle gradnally
changed its direction; and his crew became so much
alarmed by it, that all the steadiness of mind which that
great navigator possessed was necessary sufficiently to
cal,m, their fears to prevent an open mutiny, and thns
defeat his enterprise. In later times, by the observations

of later voyagers, explained by charts, together with im
proved instruments for observation, and the menns invent
ed for determining the variation at any point, navigation
has been made quite safe and certain to the carefnl and

skilful lIavigator. Bnt, so far as I am informed, the
cause of these variations of the compass, and the laws

whi~h goverll them, are wholly unknown to science.
I shall not detain yon with a detail of the course of

reasoning by which I have, in my own jndgment, arrived

at a fnll conclnsion in this matter, but state broadly, and
at Ollce, what that conclusion is, and then explain some

of the evidences on which it rests.
The CAUSE, then, of the variations of the compass,

which some have supposed to proceed from the oscil
lations of the Earth, is, in my judgment, THE REYOLvnON

OF TIlE ltIAGNETIO POLE AROUND TIlE NORTII POLE.

By the ~Iagnetic Pole we mean that point on the,

Earth's snrface within the Arctic circle to which the

needle points. By the North Pole, we mean of course
the polar axle of the Earth on which she turns in her

diurnal revolution~ And by the variations of the com

pass, we meau the divergence of the needle's point east or
west, from the true north point, with its vRJ'iablene8s at

different times and in different places.
The revolution of the Magnetic Pole occurs gradually,

throngh a long period of time, and, according to the best
data which I can obtain, is completed only once in abont
six hundt-'ed and forty years. The time may be fonnd to
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be somewhat longer or shorter when settled by accurate

observation.

The 'exact positIon of the Magnetic Pole has never been

accurately known. It is known, however, to be at present

sitnated on the North A'merican Continent, in a high

latitude~ ahd considerably west of the longitude of New

York. This was made manifest by the observations of
Captain Ross in his polar expedition. He placed the
Magnetic Pole in. about latitude 700 30' north, and longi
tude,96° west from Greenwich. It has changed consider

ably since that tin:te, and is at present both farther no.rth,

and farther west, than he placed it.*
, The variation' of the compass from the true north

point at '~ndon or Greenwich is at present westerly. At

New, York it is ~till westerly in a less degree, and at the

islands in the Pacific Ocean it is easterly. N ow, if the

.accurate variation at each of these points be taken (all

local attractions being absent), and lines in the direction

• That Captain Ross did not quite reach the Pole, is, I think, self

evident, because if the situation of the Pole had been in 70" 30' north,

and longitude 96" west, it would have given a greater variation at

London than existed at that time. But that his was the nearest

approximation to the truth ever before known, is nevertheless quite

certain. Alm08t at the same period of time, Humboldt placed it in his

estimation in latitude 79 °north, and longitude 27° west from Green

~ch. This was certainly very far from the truth. as the observll.tions

of Captain Rosa, and all other authentio facts, conclusively show. For

mYBeIf, i am unable to perceive on what ba.eis of known tmths Hum

boldt could have, grounded his opinion.

of the needle be produced northerly, they will meet at a

point not far from 76° north latitude and 1180 west longi

tude from Greenwich. And that point, wherever they de

meet, may safely be affirmed to be the present position

of the North Magnetic Pole. It is not necessary tor our

present purpose that we should fix the exact point, nor are

the means at hand to do it if needed-it must be done by

careful and repeated observations at the same time on

different nnd widely separated meridians, so as to exclude

all possibility of error.

The only point necessary for us to determine for our

prcsent purpose is, to show that which has already been

sho,vn, viz., that the Magnetic Pole is situate~ at a con

siderable distance from the North Pole, and that being

proved, we must no'v look for the' evidence that it

REVOLVES ADOUT TIlE NORTH POLE, which we will proceed

to do.

In the year 1658, as shown by the records at Green

wich, the needle pointed due north from that position.*
It is, then, certain, that in 1658 the Magnetic Pole was

sitnated on the meridian of Greenwich and between

Greenwich and the North Pole, or, coinciding with the

Nort.h Pole, or in a line beyond it, at 1800 west. " No other
supposition is possible. From 1658 the needle began to

have a westerly varintion at Greenwich, which continued

to increase till the year 1818, a period of 160 years, when

it. had obtained its greatcst variation.' :Now, on the snppo-

* Brand's Dictionary of Science, article II Magnetism. "
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sition of the revolution of the Magnetic Pole, it is evident

that it would attain its greatest variation when it had

passed over 900 in the circle in which it revolves, and

tllat in its progress of revolution the variation would then

become less. Accordingly we find that in the year 1818

t.he. westerly variation at Greenwich began to grow less,

and from that time to the present has continued to

decrease, which is in accordance with the necessity of the.
case in the supposed revolution.

From 1818 to 1868 are fifty years, ill which time, snp

posing the period of one hundred and sixty years to have

been the exact time in which the Magnetic Pole, by its

revolution, passed over ninetJ degrees of' longitude in the

circle in which it revolves, in fifty years it would pass

over twenty-eight degrees more, which woul<1 place it at

this time in longitude 118 degrees west, where it is found

. to be, as nearly as can be determined.*
Coming now to the longitude of New York, although

we have no record here going back to 1658~ yet we know

the fact that the westerly variation is increasing at New

York, while it is decreasing at London or Greenwich, and

this also is a neces~ity of the case in the supposed revolu

tion; and if the hypothesis of revolution be true, and the

period from 1658 to 1818, when it passed from zero t?
o In placing the Pole at 1180 west, I give it the anme rntio of pro

gress which it appears to have had for 160 years, viz., from 1658 to 1818.

But if we ooll8U1t the present variation as observed nt New York, it

would appear to be not quite 80 fnr west, or nt about lHr west.

its greatest westerly varintion at Greenwich, be perfectly

ncc'Jrate, then it will continue to decrease at Greenwich

till the Jear 1978, when the needle will again point due

nort.h at Greenwich; while at New York (longitude 740

west) the westerly variation will continue to increase, Rnd

will not attain to its greatest point till the year 1950.

And corroborative of all this, supporting the hypothesis

of' revolution, it is known, that about the Jenr 17f}O the

needle pointed dne north from New York, as it should do,

while to-day it has n westerly variation of nen.rly eight

degrees, which again is in perfect accordance with, and

indeed an absolute necessity in, the supposed revolution.

The period from 1658 to 1790 is one hundred and thirty

two JeaI's, l~eillg the 1)7'0 1'ata time necessary to pass over

74 degrees of longitude; and here it will be appnrent that

in 1790, when the needle pointed due north at New York,

the magnetic pole was then sitnated on the meridinn

of N ew York, and it is now 44 degrees west of it; thus

showing the progress of revolution.
Going still farther west to the islands in the Pacific

Ocean, we fi nd there, thnt the variation is ea.sferly and

growing less, still fully supporting the hypothesis of re

volution.
I will mention but one other fact in proof of my position. .

Dr. Bowditch in his N nvigntor mentions, that in 1580 (n

period 78 years earlier than any yet mentioned) the needle

at London then pointed el(J1)en degrees and 80me min1tte.'J

EA.ST. The Magnetic Pole must then have been situated in
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about latitude '76 'degrees north and 45 degrees east from
.Lond~}l~ 1Lnd between that time and 1658 it had moved up
to the meri~ian of London. Now, if we add to this the facts

• already proved,- that from 1658 to the present time the
Magnetic Pole has moved fl'om the· meridian of London to
118 degrees :west of it, and having passed over the meridian
of New York, the proposition, that the MAGNETIC POLE
.REVOLVES ABOUT THE NORTH POLE once in about 640 years,
is then, I think, fully demonstrated; and there is nothing
lacking in th~ demonstration but the exact time of the re
volution, which, as I have said before, must be determined

.by fut~e careful and accurate observation. It no doubt

.maybe detennined with nearly as much accuracy as the

.periodiqal return of an eclipse.*

• The only evidence whioh I have eeen going to disprove my hypo

thesis of revolutiOn, Is a remark of Dr. Bowditch in his Navigator j while

at the same time giving some dozen or twenty statementa of the varia

tiODlJ of the compass at different times and different p1n.ces, all of which

are perfectly consistent with, and corrobomtive of, the truth of my

position. He also says. that in 1708 the variation of the compass in

Ma8Bachueette (probably at Cambridge) Wll8 8" west-in 1742 G" west

:and in 1780 2° w~. This is not possible with the tmth of my position,

and one Or the ~er must be in error. If he had eaid east instead of

west, it would have been in perfect accordance. It may be an error of

.. print, or the difference may have been catlBed by local attmction j but I

am more Inclined to think that the difference arose from the tact that

'the obBervers In these CMes 'I'e-oerted the poEM, and that their meaning

'wu,that the Tariation of the tme north from the needle's point was so

mm;r degrees west. If we SUPPo8e this to hnve been the case! and thnt

;the variationa, u we now define variation, were eo.at and not west, their

Two other important facts are also proved by what has
been shown. First, that in 1658, when the needle pointed
due north at London, the Magnetic Pole was then situated
on the meridian of London, and between that and the North .

Pole, and not on the opposite side of t.he North Pole, at 180
degrees; and secondly, that the revolution is from east to
west. Because, had the Magnetic Pole then been sitnated
on the opposite side of the North Pole from London at 180
degrees (and it. must ltave been on one or the other of
these points), and revolving in the ratio as we have seen, in
order to produce a westerl,Y variation at Greenwich or Lon
don, the revolution mnst have been from west to east. And
although in that case the variations at London wonld have
been precisely the same as they have been, yet in passing
over 118 degrees of longitude it would place the Magnetic
Pole to-day in longitude 62 degreeg west, where we know
it is not, and the variation at New York would have been
at present easterly and increasing, instead of westerly and
increasing in that dire~tion as we now know it is. It is
therefore certain that the revolution is fi-om east to west.

record would then be in perfect conformity with both the theory and

progress of revolution as we ha.ve explained it. Such a supposition is

not improbable when we consider that one hundred and sixty years ago

the whole subject wns but little understood or n.ttended to in this conn

try j nnd when w'e reflect thnt from 1058 to the present time the Mag

netic Pole hl18 occupied two hundred and ten years in pnesing from the

meridinn of London to its present position, it could not have been in 8.

situntion to gi.ve 1\ westerly varintion at Cambridge in 1708, Rnd the

foregoing solution of the Cnml1ridge record is the ouly one possible.
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Having now gone so far, and as I believe demonstrated

beyond a doubt, the fact of the revolution of the Magnetic
Pole, the subject rises to a higher sphere, and the ques

tions naturally suggested to the mind are, what is Polar

Magnetism ¥ and what is the cause of this re\'olution 1

These are lofty questions indeed when we consider
the source and influence of the things we are to inquire

about, and they are only to be approached with caution

and reverence. I will, however, as in the former case,
answer these questions at once, as I believe to be the true

solution of them, and then give a synopsis of the reasons

which direct my judgment to such conclusions.

I regard magnetism as a universal principle, pervading

all space, and impressed on all matter, and. one of the

forces employed to regulate and control the universe; and
I consider the revolution of the Magnetic Pole as being
ca'U8ed by magnetic attraction to t~ highest centre or sys

tem, to which the Earth in her 'Various revolutions is im.
mediately related.· The attraction is from centre to centre,
and the magnetic needle balanced in its horizontal position

becomes an indicator only of the line of attraction, and

directs itself always to that point on the Earth's smface

which is in a line'with the centre of attraction. There is

therefore no absolute Polar Magnetism, or Magnetic Pole.

It is ideal, not real, and like the Earth's axis it is only

imaginary, but necessary to be considered in order to
illustrate a truth.*

• In laying that there is no absolute polar magnetism, I must be un·

1 have said that I regard magnetism as no universal

principle, and I so regard it because it is everywhere
present in our world-in every place ever visited, in every

imaginable positi,on, it is there, possessing the same attri
butes and exerting the same influence. That which we

call a" magnet," however, is not magnetism, any more than
an electrified body is electricity-it is simply a magne

tized body or substance, capable only of retaining its

magnetism for n limited period. Both magnetism and
electricity nre latent and hidden principles in natnre, the

very existence of which is a mystery, and of which we

know nothing except as we can witness their effects.

They nre natnral forces, and although latent in themselves,

they are yet capable of rising to a force little short of in

finite, whenever circnmstances combine according to their
nature to call them into nction. They are not the same,

although they may be different phases of the same princi~

pIe; but I donbt if enough has been learned of either, to
justify n decision in that partictIlar. They ha,re many

affinities in common, such for example as the attraction of

iron-also the power of some bodies to arrest and turn

away their cnrrent, and of ,others to receive and retain for

a longer or a shorter period an impregnation of their

qualities, which is again imparted to other bodies when

placed in contiguity or bronght into contact. The load-

derstood to mean that there is nothing there, at the Pole, to cause the

n.ttraction of the needle; its motion is governed by II. higher law, and by

n force with which the locality of the Pole has nothing to do.
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stone Is :only such asubstance, to which magnetism has a
strong affinity, and which has· therefore the power of ab
sorbing and retaining longer than any other known sub
stance the magnetism it has received.

, Both magnetism and el~ctricity may be excited to
activity by motion' or revolution. Everybody has seen
electricity excited by a revolving machine, and if you
stand nn'der' a' revolving belt in a manufactory, you will

feel magnetism enough to raise the hair on your head; but
no one will fo~a.·moment suppose that either magnetism

or electricitY'is created by these motions-they are simply
roused from ina.ctivity, as latent heat is rendered active by

motion, concussion, or attrition. The difference between
the two I conceive to be, that the force of electricity is
eccentric, diffusive, and equalizing; that of maO'netism is

b .

concentric-attracting to the centre.
-' From all the' phenomena which I have been able to see

crt .observe, r have come to the conclusion that what we
call'polar ~n1agnetism is the result of a magnetic force

rendered ac~ive'by revolution. As before stated, the force
is :coricentric, .a.ttracting to the centre. It is therefore

'centripetal, and, considered as a universal principle of
nature, it identifies itself with that force which astrono
mers' call the" attraction of gravitation," a force known to

exisi, 'but for· which no satisfactory cause has ever been

assigned; and we are here led to ask, what is that force,
if it be not magnetism i By whatever name it may be
called, we believe it to be the same force which directs

the needle to the Pole, and which we habitually call
" magnetism." That it is a natnral force derh'ed from a
latent principle, and put in motion by a forward re~oln

tion, I think fairly deducible from what is well known to

every astronomer, viz., that the magnetic attraction, or
"nth·action of gravitation," call it by what name we
please, in revoh-ing bodies is the opposite of that centrifu

gal force created by their revolution, and alwaY8 equal to

-U. And since 'the Inotion of the hen;,enly bodie:::. is some

times faster and sometimes slower, as proved by leepler's
law, that in passing round their elliptical courses, they
pnss over eqnal areas in equal times, therefore the centri
fngal force created by their motion is sometimes greater

and sometimes less, which mnst always be met by an
equal development of the opposite and concentric force to
keep the planet in hcr orbit. And it is well known t.hat
snch development is always obedient to the rate of motion
of the body revolving. It is evident therefore, I think,

that thc activity of the magnetic force is produced and re

gulated by FORWARD REVOLUTION.

That the attraction of the needle is to the centre of the

Earth, I think is shown by a variety of circnmstances.

F'irsf, the shape of' thc globc is such that direct rnys t~l.ll

ing upon its surface, necessarily concentrate at its centre,
nnd the attracting force would seem to he of that char
acter; and secondly, if a needle be magnetized in but one
clld, that end will point downward to"·ards the centre,
though not at all increased in weight; but if both ends be
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magnetized, and the needle balanced to a horizontal posi~

tion, it then points in tlte direct'wn of a line with tILe
magnetic current. For the same reason that the attrac

tion is to the centre, if a compass be placed near the

magnetic pole and compelled to keep its horizontal posi
tion, it refuses its duty and will turn every way at .random ;
but if left to itself its point tends downward towards the

centre of the Earth, and this is what is called in naviga

tion "the dip of the needle," which increases always as

you approach towards the Pole.
From these circumstances it has been sometimes assumed

that the interior of the Earth is a powerful natural magnet;

and even with my theory it is so, though not in the sense

as has been supposed; for it will be seen at once that, if

the attraction were to the cent.re of the Earth, by a fixed

magnet, then there could be no change of variation in the

same locality; and as we have seen that such change does

take place, that theor.y is at once exploded.
We prefer then to follow onr own choice, and assnme, , '

that the direction of the needle to the Pole is only an in-

dicator of a line of higher attraction; and that the imme

diate motive power is a concentric magnetic force, rendered

active and involved by revolution. Let us see then what

will be the result.
We will suppose that the revolution- of the Eart.h 011 her

axis is the governing cause, or controlling force, the attrae
tion being to the centre of the Earth; then the needle

being balanced to a horizontal position, would alway~"

and in all places, point dne north and south, in a line

,vith the centre of motion; which it never does, except in
t,,·o places at a time (the antipodes of each ot.her and

through their lines of longitude); nnd,there could then be

no revolution of the magnetic pole, and no variat.ion or

change of variation. 'Ve must, therefore, look further for

Ol1r evidence in support of the truth of our position.

Let us suppose, then, that the earth's revolution round
the still is the governing cause, t.he line of attraction being

from the stm's centre to the cent.re of the earth.* It will
be secn at Ollce that in the earth's revolution ronnd the

snn, or with the sun round any other centre, her axle on

~which she performs her daily rS'"olution, does not., nnd can
not lie in a line with the line of attraction from centre to

centre but mnst lie at an angle to it. And how is this ~, ~

If we drnw n line from the north pole to the south polar

axle throttgh 01' over the Atlantic Ocean, and parallel to

* We make no question here of the laws of grnvitation n8 demonstrated

by Newton, or the character or degree of its force, which is always

directly as the mn8ses of the heavenly bodies, and inversely as the

squares of their distances; the only question is the identity of the grav

itating force with the magnetism which directs the needle to the pole,

by whntever name we may designate either. It is worthy of remark

here, that :Mr. Barlow, in his experiments to correct the influence of iron

in the ship on the compass,found that the attraction of iron on the ~ag

net was of the same force and character n8 the" attraction of gravita

tion," n.lthough he does not appear to have observed it himself. He

found that a hollow globe of thin iron had the Barne influence on the

magnet ns f\ solid globe or the same surface dimensions. In other words,

he found the attractive force to be directlya,q the mnss, o.nd inversely 88

t.he square of the distance.
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the earth's axis, we find that the north magnetic pole lies

west of such line at an angle to it, and the sonth magnetic

pole lies east of snch line at the same angle to it, and the

result so far answers 'to the theory. But here we meet with

'difficnlty; for if the earth's revolution round the sun shonld

!be thecans'e of polar attr~ction, the line of attraction being

at an angle to the earth's axis, then because one body revolv

ing abont:another 'body also in motion gains one revolution

{)f the body around which it revolves, therefore the magnetic

'pole should revolve about the north pole once in every

year, which it does not. Again, we have another difficulty

""'""""the earth does'not revolve about the sun with either pole

'tamed towards him; but the tropical zone is forever turne~

towards the snn, and never the polar regions; and the line

:of polar attraction is seen to be at a wide angle to the li 11e

'of theenn's 'attraction. Confirmatory of our theory, how

ever, th~re is an inferior polarity in the Indian Ocean, north

of the equator, 8ufficient, in passing over it, to diRtnrh the

needle; and another in the Pacific Ocean, south of the

"equator, the 'two at about the same angle to the equator,

as the north and south poles to the earth's axis. These

polarities may answer to the sun's attraction, and the two,

that is to :8ay" -the equatorial polarities and the north and

'Bonth magnetic "poles, are, f\S I believe, travelling together

'in perfect unison with each other. 'The BOllth Pncitlc po

larity was, I think, discovered by Captain Cook, and has

since its discovery, aelaid down by him, moved Bome twen

tyor more degrees west, thuB keeping pace with the north

magnetic pole on this continent.

* The North and Sonth Poles revolve together, each being nlways
opposite to the other, and at an angle to the Earth's axis.

It is evident, I think, from what has been sllOwn, that

the north and south are the superior polarities, to which

all others are secondary, because nIl others are in their in

fluence purely local, while the influence of the north a,nd
:iouth is paramount and uniyersaJ.

,Ve must, therefore, look to a J"et higher source for the

origin of that magnetic attraction which shall caw!e the

re\·olnt.ioll of the magnet.ic poles in the pcriod of time in

which we have seen that they do reV'olve.*

,Ve have already seen that magnetism is a universal

principle, and one of the forces which nature employs in

the government of the uuiverse; ,ve IlRve seeu, too, that

the force which it exerts is centripetal, and identifies itself

with the force which controls t.he motion of gravitating

hodies; we have seen thnt the line of attrnction from flny

centre around which the earth may revolve mnst be at an

angle to her axis on which she dail'y turns, and that the

polar nttraction i8 at such an angle; we hnye seen that

if the attraction of the needle to the pole be governed and

controlled by t~le attraction of magnetism from a centre

around which the enrth revolves, and such at.traction is at

~1l angle to the earth's axis, tl16n, that point on the earth's

snrface to which the needle is directed, and which ,ye have

called the magnetic pole, shall revolve about the north

pole ill the snmc time in which the earth revolves about

the go,·erning centre of nttraction; and we have seen that
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the magnetic pole does revolve about the north pole once

in about 8ix hundred and forty years, taking the period of

one hundred and sixty years to be accurate, in which it

has been seen that ninety degrees of the revolution has

been performed.

All these conditions are necessar.y to the truth of our

theory (and more might be both cited and prove<1), and

they are conditions, all of which we have seen to exist;

and one of these conditions, viz., the revolution ot that

subtile .in~uence and immaterial point which we have

called the" magnetic pole," could not exist or be per

formed by any other means than the magnetic attraction

to the centre around which the earth revolves.
Our limited astronomy has given us the data of no

higher revolution of the earth than that around the sun,

although it is inferred from the order of thingB that she

may revolve in company around a higher sphere, and to
that we must look for the attracting force that will fulfil
the necessity of the case. I shall here be fonnd tres

passing slightly on some of those creations of astrono

mical science which imagination has built on too slight

foundations of truth, and which time will, I think,

sweep away by discoveries in revolution as simple as

that which swept away the ancient systems of astroll
omy from the faith of mankind. The simple tUl'l1ing
of the earth· on her axis was found to perform all
those wonders, and account for all '. the phenomena,
which men's minds had for centuries supposed employed

the might of Heaven to moye the whole universe around

us for the accommodation of light to onr comparatively
little world.

'rhe earth, we know, is balanced within a planetary

system, revolving about the sun in perpetual order. 'Ve

mnst then admit one of two things, to wit: That either

the snll, with his system, l'eyolves about another and a

higher system, which is beyond our power of immediatp

ohsornttioTl; or, that the sun is fixed in the centre, and

that his system embraces the whole visihle and invisible
heavens-which we have good evidence that it does not.

The supposition is contrary to reason, and contrary to the
order of revolution. ,Ve therefore assert, as a necessity,
that the snn, with his system, reyolyes about another and

a higher system, carrying the earth with him in the same

manner ag the earth reHllycs abont the snn, cmTJing the
mool\ with hoI'. This is not a dii'pnted proposition, and
I only state it in this form to connect the thread of my

argument.
The fact being admitted, it is reasonable to conclude

that this is the highest revolution or sonrce .of magnetic

attraction to which the earth-separately considered- -is

immediately related. Firillt, because the attraction will

necessarily be from system to system; and, secondly, be
canse the earth being situated in the midst of the solar

system, a part of it, and only a point in it, the line of at
traction would he always nearly the same; or if affected

at all by any other reyolntion, in a planet of the earth's
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tnrn of every full she has performed a complete re-volution,

?'elativcly to tlte sun's centre, around which the e~rth her

self revolves. So also the earth, moving onward in com

pany with the solar system, performs a complete re,"oln

tion, ?'elat-i-vely to tltat centre ((J'ound 'lvltich tlte sun lj'eL'oh,('s

in Ids orbit. vVe have seen that the magnetic poles (for

the north and south poles revolve together) perform a

complete revolution round the north and sonth polar axles

of the earth once in aLont six hundred amI fOI'ty years,

and hence we infer that in TIlE SAME PERIOD OF TillE, the

earth, still keeping her place in the solar system, per
forms a complete rc\"olutioll relath'ely to anothcr and

higher system around whieh the snn himself, with all his

attenuant train, revolves. This revolution is accomplished

uy the simple fact that, because the sun is in motion in an

orLit, therefore the earth, in her ycarly revolntion around

his cell tre, performs more than a complete revolution of

one primary circle in t::pace; and consequently, in a series

of revolutious ronnd the sun, gains one complete year rela

tively to that centre around which the sun revolves. It is

a demonstrable trnth that every period of time marked by

the revolution of the heavenly bodies is greater than one

primary circle, for the reason that each and all of the

heavenly bodies are themselves also in motion. Our

theory then is seen to be that the magnetic attract.ion to
that hi(rh centrp is the force which directs the needle to the

t:>

pole-that onr rm"olution aronnd that centre is the cause

of the revolution of the Eo-called mngnetic pole, which last

POLAn MAGtiETI8?tI.

magnitude relatively to these great systems, the effect

would be a scarcely perceptible vibration. *
If these premises' be all true, then it will follow that

what we' call the ro:tgnetic pole shall revolve about the

polar axles of the earth in the same time in which tIle

~arth moving forward in company with the E'olar system

performs a. complete revolution relatively to that system

around which the sun himself revolves. Let mc not be

misunderstood; this is not the sun's period; that of cour:=)e

is very much greater. The earth is only a satellite of'the
sun, and in the revolution of which we speak she has but

repeated exactly, but on a grander scale, the same phe
nomenon which our own satellite, the moon, performs

monthly; accompanying the earth in her orbit, at the re-

If I have not tinie or room here to attempt the demonstration of

the trnth, but I have no doubt whatever that, although the higher

revolution is the governing cause of all. there is yet a daily and

a yearly revolution which it would not be difficult to trace. Dr.

Bowditch mentions a daily vibration (which is no doubt a revolution),

amounting to some minutes of a degree, and I recollect that a few years

mce the same thing W88 observed by M. Leverrier, Director of the

Ob8ervato17 at, Paris, which for want of another reason he ascribed to

expanaion by the sun's heat j but although magnetism is more or less

intense in a high or low temperature, I cannot accept this as a sufficient

cause for a change of variation. It may be caused by the sun's at

traction, he being sometimes e88t and sometimes west of us j but the

return of the needle during the night to itB position of the previous

day is too gradual to be caused by tempern.ture alone. The yenrly rev-

. olution, when traced out, will, I think, explain satisfactorily why the

motion round the great circle is sometimes faster and sometimes olmOKt

stationary, or even slightly retrogtade.
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is again the cause of the variations of tlle compass. The

reasons given for the truths shown are sufficient for the
effect-th~ effect is purely mechanicnl and plain to the
sense;· in harmony with the mechanism of the heavens and

the order of revolution, and, until a better reason is

shown, I am compelled to believe in its entire truth. *
The cause of gravity has never yet been explained or

understood, notwiths~anding that much is known of the

laws which regulate it. Newton discovered that a fall

ing body was governed by certain laws, and that these

laws were applicable to the motions of the heavenly
bodies, and this he called gravity, or the "attraction' of

gravitation." But neither ho nor anyone eIRe, that I am

aware of, ever explained in any satisfactory manner, even

to himself, the cause of this gravity. But if my positions

• In limiting the period of the revolution to 040 years or there

abouts, it will be observed that the correctness of thntperiod de

pends entirely on the accnrncy of the observations and record of the

variations of the needle from time to time. And as n consequence

of the sensitiveness of the neep.J.e to diverting causes from local

attraction, and the slowness of the motion, which renders it difficult to

note the exact period of its paesage of any particular meridian, together

with the probable imperfection of the fustruments in early use for ob

servation, on which the recorda depend, even if nll we hll.ve here Baid

be perfectly true in principle, the actual period when found may prove

to be somewhat longer or shorter thnn the period here named. Astron

omers have suggested an indefinite period of six or seven hundred

years, which I have sometimes seen mentioned, and which marks nn

epoch with them. They may, perhnps, find little difficulty in hnrmo
nizing it with this revolution.

be true, it will appear that Olte law goyerns polm' aU ['fiC'

tion, centripetal force, and the gmvitation of bodies, viz. I

a latent magnetism set at liberty, rendered active, and in

,01ved by a forward revolution.

The earth attracts all bodies to its centl'e, and a stone,

because of its greater density, will fall quicker through
the atmosphere than a feather; lHlt I regard density as

only an element of velocity in overcoming the resistance

of n medium, and the atmosphere being withdrawn, the

feather, attracted by the magnetic force, will fall as quick

as a stone.*

There is one other result that mnst folloW" the truth of

my hypothesi~, too import~l.1lt to be omitted here.

It is well known that the motion of' any body revolv-

* The snbtilty nnd force of magnetism wns illustrnted by Laplace,

under the llnme of grnvitntion. He !lnys. II that if n new pbnet were

thrown into spnce, it would instantly feel the force of attraction from

!llllTOtmding bodies whatever their distance. and the velocity of that

force, from one body to the other, would be many million times greater

than thnt of light; " but I nm not nware thnt he ever ttssocinted magne

tism with grll.vitation, or treated of it as n. nniversn.l principle and an

ncth'e force in nature. Certninly he never considered the two as iden

tical. l\Iost of the inquiries of scientific men into the principles of

magnetism have, ns I believe, been expended in experiments on mrrg

nets, instead of magnetiltm. I can very well believe Laplace as to the

velocity of magnetic nttmction. We have nn exnmple of velocity in

the Atlantic Cable. The electric influence is computed to ha.ve passed

over n distnnce of 2,000 miles in 16,1 of n. second,-but even that time

was probably employed by the thought of the observer in marking the

time, and the electric current pnElsed in no appreciable space of time.
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ing about another body, also in motion, is necessarily spiral,

and therefore the motion of the magnetic pole, revolving

about the north pole, and being governed and controlled

by the attraction of a body in motion around which the

earth is revolving, shall also be spiral, never returning to

exactly the same point. And hence because one law and

one force governs both the motion of the earth and the

revolution of the magnetic pole, therefore the polar axle

of the earth slwll change its position with every revolution

of the "magnetic pole, in such manner that the present

poles of the earth's axis, in her diurnal revolutions, will,

or may, at length reach the present line of the eqnator,

and the equator will then become the poles; and thns the

idea suggested by geology, that the present pol~s of the

earth have, at some time of the earth's existence, been ittl

equatorial region, becomes a problem solved, and rednced

to a simple and undeniable truth. Not a doubt exi8ts in

my mind ·that such has been the fact and will be again;

and I am not less satisfied that the Glacial theory of Pro

fessor Agassiz, so far as the fact is concerned, that parts of

our own land, and of others in Europe nnd elsewhere,

have at some time been the countl·,y of glaciers, is no

long~r a speculative idea, but a matlwmatically de1non

st1'a1Jle truth.*

* There is a truth known to ft8tronomers, which I think strongly con

fiI'IDS this point of my argument. It is this: In the longitude of Athens

it is known that the snn in Cnncer ~oes not come 80 fnr north, by nearly

B degree, 1lS it did two thousand yenrs ngo. Astronomers have inferrcu

The early system of astronomy wos, I think, incompe·

tent to the ~oll1tioll of a question like the reyolution of the

solar system; und modern ostronomy has done so little

towards it, that it must be com~idered as yet open to

examination and argument. I haxe hope, therefore, that

the snggestions here made may proye a step towards a

more perfect knowledge of it.
Years ago, when I first thought of the subject here

treated of, it was only in relation to the variations of the

compass a.s obseryed at sea, and its practical application

in commerce and navigation. Bnt I percei\-e that I ha\'e

risen to much higher them('~, and perhaps some lllay say,

meddled with things too high fot· me; but I am 11l1ob1e to "

perceive that I hnxe at any time gone beyond a just

inference from the trutha shown.
The simplification of the Yost e.pecul::tth-e ideas of geolo

gists and others, which this examination has suggested

therefrom that the tropics nre narrowing, and the earth consequently

is drawing nearer to the sun. But this I think is a mistake, and that

the phenomenon mentioned proceeds from the change in the line of the

equator, as I hn~e explained it; and thnt if we hnd had the opportu

nity, two thousand rears ago, of obsetTing south on the meridian of

Athens, it would then appear that Capricorn has receded south to the

f'lame extent as Cnncer, and rice t.·f.1'P~ at the Antipodes. It would also

depend on what distance the meridian of Athens mny be from the point

\vhere the fonner line of the tropic \t'ould bisect the present line.

whether on Borne other meridian, distnnt from Athens, the stm's reces

sion mny not have been much greater than is seen at Athens. But for

all evidence of this kind, the observations of astronomers nre tot."\U]

\V~nting.
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to my mind-my thorough conviction of their essential
truth, and that the truths here shown may be availed of

for the increase of knowledge and the' improvement of

science, are my reasons for making public m)" reflectiolls

on these matters. I Bu~mit them to the fate which futnre
developments may award to their truth or falsity..

NOTES BY TI-IE AUTHOR.

I RESPECTFULLY desire the reader of the foregoing to
regard the subjects treated of, as in two dit'i8iOlls.

FmST.-The re,·olntion of the magnetic pole ronnd the
north pole, which is based on observations of known data, .
nud of record; and if the record he true, there can be no
(lifference of opinion about the result. It. is of it8e?f,
indepcndcntly of what follows, a truth of the highest
importance to science.

SECONDLY.-The origin and natnre of polar magnetism,
anel the ca.nse of the revol ution of the magnetic pole.

This part of my subject is based on reasolliIlg from
natural laws, and the conclusions are the infercntial con
sequences of such laws. It is, therefore, more open to
criticism than the first division; but the only debatable
question is, do the reasons sustain the conclusions ~ If
they do, that ends the discussion, till other and stronger
reasons are opposed to it.

On page 26, I have nsserted the grafJual changing of
the poles of the earth, " in such manner that the equator
may at lcngth become the poles." It is not probable
that in the progress of such change, the north pole, for
example, can move southward, in any direct line. That
'1lso lllay revol ve, and perhaps surround the globe spi
rally; following the plane of the ecliptic, and to that
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opinion I am inclined, as the most natural, and the me·
chanical result of the force exerted.

Astronomers have observed some change in the polcs
of the earth, relatively to the north star, but I am 110t
aware that they have eonsidered it as an actual change of
the position of the .pole itself, and without that, their
efforts to account for the geological formations, and the
glacial epochs, .are, to my mind, unnatural, laborious, ex
ceedingly complex, and wholly insufficient.

It has been suggested to me, that my assertion that
"there is no abEiolute magnetic pole," and constantly
treating it as real, is contradictory and unintelligible;. and

. I admit that it requires a better explanation than has yct
been given. It is unfortunate for us, that to make our
selves understood we are obliged to use the imagcry of
material things to express ,an idea of immaterial things;
magnetism and electricity are without the pale of matter
~uch·as we can comprehend, and therefore, to describe the
subtile and peculiar influence concentrated at the magnetic
pole, we must help our thoughts by a figure. I wonId de
scrihe the magnetic pole then, not as a moving point, hnt
as a focus of mingling rays, the centre of which is the daily
revolntion. If we could be present at that centre we
should neither see nor feel anytIling dift'crent from what we
do here,but the magnet would be sensiti~e to any ap
proach to it, and probably feel its influence far off, like the
gravitating force of water on its approach to t.he }tInel-
strom. .

In a footnote, page 22, I have said that I have no donbt
but t.here is.a daily revolution of the magnetic pole, wIdell
has been considered by astronomers as a mere vibration,
caused by expansion from .the sun's hent. But let it he
undeI'Etopd that ,it is a revolution as we have explnined it,

and causCll hoY the re,·olution of the earth on her axis. It
will be recolled,ed thnt while the efirth turns round once
Oil ]ter nxis, she at the same time 1ll0Y<:-S forward lllOl'e
than Olle million six hundred thousand miles in her orhit.
N ow if we Cfill determine 01' assume the diameter of this
dail v revolution or breadth of the vibration, whiche'·el
.r' ] d'we please to term it, it is a basis for calculating t Ie . IS,

tance of the attrneting force which governs the revolntlOIl.
And the distance of the attrncting force, which is such as
to i'eauce the ang-le, which has o,~r one million six hun
(Ired thous:md miles for its bnse, to a few minutes of a de
gl'ce on the earth '8 snrfaee, is tl,IOltsands of milJiolls of miles
i'rom us; and, incomprehensible as it lIUlJ seem, that dis
taflce lIlay yet be known,

The idca is attrihntcd to Sir Dnvid Brewster, that
" mngllctislJ1 is most. intense in a 10" temperature." That
is, no doubt, quite trne by itself, and yet, the truth ma)'
reach much farther than that. 'Vhat if it should be found
that variations in the intellsity of 111l1.gnet.islll are the
Ca1!8e of changes of temperature 'I There jg much rem,on
to suspect that to be the case. It is seen that the tempe
rature on the northern part of this continent, where the
magnetic pole is at present situated, is subject to ~reater

extremes than on the shores of Europe, or the const of the
Pacific in the same latitudes. I have reason to believe
also, that the Polar Sea is more open hy an eastern route
round the North Pole, than by tho ronte of Hl1d:::.on't' or
Baffin's Bay, and next to my surprise that the voyng-e
round the pole shonld ever he undertaken, is, that it
f1.honld not be undertaken by the eastern ront.e or hy
Behring's Straits. Fonr Inmdred yeal's ago, when the
magnetic pole wag situated on the opposite side of the
North Pole from Greenland, history tells us that that

-I
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country Wag literally a green land. Since that time the
magnetic pole has passed near to or over its northern por
tion, and it has become a country of ice and snows. The
Routh magnetic pole is situated in about longitude fi2°
east (opposite the north), and if I am not mistaken, ill
that region, the barriers of ice obstruct the southern pro
gress in a 10wel: latitude than in other parts of the South
ern Ocean. These things are highly worthy of a carethl
investigation by the learned.

A friend of ver.y acnte perceptions, and who has take!l
a great interest in the problems which I have endeavored
to solve, asks me the question, "What will JOu <.10 with
the flattened poles of the earth,-does the earth cllaTl~e

her shape with the changes of the pole? "
The question is' pertinent and of force, and if required

to answer it, my answer for the present would be thiR:
Admitted that the poles are really flattened as they ap
pear to be. It is known that both the north and sout.h
poles are; situated· 'in the midst of a wide and deep sea.
The breadth of these seas is such that, admitting the
truth of my hypothesis, the poles must have been ~ithill

their area for tnany centuries past, and will contin1le to
be so for many centuries to come. Let 11S suppose t.hat.
the extreme radius of the flattened surface is fifteen de
grees of the earth's surface on all sides of the pole; at
that distance from the centre (the polar axle) the velocity
of the earth's revolution on ~er axis will become such, as
may tend, by its' centrifugal force, to raise the surface of
the water, or 80 to lessen its gravity towards the centre
of the earth as to raise the surface somewhat. Bya natn
ral consequence, this force will increase towards the eqna
tor t.ill )'OU reach that point, or the greatest diameter of
the earth ea.st and west. By the same natuml C01H~e-

q11(nCe, the centrifugal force will diminish fiS, from the
rndius of fifteen de~rees distant, yon approach the pole,
where the centrifugal force is entirely lost. The water at
the poles, then, being undisturbed in its gravity by the cen
t.rifngal forp.e, will press ontward from the centre and the
poles become flattened. I see nothing irrational in this
supposition; and it will be obdous at once that when the
poles shall hm-c passed over these seas: and be centred on the
firm continents, the waters will R8sume their even ~ravity,

and the earth n~sn1l1e her perfect globular shape.
Or, if this renson is not satisfnctor.v, pel'haps it may he

thought to be a tidal influence, caused by the attraction
of the sun and moon, \yhich gathC1's the waters towards
thn e<luntor, and draws them away from the poles; the
effect would still l)e the 8lUne in causing th.e flattening of
the poles, and restoring the earth to her globnlar shape,
when the poles have passed the area of the wide seas in
which they now exist.

There arc many evidences to show that the waters of
the At.lnntic Ocean, and of its bays and sonnds, are fnller
IlOW t.han they have been at some other time long past
snch as the washing- away of the headlnnds and islands of
our sea-coast. 'Vitness the northern shore of Long Island
and the numerous bll1ft~ now half sunk in the Sound;
witness the numerOl1s islands in ..Massachusetts Day and
their stepp' crumbling- sides and diminished areas; go
across to the British Channel and examine the Cliffs of
Doyer and the bottom of the sea around them, and abundant
evidence may be found, both that many centnries have been
employed to undermine and pnll down their lofty crest.~,

and that time was when they were not so as they are at
present, and when the sea did not reach thei!· base. Thern
is a blufl' on 11lJ own farm on IJong Island sixty feet high.
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which has been washed awa,}' full eight hundrcd fcet in
land, and the boulders have fallen down, and are now
coyered with the tide. Once or twice every year the
storms and high tides rise up over the heach and lap up
and carry a.way a furrow at its base, which is filled 11p again
by the washing of the rains, the same to be repeated year
after year. At the rate the process is now going on, say
about two inches of the whole face yearly, it would occnpy
four thousand eight hundred years to accomplish what has
been done, and examining the clumnel ontside of it, I
would say that the water is now twelve or fifteen feet higher
than it could have been when the headland was perfect.

The problems' of new and exceeding interest which
would result from the acceptance of the truths which I
claim to have demonstrated, would be, I think, almost
without bound; but I must leave them to those whose
leisure and legitimate pursuits will allow them to follow
out in minute particulars that which I have only sought
to grasp 88 a whole.

J OBN A. PARKER.
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variatio11s of the compm~s for 11early three hundred yenrs

past, that the ~Illgnetie Pole, in its movement westward,
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lOllgitude in its revolution round the North Pole or Geo

gl'n,phlcal Pole of the Earth.

The reasoning on this snbject appearing to he con

clnsin', that the ~I:lgnetic Pole re'·01\-e8 about the North

Pole, we were natnrally led to the inquiry, 'Vlw.t is

Polal' :Mngnetism 1 and whnt is the cause of this revolu

tion? Those. who have rend my pnblished pnper on thi8

subject with care, will know that onr solution of those

questions was in effect: that the forces of mnglletii51ll alld

g'l'avitntioll are identieal,-that the force which directs

the llCedle to the Pole is wholly astronomical,-tlIll.t the
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source of the governing attraction is from the highest

centre to which the Earth in her various revolutions is

immediately related,-that the revolution of the Earth

. relatively to that centre is th~ cause of the appal'ent revo

lution of the Magnetic Pole,-that the period of the

revolution, as indicated by the recorded variations of the

compass, is about 640 years, more or less, to be detel'

mined,-that the Earth in that period, as a satellite of the

Sun, performs a revolut.ion round the Sun relatively to

the central point of the Sun's orbit, exactly similar t.o

that which our own satellite, the Moon, performs in her

synodical period, in which she revolves about the Earth

relatively to a~y given meridian, from. opposite the Sun's

centre (the central point of the Earth's orbit) to opposite

that centr&; ~ain.

These ~re our main posiFons, which we are bound to

prove by direct and unequi vocal evidence, and also to

defend and sustain against all contrary evidence which the

iJlKenuity and skill of scientific men may bring against it.

If these things shall prove to be true, a Reviewer has

said, " they will rank among the most daring and felici-·

tous in the annals of scientific discovery; " and if I may be

allo~ed the expression of my own judgment in the mat

ter, taken with all their adjuncts, they will prove as usefnl

for the extension of knowledge as any scientific discoveries
ever made.

Before we proceed further, however, to illustrate amI

prove our own theory, it may be well to examine the

position which the science of the schools at present occu

pics on this subject. 'Ve shall do so disembarrassed of the

technicalities with which scientific men have surrounded

the. general subject, and which, as I believe, are a bar to

their own progress and discovery. It must be recollected~

however, that we are not discussing the general princi

ples of magnetism, or its abstract qualit.y, nor the par

ticulal' properties of magnets, or the numerous experiments

to/which they ha,-e been subjected, and which ha.Ye occu

pied 1;0 large a ~hare of the attention of scientific men;

onr subject limits itself and all inquiry to that paramount

}n,w, 'rhich, local and disturbing influences apart, at all

times and in all places claims the direction of the needle

to the Pole. ,Ve mnst therefore confine our remarks to

what is at present understood in the schools i~respect to

this braneh alone of magnctic phenomena.

From the earliest date of' discovery of any change in

magnetic attractio~, it became a subject of inquiry by

what law thcsc changes were governed. For a very long

time knowledge was confined to the observations of a few

individuals in limited spheres: and these served little

purpose except to establish the fact that changes were

taking place, but without being able to assign any reason

fiJI' it. Explorerg and navigators finally became the larg

est eontributors to the knowledge of the world on this

subject. By visiting almost everJ accessible part of the

globe, and reporting their observations at home, a vast

amonnt of facts were fnrnished for the use of investiga-
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tors; aB these discoveries increased, the manifest impol'

tance of' the subject enlisted the aid of governmen ts in

the interest of the schools, and the last half centnry has

witnessed a more extended effort than ever before, if·pos

sible to diBcover the lawB of polar attraction. Ii'or this

purpose the' observations of all time have been bronght

together, and the minds of eminont men have been en

gaged" to see what results could be obtained ft'om the facts

t.hus collected.

These results can be soon stated. It has been dis

c'overed that there is a line surrounding the globe, bi

secting ,the terrestrial Equator at an angle of twelve or

fourteen' degrees, which they have called the Magnetic

Equator. It iB that line where the needle has no inclina

tton or di~but rests perfectly horizontal. It requires the

minuteBt pOBsibl~ observation to be able to locate it ,vi thin

a; degree or more of latitude.

. As at pre~ent indicated, it passes over the wide conti

nent of Africa. where no observations at all have been had.

It pas8eB over the widest portion of South America, where

very few observations have been had, and it passes over the

kingdom of Siam and the Island of Borneo, where there

have been no surveYB at all. To supply the defieieney of

observations over all these regions and wide intermediate

tracts of ocean, other means were resorted to in thei r

endeavors to locate the Magnetic Eqnator throug'llOnt. It

was discovered that the inclination or dip of the needle

increased in nearly a regular progression as we proceed

lIorthward fi'om the line of the Equator towards the Mag

netic Pole, and this fact was made use of with apparent

gooL! judgment to assist in determining the locality of' the

:Magnetic Equator, and consequently also of the Magnetic

Pole. But when, by carefnl calculation from all the pre

mi:-:.eg and ascertained faets at hand, the Equator was

sllpposed to be determined, it ""as fonnd to be no Equator

at all-that it was wholly irregular and without SYlll

metry, :11Hl llCl1ee of no ll~e wllllte,"er ill determining any

truth relati'"ely to itself or to the Magnetic Pole. Nothing

disconrnO'ed however by the want of success, the eminent
~ ..

mell and scholars engaged in the work haye enlarged their

lahors-they have collccted together all the ubsen-ations

made to this end in e"ery pnrt of the ',,"orId, both those

which arc recel1t and for a long series of yearsrpast-they

hn'"e didlletl the globe into eastern and western hemi

spheres, in reference solpl)" to the flnst and west variations

of the needle, and they have covered the globe as it were

with the lilies prodllced ft'om the obscrvations so collect

ed-hilt all without sllcee~s to discuver a law which should

~OH'rll polar attraction and thus point to the Pole itself.

The same conrse of reasoning is still being pursued, and

scientific men in Europe and America are., engaged in

eollecting new obsen"ations, and drawing lines as deduced

therefl'OlI1 ~-lines of declination, of' inclination, and in

t€'!H;ity-lines pamllel, conver~ent, and divergent-lines in

filet of every imnginable name and description, with a

view to determine accurately the position of the ltlngnetic
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Equator at' any given time with its CorresIJondinO' Pole. 0 ,

and the laws which govern their changes as observed from

t.ime to time: 'and I need not say that all this has been

without success for the objects intended. The ollIy posi

tive knowledge which these exertions have given us, is a

knowledge of the facts which explorers have comnlllJli

cated, but with no law whatever to govern them ;-no two

theorists agree in their results. IIumboldt, who may be

supposed to have been among the most learned in theory,

placed the Magnetic Pole by calculation in latitude 79°

north an4 27° west, almost at the same time when Ross

fOllIld it by pra~tical obl:iervation to be situated approxi

mately in 7010 north and 96° west. Where there is so

gre~t a discrepancy between fact and theory, there is

necessarily a fundamental error either in the theory itself

or in its manipu1ation.

Whatever of' truth and Bound reason there may ho

in the use made by 'scientific men (and there is, no doubt,

very much of bOth) of the facts in their possession in this

regard, their inevitable failure from inherent causes to

arrive at true results is, I think, manifest..

. First.-Because the facts 'from which they reason, for

want of means to distinguish, necessarily include the dis

turbances due to the sensitiveness of the needle, but which

do n'ot belqng to the law of polar attraction.

.8econd.~The changes going on are such that, with

their method of applying factA, that which was true a year

ago is not true at the same point to-daJ.

TAird.·-1tlany, and indeed most of the facts co1iected

together, and which form the material of their work, are

facts determined bJ observations made by different persons,

and at different times, so wide apart, that although all of

them were perhaps true at the time and place of observJ\

tion, yet only one of them could be true at the same time,

an(i not onc of thcm is exnct,lJ tr'nc to-daJ.

lfOu7'tn.-It is self-evidcnt, I think, that no true result

('all evcr bc arrived at by the method of imaginary lines,

ttlllcss the facts on which such lines nre based could be de

termined in all parts of the world. at the same time, which

has never been done and does not admit of a possibility.

In all the experiments of scientific men, they have

rcgal'<.led the Earth as the source of magnetism. Not a

half centnry ago, many of them considered the centre of

the Ea\'th as a fixed mngnet, and all maO'netic influence
~ ,::)

wns \'efcrl'Cd to that canse; bitt the changes observed con-

tradicted that iden, and they have lattcrly imagined mag

netic veins running through the Earth, which they have

cndenvored to trace by lines drawn upon its surface.

To account for the changes going on, these vein~ have

been supposed to be shifting, so flS to accommodate the

veins to the changes. Some have gone so far as to

imagine a constant circulation of the molecules or atomic

principles composing the Enrth, thus producing the changes

of the mngnetic tendencJr. The celebrated Arago treated

tltis idclt with sc\·ionsncss.

It has been ohser\'ed that temperature, the aurora bore-
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'alis, and other natural phenomena, have an influence 011

the ~agnet, and it is doubtless true; but these influcnces,

being a part of the general law of magnetism, they do not

touch that paramount law which claims the dircction of

the needle as Boon as these influences are rcmoved,

The Sun's heat is supposed to cause the daily vibratiun

of the needle-the periodical return of spots on the Sun

have been supposed to have an inflnence on the dcclination

of the needle, and Borne one has suggested that thc Mooll

has such influence also, but by no one, b~fore my8elf, lta8

it ever been advanced that tlwell'luM qf polar attraet£on i8

wlwUy astronomical.

I have thus given as fu1J atld tl'ue a statemcnt of the

condition of science in the schools on the Rn~ject of pol:u'

magnetism as our limited time alld Blmee will permit. 1
would remark that revolution as a cause or accompani

ment' of magnetic attraction was not heard of among

them till since the publication of my pamphlet in March

last. 'Since that time the Oornhill },{agazine of June~ the

ScientljW American of October, and Silliman'8 Journal

of November, have each of them published an arti?le

indicating revolution, but withont any acknowledgment

of my paper, though it was sent to all of them.

We now turn to ottr own hypothesis, as explained in the

opening paragraph of this paper:

.In all inductive reasoning on physical laws, thcre arc

truths in nature which may be laid down as axioms, from

which the reasoning admitR of no departure, and I tllere-

fore herc In.)' down as axioms-Fir8t, that the laws of

mechanics are the laws of llntnre. . Second, that the

construction of the universe, and the relations of the heav

cnly bodies to each other, and of our Earth to them, 1:'>

lVat1lre 'herself, and consequently in the relations of the

he:n-cnly bodics to cach other, and of onr Earth to thcm,

we shull find the pcrfect.ion of all mechanical laws. I

think thcre can be no Qbject.ion to these principles.

The question has hcen asked me by some intclligent per

~Oll!=, whose perceptions were not qnite clear on the sub

jed, " hy what lllcchanienl process the rcvolution of the

l\£agnctic Polc around the North Pole can be accomplishcd

II\' astt'ollolllieal nttrnetion?" I will therefore give an. ,~

illustration, which I 11fwe given before at n. private reading

of my first papcr on t.he subjcct., nud which I think ex

plains it.
I.ct. us supposc that the globe beforc us is transparent in

such a way as to admit a line of light passing throngh it.

T.et us then suppose that a single ray of light, emanating

frl)\ll some distant centre, shall strike the globe at twelve

01' fourteen degrees from either Pole, and passing through

t.he ccntre of the globe at an angle to its axis in a line to

the opposite side. It is seen that the ray of light will

make a point on cit.her side of the surface of the globe,

cach at thc same distance from the geographical Poles, hut

at opposite anglcs to the globe'p. axis. Now let the globe

1'c"..)lvc eastward on its axis:' it. is Been that the ray of

light is stationary, but the points of light on the surfaco
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appear to revolve weStward, while the globe is revol villg
eMtward.

Now if you let the. ray of light represent the line of

attraction from the great centre around which our hypoth

esis assumes that the Earth is revolving, you will have a

perfect tnechanical idea ·of the revolution of the Magnetic

Pole around -the geographical Pole, caused by astronomi

cal attraction, with thig difference only, that whereas the

ray of light appea1'8 to revolve with each revolution of the

Eal1.h on her axis, the Magnetic Pole only revolves in

that period of time in which the Earth gains one complete

year in moving e98twa.rd round the Sun, just as we gain one
entire day when we travel eastward ronnd tho Earth, and

just ·88 the Moon; in moving eastward round the Earth,

gains orie revolut~on of the Earth on her axis, and just as

the Earth, in moving round the Sun from opposite a fixed

'8tar to opposite that star again, gains one sidereal day.

Now let us observe that if the cause of the revolution of

the Magnetic Pole be such as I have described, viz., attrac

tion t6 a higher centre relatively to which the Earth il3 revol v

ing, then 'became the Earth mOVeB eastward on her axis and

ihber orbit,therefore, by the mechanical law which is ottr

a~iom 'in the cas-e, tl1c apparent revolution of the Magnetic

Pole SHALL BE W'E8TWARD--and that· the Magnetic Pole is

known to have been moving westward for nearly three

centuries, is a poSitive proof as far as it goes of the tl'llth

of Our hy'pothesie; whereas if' the Earth be the 80m'ce

of 111agnetism, as the schools teach us, tltis effect would be

mechanically impossible, This is one of the many phe
nomena that confirm the tl'llth of our theory, and we may

safely ask the question, can anything be shown to the

eontrary sustained by nn equal mechanical test of its

t.ruth?
The irregularitief; heretofore observed in the variations

of the needle (and I would include lnclination with decli

nation) which have baffled inquiry, and led to the conclu

sioll hy many, that it ,vas not governed by any law

definable by reason, are, in my judgment, when examined

upon their merits and aside from local and disturbing

eauges, a pm'feet evidence of the revolution of the Mag

lWtiC Pole~, their equable motion throngh space, and the

astronomical influence controlling their apparent motion.

I will mcntion a few' facts illustrative of that view, and

ill doing so I will keep to the axiom of mechanical truth

and necessity.

I.Jondon is situated in latitude 510 north, and the pre

sent declination of' the needle there is about 20lo west.

The Island of' New N antncket or Baker's Island in the

Pacific is in longitude 1760 west, nearly on the opposite

side of the globe from London, and in latitude 13' 30"

1I0rth,-the variation or declillation there in 1866 was

n° 30' east., or less than half that at London. Why then,

heing so nearly on the opposite meridian to London, hM

it 1I0t the same amount of variation enst tllat London hM

westcrly? Chiefly for the reason that being farther south,

if a circl~ be degm'ibed from each centre (London and
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Baker's Island) through the Pole, the radius of the circle

described from Baker's Island is more tlum twice as long

as that described from London, and the length of a degree

in the circumference of such circle is more than twice as

great, and con8equently, the Poles being nearly fixed

points, the variation is less than half as great at Baker's

Island as at London.

Again, we suppose the Magnetic Pole to revol ve in

about 76° north. J.Jondon is situated in 51° north and

New York in 41° north. 'Ve at New York are therefore

more than one-third farther from the line traversed by the

Magnetic Pole than London is-consequently, for tIle rea

sons explained above, the variation or declination at New

York can never attain to a greater amount than some

thing less than two-thirds of the greatest variation obsen"ed

at any time at London.

The greatest westerly variation 8\~er observed at London

was in about the yeal' 1818 equal to 24!0-the greatest

therefore it can ever attain at New York will not exceed

about 15 or 16° west. But if we move northward on the

meridian of New York to the latitude of London, the

variation there (local cau~e8 aside) will always be preeisely

the same as at London whenever that point stands in the

same position as London relatively to the Magnetic Pole,
and will attain to the same extent as the greatest observed

at·London (24j-°) whenever the Magnetic Pole shall reach

.the meridian of 90° west of it.

Again, it will be evident that although the Magnetic

Pole moyes through its orbit with a nearl,y equal motion

(nnd entirely so except the small dnily and yearly reyo

lution), yet the vnriation of the needle changes much

more rapidly at some times thnn at others at the same

point, nnd very utlequnlly at different points at the Emme

time. The cause is easily ~een.-Whenever t~e :Magneti~

Pole is on any particular meridian, as of London for ex

ample, it moves alm0st at a right angle to that point, and

the vnriation increases rapidly; but before the :Magnetic

Pole rfmches the meridian of 90° from the point of starting

it lllOYCS nt nn nngle so small relath-ely to the point of

observati011, thnt any incrense of variation is scarcely

perceptible, nnd as the change of variation becomes slower

at London it becomes fnster at New York. We hnve but

to trace the motion of' the Poles on the lines of the globe

to Imve ocular demonstration of all these truths.

Similar apparent discrepancies exist in regard to in
clination as weH as the " variation" or declination, and

from not dissimilar canses.
It has been quoted to me for example that my theory

of the revolution of the 'Mngnetic Pole cannot be true,

because from the records of the observed inclination at

London, it had changed but little more than 6° in 140

ycnrs, and at that rate it would take 7900 )'ears to com

plete a revolution; but if we examine the mechanical

effecJ
• of inclination upon the prindple of the revolution

of t1. ~ Magnetic Pole, we shall soon see what inclination

has ,,0 do with the latter. Inclination in north latitude
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is· simply the downward tendency of the north end of the

needle, which increases in a ratio not exactly determined

as we proceed northward from the line of no inclination

toward8 the Magnetic· Pole. At the Pole the inclination

· is 90°.

N ow, on. the supposition of the revolution of the Mag

netic Pole, it is self·evident that the inclination at London

will be greatest when the Magnetic Pole is nearest, and

least when it is farthest oft: The Pole will be nearest

·when it is on the meridian of London, and farthest off

when on the meridian of 1800 from London.

As the Pole move8 westward from the meridian of

·London, variation or declination will begin at zero and

increase, and inclinatw", will begin from its maximum

point to diminish until the Pole reaches 900 of longi

tude, when variation will begin to diminish, and Loth

.variation and inaZVnation will go on diminishing till the

. Pole reaches ·180°. Thu8 we Bee that in obedience

to the requirements of revolution, inclination has been

diminishing at London from 1740 (the earliest record) to

t.he present time. It must continue to diminish till abont

1983, when· the Pole shall reach 180° west from Lon

don. It will be seen also, that from the maximum to

the minimum of inclination indicates half a revolution of

the Magnetic Pole, and from the minimnm to the maxi

mum the other half;> but the maximum At Loudon can

never reach 90°, because London is never at tlle Mag

netic Pole, and' tlle minimnm can never descend to zero

because London is never 90° of a circle of the globe

from the :Magnetic Pole.
These remnrks might be continued almost indefinitely,

and with appositeness to the case; but I trust that I have

said enongh to show that the seeming irregularities which

ha"e heretofore baffied inquiry, are in fact a neccssity, and

perfectly regular when applied to the revolution of the

}.[wrlletic Pole and their existence is therefore the bestb ,

proof we call ha"e of the truth of our theory, so far as a

perfect explanation of their apparent irregularities is

concerned.
. But onr principles involve much higher truths than the

apparent irrcgularities of magnetic attraction ,,,,hich it is

proper that we should state here. They claim that mag

lIetism and the attraction of gravitation are identical

infaet. They arc known to be so in the degree of their

forces, and since nothing whatever is professed to be

known of what causes gravitation, and since by its equality

of force magnetism is seen to be capable of doing all that

gravitation is snpposed to do, the evidence is all in favor

of their identity.
Secondly.-Oul' principles involve the necessity that all

plnnets are mngnetic, and hence their attraction one to

another and hence that attraction towards the Earth,
which governs the revolution of the :M:agnetic Pole.

The Earth being a planet and mn~netic, it is justifiable

to assnme that other planets are magnetic also. I think

their relative motions and reciprocal influences demonstrate
2
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this truth, and if magnetism and gravitation nre identical,

it is impossible to be otherwise.

Our Earth, on which we reside, is a lower order of

planet-it is a centre to itself and to its own satellite, out
to none else. All motion from that centre is therefore

necessarily outward from that centre, onward and upward

in an ascending ratio from the lower to the higher; as, of

the Earth on her axis, the Moon about the Earth, the

Earth and Moon together about the Sun, and the Earth,

Sun and Moon 'about a higher centre. In obedience to

the axiom of mechanical -law, the ascending ratio must

also be in strict geometrical progression, for geometry is .

neither more nor less in this case than exact mechanical

proportion. Geometry is pure mechanics, and the one

cannot be separated from the other. The period of the

Earth, Sun, and Moon is the third in the ascending ratio

as above named, and consequently the third also in geo

metrical progression. These facts being admitted, we are

prepared to prove the period of the revolution of the

Magnetic Pole by pr<>Ying the period of the Earth's revo

h~tion relatively to the highest centre to ,~hich in her

various revolutions she is immediately related. '

In my work on the Quadrature, published in 1851, after

demonstrating the circuniference and diameter of one

primary circle to be as 20612 to 6561, and the motion of ..

three gravitating bodies to be as four to three of one

primary circumference, I then establish the following

geometrical proportion, viz.. : "As one primary circum-

fel'ence of a circle is to the Moon's time round the Earth,

so is the :Moon's time round the Earth to the Earth's

time round the Sun (see the Quadrature, page 114 in

p"actical questions, and proposition 4, page 130); and the

p"oportion stands thus: (the Moon's time round the Earth

being 27.482666 +) 20612 : 274-82666 :: 274-82666 =
3G6A3G55, which, pointing off' t.hree £gul'es for units in

conscquence of the increase of diameter of the circle, is

the number of l'e'"olutions the Earth performs on her axis

in rc,oolving abont the Snn (the time. being circular time),

and this period it will be seen is the second in the order of

Rscension as we have before described. The tldrd, which

?~8 our pe'riod of the revolution of the Magnetic Pole, will

then stand as follows: 20612 : 3GG.43555 +:: 366.43555 +
==651.44-00 +. the revolutions being years instead of da,ys,
and this I believe to be the exact period of the re\"olu

tiolJ of the !IllO'lletic Pole around the Geogrnphical Poles
I:'

of the Enrth.
The brevit.y of this demonstrat.ion will not probably

suit the J·ndO'mellt of those gentlemen learned in astro-
I 0

nomicnl gcicnce as at present taught, who, following the

angular 8Jstem of their predecessors of more than twenty

centuries, ha\~e developed nothin~ definitely relative to

any period such fiS we IUlYe here given. "Ve must, there

fore for our own satisfaction as well as theirs, examine,
this period a little more minuteIJ', that we may see "hat

is its Bi~nifiCl\nce apart f,·om and beyond its go,rernment

of' the lIlotions of the :Magnctic Pole.
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As I have said in my last pubiished paper on this Bub

ject, "this is not the Sun's period-that, of comse, is mnch

greater." The question then comes home with force,

what period is it 1 and I answer,. that it is the EARTH'S

SYNODIOAL PERIOD-a period never calculated, if indeed at

all considered; by astronomers-a period in which the

Earth as a satellite of the Snn repeats on a grander scale

exactly the same phenomenon which our own satellite the

Moon performs every time she makes a complete revolu

tion of the Earth relatively to the Sun's centre,

In this period the Moon havin~ tho Earth fOl' tho

centre of her orbit, and starting from a point whet'e

she conjoins the Sun's centre (which is the centre of

the Earth's orbit) with any given meridian on the

Earth, she pursues her journey eastward round the Earth

till she conjoius with the Sun's centre and that same

meridian again; and this is her synodical period, She

conjoins with no two meridians however at the same

instant, but with every meridian on the Earth's snrface

in the course of one revolution of the Earth on hcr

axis; and this is the highest revolution of the Moon

which is exclusively her own, and once completing this,

she goes on repeating it forever, following the Em'th

round the Sun..

So also the Earth having the SUll for the centJ'e of

her orbit, and starting. from a point where she conjoins

with any given meri.dian crossing the Slln's equator find

the centre of the Sun's orbit, she pursues her journey

.1

eaf>twnI'd rounu the Snn till she conjoins 'lith the centre

of the Snn's orbit, nnd that same meridian on the Snn's

smface again. And this is the Earth's sJl10dical period in

revolving about the Sun. She conjoins with no two me

ridians however on the Sun at the same instant, but with

every meridian in the comse of one revolution of the SUll

on his axis; and this is the highest reYolution of the Earth

which is exclnsh'ely her own, After this she goes 0.11

repenting the same forever, following the Snn in hi" orbit

round llis great centre.

,Ve ha ye gh'cu the Earth's synouical period as 651.4409

+ years, * The 1110011 performs her synodical period ronnd

• From the solution of the problem of three gravitating bodies as shown

by th~ Quadrature, pnges 100 to 116, there results a Beries by which the

Earth's synodical period is reached as the fourth in order from one primary

circumference, tho BaIDe as it is tho third in order by geometrirol progres

sion.

For example, lot C be the primary circumference of a circle (20612.), then

C plus l=D plus t=E plus 1=F plus t=G. Thon G=651.4409 + which,

pointing oIT three figures to the left for yenrs, is tho Earth's synodical pertod.

To show the direct connection of this series and this perioO with solar

time, taka the follo\ving eXllmple: Let C=I, then 0 plus t=D plus t=E

plus 1=F plus 1=G. then G=3.11I0493 + to infinity. Now G is found to bo

exactly equal to the circnmference of one solar day in its f('1~tion to the

circnmfercnce of one diameter; hence GX1515~, the area of one primary

circle, aUd + 5184 the unit of one solnr day as evolved by the multiplll 6

will give 3.1415942+ to infinity, equal to the decimal circumference of ono

diameter. It is therefore competent from this series to produce the circulD

ference of one diameter from any nnmber whatever, and to any number of

places of figures required, and with the use of any equal llIultiple or diyi-
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the Earth in a little more than twenty-nine and a half

revolutions of the Earth ~n her axis from opposite the

Sun's centre to opposite that centre again, or twenty-nine'

and a half solar days (it is 29.530588 +).
If therefore we give to the Sun the same number of

revolutions on his axis, relatively to the centre of his

orbit, from one conjunction to another (and he can have

neither more nor less without breaking the order ofrevoln

tion), it will prove that the Sun revolves on his axis rela

tively to the centre of his orbit once in twenty-two yefl.l'8

and twenty-one days. Any fixed spot on the Sun's disc

will therefore return in eleven years and ten and a half

days from the time of its disappearance, or in half a

revolution of the Sun on his axis relatively to the centre'

ot" his orbit.. IIerschell in his Astronomy gives tho period

ical return of the Sun's spots as eleven and eleven one

hundredths years-equal to eleven years and thiI:ty-nille

days. Herschell did not claim to know anything of the

period \vhich we are endeavoring to proye; but the coin

cidence of time of the return of the Sun's spots abll~

dantlyproves its truth. But as the Sun's individual spots

are not clearly identified, and some may doubt the entire

sor of' the primary circle and the Bolar day. This series may also be made

a perfect test of the truth of my rntlo of' circnmference and diameter, And

of the deficiency of geometers' ratio which it is not in the power of numbers

or geometry to disprove.' Many of these things, which are' considered by

mathemattclans I1S mere curiositios of figures, are in fact mochnnical truths

of' the very highest order.

accuracy of time, we will not rest. our eddence here,-we

have a more sure testimony in what follows.

The Sun appears to re\?olve on his axis rclath-el,v to

us in t"'enty-six or twelltJ-se"en days. It is tlwrefo1'C

certain that the above revolution of plus twenty-two yea!'s

relatively to the centre of his orbit must be accomplished

by a, small daily precession o'-er mean or sidereal time.

IIerschell gives the Sun's sJnodical period on his axis (re.

relath-ely to the Earth and the ~Ioon) fiS 2711 5h 5'. The

:Moon's sidereal time round the Earth is 27d 7h 43' 3"; at

thnt I'nto therefore, accortling to IIerschell, there is n. pre

cession of the Sun OIl his axis of 2h 38' 3" in a sidereal

lunation. ,Ve haye thus the right amOllnt of the Sun's

precession in his axial motion relatively to us to conform

t.o the period of 22+ years relnth-e to the centre of his

orbit. :More exactly I think the amount of that precession

is 5' 43" 32'" daily, equal to 2h 36' 25" 57'" in a sidereal

Inflation, differing from lIe!'schell's period but l' 37" in

a lunar month. * At that rate of motion, in plus twenty

two years the Sun by his precession will gain one complete

* Whntcver difference there mny be in the relntive motions of the Sun on

bis axis find of our Enrth, it being the primary ofall relative motions, it can

be neither more nor less thnn unit, and tho unit of circumference irrespec

tive of mngnitude is 20612, which expressed in the divisions of time=

Ii' 4::\" 32''', which I nssume, therefore, is tho trne difference in the relntivo

motions of the Sun Rnd our Enrth on thoir respective 3xles; and I prefer

this as n principle of motion rnther thon the result of Her!'!chell's instru

mental observation, which, like 011 other observations, is ot best ouly a '"Cry

dOBo npproximntion.
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synodical period of the Moon and one precession added;

and the Earth having passed twenty-two times round the

Sun will have 'gained of solar time twenty-two times the

amount of one' precession of the Sun on his axis, the whole

together equal to 324 Oh 51'. This is just as it should be;

the motion is perfectly mechanical, and the time agrees

with Herschell's demonstration <Jf the Sun's precession

with~n a few minutes in plus twenty-two years. Neither

one of these phenomena could exist wit.hout the othcr

they are in fact' creative of each other; the existence of

the period creates the precession, and the existence of the

preces~ion proves the necessity of the period.

I consider the evidence perfect in itself, and it m there

fore certain, I think, that pIns 651 years is the Earth's

synodical period, and that the Sun turns on his axis rela

tive to the centre of his orbit once in plus twenty-two

years, in which, revolving about the Sun, the Earth con

joins with any meridian on the Sun, and the centre

around which the Snn revolves. The fact that this same

period is or is not also the period of the revolution of the

Magnetic Pole turns wholly upon the admission or denial

whether or not the attraction of the needle is caused by
astronomical or planetary influence. If that be admitted,

it is then an absolute necessity that the superior attrac

tions which govern the Earth's motions relatively to the

Sun and the centre of. his orbit, must also govern the

movement of' the Magnetic Pole.

If I understand correctly the principles and necessities

of combined motion, these orbs revolving to~et.her and

ahout each other, all goyerned by the same laws, and

thcir forces all equalized between thenu~elves in respect to

t.heir relative magnitudes. distances, and \relocitles, C:ln no

more fail to make these conjunctions in the ascending and

progressive order exactly as begun, without. getting out of

place in respect to each· other, than the hands of a dock

can fail to conjoin at 12 M. without getting ont. of place

in respect' to t.ime. The perfect obE'ernmce nnd exnet

fulfilment of this order is in f~lCt a part of the law which

keeps the Earth in her perfect balance, fulfilling her sen
sons in exact time, and with perfect e-nfety.

I must he]'e ask attention to the fact that in proving

the exact period of the revolution of the Magnetic Pole, I

have at the same time explained nnd proYed the Earth's

synodical period-a period not before known or under

stood in the sciencc of the e-chools-and this is done

chiefly by the aid of the Qundrnture~ so long condemned

hy the schools as a useless question.

I consider the evidence pet·feet in itself, yet I have no

donbt but it will be rejected by those who contend for t.he or

thodox and angulnr sJstem of demonstration, which in my

opinion is incompetent t.o discoyer the truth in either case.

The true and immediate l·eason of its rejection however

will be, that its simplicity and truthfulncss to nature does
not flatter the ostentations pretensions of speculative learn

ing. Victory, however, will not. nlways hang in the bal·

ance, but must eventually be declared on the side of truth.
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There is another truth of Astronomy with which this

period has something to do-it is the precession of tIlc

equinoxes.

Two forces are always active in revolution; and in

order that revolution may be continuous it is necessary

that one of the forces should always precede the other a

little. Wherever' there is continuous revolution, there

fore, there is always a precession of one of the forces whieh
. .

govern it. It is a universal principle and a mechnn ical

law, without which motion cannot be continued. It HiltY

be best illustrated by th~ steam-engine, and it is just as

observable and necessary in the motion of the heavenly

bodies as in the steam-engine.

In the construction of the engine one of the first diffi

culties encountered ,vas to' overcome the force of gravity.

It was found' that when the two forces of gravity and

steam-power came exactly opposite each other the engine

stopped. Something was wanted to carry forward motion

beyond the centre of gravity, and this is exactly the same

thing as precession in the motion of the heavenly bodies.

Ingenuity and' perseverance at length overcame the diffi

culty with the -~team-engine, and it is a remarkable fact

and worthy of attentive consideration, that the principle

by which the difficulty is overcome is precisely the same

as is observable in the relative motions of our Earth aild

the heavenly bodies, viz.: by a slight difference in time in

the action of one of the forces,-a moment's precession of

one~orce over the other. Thus, as we have just now seen,

I

the Sun, the source of the governing attraction in his

revolution on his axis, takes precession of the l\Ioon in

his orhit more than five minutes daily, and fulfils his re

volution more than two hours sooner in a lunar month

than the Moon completes her orbit relatively to a fixed

star.

The Earth appears to be moving between two forces

the attraction of the Sun as the centre of the solar system

to which the Earth belongs, and a force ontside of the solar

~'ystelll whi(~h controls and 1iI1lit~ the sidereal 01' mean YCllr.

.But in the Illations of the Earth the S11n's attraction always

takes precedence, or has the precession, becam.e, as I sup

pose, that the Earth is nearer to him than to the opposite

force, and because the Earth undoubtedlJ belongs to the

Sun's system.

Thus, while the Earth is turning on her axis, the Sun

actually goes before, and the Earth is nearlJ 3' 56" longer

in turning on her axis from opposite the Sun's centre to

opposite thnt centre again, than she is in turning from op

posite a fixed star to opposite that stm' again. The Earth

in her daily revolution is thus carried forward beyond the

gravitating centre of the two forces, the solar and sidereal,

and the amount which she is thus carried forward is the

Snn's daily precession.

Again, in the E~rth's revolution round the Sun the Sun

arrives at his solstitial points nearly forty-five seconds before

the f'tar arrh'es at the srime meridian, and the 801nr year if'

ended before the sidereal )"ear is ended; and this again is
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the Sun's annual precession at his 801stitial points over side·

rea.! time, or the mean year.
So also the Sun arrives at his equinoctial points about

3! seconds of time and plus 51" of a degree before the star
arrives at the same meridian, and this is what is termed

the "precession of the equinoxes," in whieh, according to
our theory, the Sun by his precession carries the Earth be

yond the centre of gravity of the two forces which govern
her motion; 'and this precession will surround the globe in

about 25,000 years, sometimes called the great year of the

Earth.
We are now to see what our period of the revolu-

tion of the Magnetic Pole and tIle Earth's synodical period
haB to do with the precession of the equinoxes.'

In my work on the Quadrature, pages 97 to 99 inclusive,

I have shown; that "all periods of time are greater than

the revolution of one primary circle in space, because all

the heavenly bodies by which time is measured are them

selves also in motion." The revolution of one primary

eircle in space when reduced to time is 23h 51' 23" 20'''

and the sidereal revolution is the exact mean between one

circular and one solar day, less 44" 52"', which is the Sun's

precession at his solstitial pointB. In other words, the ex
cess above the mean between a circular and sidereal and.
a sidereal and solar day is the Sun's precession at his solsti-

tial points.*
• The Bolar day equals 24 hours, difference grea.ter than circu-

lar day••••...•..•.•..•....•••. " .••.•••...•....... 8' 36" 40'"

As the Earth's synodical period i8 the same revolution as
Iter annual period, only continuous for a longer time, and

relatively to a higher centre, which is on a scale of' geo
metrical progression above the annual period, it is there
fore evident that the Sun's daily precession in the Earth's
synodical period shall be the '!nean of the difference be

tween a circular and sidereal and a sidereai and a solar

day, and any excess of the actnal period above the mean

of such difference, shall be the Sun's precession at his equi

noctial points. In this we follow the exact rule as seen to

exist in the unnual revolution and the Sun's precession at

his solstitial points.

The actual mean as described above is found by calcu

lation to be 2' 9" 10'" solar time,* and the actual time of
the Sun's daily precession in the Earth's sJnodical period is

2' 12" :37'"+;t the difference above the mean is 3" 21'" +,
The sidereal day equals 23 h. 56' 4" 6''', difference less than

Bolar day•.•••••••.•.•..••••....••••.•••••••••••.... 3' 55" 54'"

The circular day equalB 23 h. 61' 23" 20"', difference less

than sidereal day .•.••••••••.•.•.••.••••••••......•• 4' 40" 46'"

E~cess of differeuc-'e above the mean ...••.... 0' 44" 62'"

• The difference between one circular and one sidereal day is

4' 40· 46''', half equals .••••••.......•••.•...••...... 2' 20· 23'"

The difference between one sidereal and one solar day is

3' 65" 54"', half equals 1' 57" 57'"
---

Together = 4' IS" 20'"

Half equals.. . • •. • . •• • . •. • •• . 2' 9" 10'"

t The period 651.4409+ x 365.24225+the days and fractions of darB in
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which is the Snn'sdaily precession above the mean as be
fore stated; and because in performing one complete revo~

lutionround the Sun, the Earth has gained' one entire
revolution on' her axis from the Sun to the Sun, or one soIn.r

day, therefore theSlln, on the completion of the full year,
arrives at his equinoctial point preceding the star by exactly

the excess (3"27'" +) oftbe whole daily precession above

the mean of the DIFFERENCE between a cireular and side
real and a 'sidereal and solar day, as before stated,--:iust as
at his solstitial point, the Sun precedes the star by exactl'y
the excess above the mean between a circular and sidereal
and a sidereal and solar day.

The calculations by which these results are reached are
perfectly simple a.nd reliable, but the detail of figures .
'Would be too 'dry for'rehearsal here, although some very
curioM and interesting facts might be developed thereby.*

The precession of the equinoxes is therefore seen to he

the mean year, gives the product 287933.74+, equal tlte number of

sola.r days iIi the whole period j and thi8 product 237988.74+ divided into

the mean year reduced to the smallest appreciable divisions of time (thirds,

or 60ths of a second) will give the required Sun's precession daily to accom

plil!lh the whole revolution. Thus, 661.4409+ )( 865.24224=237D33.74

+ and 365 d. is h. 48' 50" 53'" reduced to its lowest denomination =
1893415863 + 287933."4='1957.'14.+, which iH the amount of the Sun's

daily precession over mean time, the time being in thirds or 60ths of a second,

and 'l9n'" +'expressed in the proper divisions of time = 2' 12' 87'" + tho

Sun's actual daily precession in the Earth's synodical period.

• The elements of the exact period of the Sun's orbit ore, I think, developed

in these calculations, which I am induced to believe is exactly 26,000 years,

the natural and necessary result of the mechanical laws .of
motion, and not the result of nceidentnl and extraneous
causes, as has been taught by astronomy.

To speculate on the CRuse of an observed phenomenon
find make a show of reason out of it is one thing, and to
demonstrate the necesssity. of such phenomenon, its cause
and exact value by a mechanical law of universal applica

tion is quite another thing. And this is the real differ
ellee between mc and the astronomers of the schools in
regard to the cause of the precession of the equinoxes.

In my last published paper on this subject I said that
"problems of new and exceeding interest, almost without

bound, would follow the acceptance of the truth of my
demonstrations." As yet I have scarcely tOllched upon their
number or interest; others of a more startling nature than
any yet mentioned, l\nd not less clear and conclusive, are
in reserve and ready to be demonstrated whenever the
principles of revolution and the value of the quadrature are
ndmitted. These demonstrations will contradict no knmcn

truth, but they will add man.r new truths to those already
known. As in the case of the precession of the equinoxes,
they will set aside some of the speculative causes of the
observed phenomena, and substitute in their room a natu
ral and efficient cause. They will correct false theories;
and no one ueed be surprised if in a very short time from
this astronomers should find themselves compelled to in-

but with a lap or precession at the end indicative ofanotherrevolutioD that

will take over 13,000,000 reara to fulfil.
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quire whether they have not always been mistaken in sup
posing the unnatural existence of a projectile force.

Sir J. F. W. Herschell in his Astronomy has remarked
that "Astronomy, unlike the other sciences, can never
change." His meaning doubtless was, that the truths of
astronomy were, fixed from eternity in the laws of nature,
and therein he was right, and astronomy can never change.
But some who have not Herschell's perceptions of truth,
have construed him to mean that the science of astrono
my as taught, being already perfect in itself, can suffer no

change. But this is a very great mistake. There are many
things taught as truths in astronomy which are purely con
jectnr~l. I speak not now of any of the observed phenom
ena, but of the causes assigned for such phenomena, which
are often accepted by the learned only for want of a better
explanation ; and if· my demonstration be true, Buch has
been the case in regard to the precession of the equinoxes;
by attributing it to a wrong cause they have been led
into another error to find the cause of n'utation. I believe
that if the principle be accepted, that the Magnetic Pole
revolves by astronomical attraction, gradually, but ver.r
slowly changing the equator and the Poles, it will at once
explain all those curvilinear phenomena about the Poles
of the 'Ecliptic, which have led to the assumed cause of
precession ana nutatio~. Precession and the ~ppearanceof
nutation will still exist, but the cause of them will be quite
another affair. They are simple, natural and mechanical
truths, the result of a componnd motion.

I do not believe the story which the savana tell ns to
nccount for precession and nutation,-that this Earth of
ours, which bears us all so kindly and smoothly on her
bosom, is in fact a hump-back, and that she ,vags herself
lewdly in presence of her lord the Sun when he ap
proaches the equator. I am satisfied that she has no such
deformity or infirmity, and that she will at length vindi
cate herself against all such aspersions of vain and pre
sumptuous philosophers.*

* It is held by astronomers that the cause of the precession of the equinox

is an accumulation of matter and protuberance", of the Earth about the equa

tor,-and that the attraction of the Sun aod Moon acting upon the increased

mass, gives to the Earth a. disturbed motion, causing a vibratory movement on

her axis, and this they call nutation or " nodding. I have no belief in such a

cause.
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Entered according to Act ot CongreM, in the )'car 1872,
By JOHN A. PAnKER,

In the Omce ot the Librarian ot Congre8!l, at W88hington, D. O.

NO PROJECTILE FORCE IN NATURE.

IN a paper which I read two years ago, before the
American Geographical and Statistical Society, on tho
subject of Polar Magnetism, in which the argument was,
that the Magnetic Poles revolve about' the Geogrnphical
Poles, and that Polar Magnetism is of planetary and
celestial origin, I indicated a doubt of the existence of
any projectile force in nature, and its consequent absence
in the motions of the Heavenly bodies.

In that paper I said something of the" universal law of
precession" prevailing throughout all the Heavenly
bodies, the greater over the less, as a means provided by

Nature in connection with magnetic attraction, to ma.ke

motion continnous.
In the paper which I shall now read, I propose to say a

few words on the non-existence of projectile forces, Rnd to
give f:1.ome practical proofs of the theory advanced.

It will be seen at once that if the universality of preces
sion is tho cause of the continuance of motion in the
Heavenly bodies, it constitutes the first esta.blished truth,
which confirms a doubt of the existence of a projectile
force. Nature never wastes her powers by supplying two
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forces where only onA is necessary, and if we once admit
the existence of magnetic attraction (gravitation), to pro

duce motion, and the universal law of precession to make

it continuo.us, we have then accumulated aU the powers
that are necessary, and why should anything more be

required ~

The idea of a projectile force has its .origin, no doubts

in our knowledge. of the fact, that our own Earth, in her

orbit round the Sun, passes over an amount of space many

times greater than her revolutions on her axis would

measure, and at first sight a projectile movement appears

to be an inevitable necessity, and to account for it ration
ally has exercised the, science~ ingenuity, skill, and judg

ment of the best minds which the world has afforded, in

centuries, past. I shall not attempt to repeat what has
been said or w.ritten on the suoject; it is sufficient for our

present reasoning. to know that by no ingenuity of skill
have the believers, in an active projectile force (and that

belief has, 1. think"been universal) ever been able to bring
their theory within the operation of any natural law

known to exist., . It is reasonable to £\uppose that the laws

of Nature, seen in our own world, are the laws of the

universe, and we have no right to aBsume t.he existence

anywhere of laws which are contrary to Nature here. But

then comes the certain truth, that the Earth does move
through space, both positively and relatively to other bod
ies, faster' than her diurnal revolution on her axis would

~arry her, and how shall it be accounted for ~

The result which all who have reasoned on the subject
haye finally come to iB in substance like this. They

represent the Deity as oecupying some limited space, sit
ting on a vast throne, high and lifted up, enga~ed in his

work, as a man "'ould work with his hands creatinO"
, 0

worlds, which he throws off to the right or the left, gi ving

them an impetus which, for some unknown reason is to,
last forever, and to be their guide through illimitable
space.

They thus, in fact, malign the Deity, by likening him
to man, and to His own created things. They forget
that right and left are only relative terms to a stationary

being of limited power, and presence, and that neither
height nor depth has any existence in the infinity of

space. Rut the question comes back RO'ain how else cani:' ,

they acconnt for the vast movements of the Earth and the
Planets which we know exist, and see daily performed.

The way is then open for imagination to conceive 8

method by which these movements can be accounted for,

but it mnst be a method consistent with the natural forces
known to exist, consistent with the known movements of

the Ileavenly bodies, and contrndictory of no known truth
whatever.

Imagination is one of the greatest, if not the greatest,
power of the mind which God has given us: we identify
it with thought, but it is superior to thought, and always
leads it; it is creative as well as suggestive in its power;

it presents to us the images of things as perfect as the
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realities, and, no matter from what'distance' they may

come, her flight to bring them is instantaneous as the
lightning. Althongh wayward at times, 8he is always the
willing handmaid of reason, and under that guidance,
Imagination is alwaY8 thepatnway to discovery. We
must invoke her help, then, in our present dilemma, and go
wandering for a while in the realms of space, with reason
and imagination alone' for companionship.

I think I can best lead your minds along with me in
this wandering, by relating a story of fact. ' I was sitting
on the piazza on the west side of my country house, to
witne88 the splendors of a summer sunset. The air was
cool and' refrcshing, and I sat till twilight had deepened
into night, when Imagination assumed the reins of thought,
and all that here follo,vs is of her suggestion.

"What mean' these glittering worlds in view, that

downward slope their west'ring wheels ~ " They are all
apparcntly moving-By what means ~ For what purpose,
and to what end W But astronome;'s say it is we that
move, not they, and ast~onomers must be 'right, else how

could such journeys be accomplishcd W, But there ,is no

appearance of our moving-the air is still around us,-it
is even moving gently in the same direction with us. If
we. were in such rapid motion as is supposed, the air would
rU8h byu8 in the opposite direction with a force that
would anrtihilate us. The atmosphere must then move
with us. Astronomers say it does, and astronomers must

be right.

How high is our atmosphere 1 Philosophers tell us that.
it is only forty miles I 'Vhnt is next to it 1 \Vhere is the
dividing line? There must be great friction on that line
if the same order of nature is obeyed there as here.
Philosophers have again told us that there is nothing next
to our atmosphere, and that is the renson of a continuance
of the projectile motion, because there is nothing to stop

it. Are we then moving through space on the same prin

ciple as through an exhausted tube W In that case we
should not move in an orbit, but in l\ straight line, until
we should go crash against some other planet, shattering
onrselves or them. And these same philosophers have, in

their imaginations, gravely provided this mode of destruc
tion for us. But this is not in harmony with Nature, or
our own motion, and besides "Nature abhors a vacuulll."
It cannot be, therefore, that we are projected thus through
space.

There is the Moon a~ove us shining brightly. She is
moving in the same direction that we are, and she moves

faster through space than we do. She accompanies the

Earth in her orbit round the Sun, and at the same time she

goes completely round the Earth relatively to the Sun,

every twenty-nine and a half days. She hRS kept the
~ame relative position to onr Earth in all her vast jonrneJs
of thousands of years. By what principle are they thus
held togetherW Have we any evidence of the existence
hetweel1~the Earth and the Moon of any medium but the
~oml1lon atmosphere in whatever rarefied state that may
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be ~ Must we not suppose, then, that such atmospheres fill
.the whole space between them ~ Are not the Earth and
the Moon, then,·a complete system by themselves, revolving

t.ogether f;om the beginning of time as one, yet forming a
part of anoth~r 'and higher system, and that again still
higher, forever upward and onward, till it shall reach the

Throne of God t It appears to me, therefore, that the Earth
and the Moon form a separate and independent system in

themselves, though tributary to one higher. Can there be
any dividing line ~between the Moon's atmosphere and
ours 1 Is it ·not more probable that they are united and
move together in mingling, flowing currents, like the ocean
currents of this globe, which by their motion and min
gling, are made to assist in preserving the world's balance 1

In that 'case the Earth would then b~ the centre, and the
Moon's path the·circumference of one inseparable moving
orb. By the laws which regulate motion and magnitude
the Earth would then move through her orbit, not byattrac
tion to the concrete Earth alone, but to the great luminous
orb which should include the Moon's path, and all between
that and the Earth, and this, perhaps, a Sun to other worlds;
then it would follow that the Earth's orbit round the Sun

. should be measured hy the revolutions of the Moon's orbit
round the Earth. This is a new idea, it is a grand one,
it is startling. I must look to it and see if it is true.

Imagination has now done her work,-Bhe has led our
thoughts, she has created a figure and presented the moving
image to our mind of the Earth revolving round the Sun

and measuring the distance performed by the value of the
cirCl1lnference of the :Moon's orbit, and, having no more to

do, Imagination now bids us to prove our intelligence.
I retire immediately to my room, and not to make my

story too long, after a variety of defective and erroneous
calculations I at len~th arrived at these results:

The Sun, as ascertained by my Quadrature, is distant
from our Earth 92285568, of those parts of which the di
ameter of the Earth is 7'912. We call them milee-. The di
ameter of the Earth's orbit is then 18459113fl of' such
miles. Its circumference is thm'efore 579847623+ of the
same miles. In pnssing round the Sun the Earth revolves
on her axis 365.24225 times. In so doing she gains one
revolntion=1. In the some period the ~foon. revolves
about the Earth 12,36826. In doing BO she gains one
re\'olntion of the Earth. 'fotal of revolutions, 379,61151 1

These revolutions nre all of them solar days, each one
of \vhich is greater than the revolution of a circle in space

in the proportion of 5184 to 5153 and therefore as 5153 :
5184: 379.61151-381.895, and the circumference of
the Earth's orbit being 57'9847623+ +381.895 gives
1518343 miles for the circumference of the ~{oon's orbit,
and the diameter of 1518243+is 483303+half equa16
241651 which is the Moon's distance fl'om us. Now ob-

. serve that this ·distance is of such parts as compose the

Earth's diameter reckoned at 7912 miles, and, if there is
any error in that diameter of the Earth, then there is an
equal proportional error in this distance. And in my
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opinion the diameter of the Earth should be considered itS

·7853 + miles, and in that case the 1Yfoon's distance will be

239838 and the Sun's distance will be 91597392 miles.

The reasons for all these conditions will be apparent to any

one who will take the trouble to examine them.

In the problem to determine the Sun's distance, I haV6

taken the diameter of. the Earth at 7912 miles, becaufle

that is the sum set down in the books as ascertained by

the measurement of a degree on the Equator. But be

cause in the ,p~oblem to determine the Sun's distance I

have taken the ~arth as "Unit," I am of the opinion that

the diameter should be taken as .7853+ or one quarter

.the circumference of one diameter, and particularly this

should be 80, 88 the calculations are all made in reference

to motion. Thi8 gives a difference in the diameter of the

Earth of between 58 and 59 miles, and I think the last

named 8um (7853 +) is the most accurate.

Astronomers.8ay that the Moon's distance from us is a

fraction less than 239,000 miles, but theirs is only an

approximation, and they admit a liability to error equal to

one or, two thousand miles. And again their measnre

ment is from the centre of the Earth, to the centre of the

Moon, and it i8 self-evident that our measurement as first

given include8 the Moon'8 whole diameter, and her atmos

phere which moves with her, and this being com~idered it

will increase their distance or diminish ours ten or twel vo

hundred miles, and astronomers admit a possible error

greater than that difference would show. But if we

admit an error in the diameter of the Earth equal to that

above stated, we shall then appl'oximate to the latest

estimnte of the ~foon's distance by astronomers almost

exact.ly. Now which shall we accept for the Moon's

distance i the measurement of astronomers with its lia

bility to error of n. couple of thousand miles or so, or my

hypothesis, which, if true, gives the exact distance to a

mile? I think the evidence is all in favor of the hy

pothesis, which makps the Earth to revolve abont the SUll

on the valne of the circumference of the ~foon's orbit,

this result being produced by the natural laws of motion,

and the attraction of magnetism (or gravitation, if you

please to call it such) with the universal law of precession

to make motion continuous, and not by any imaginary

projectile force which does violence to Nature.

The Sun's distance from the Earth was formerly con

sidered to be 95,000,000 miles, some have said 96,000,000;

here again astronomers admitted a possible error of one

or two millions of miles. La Place thought it was within

n of the truth. Of late, however, they have come to

the conclusion that the distance is much less, and as

deduced from the angle of parallax, it has by some been

stated a fraction under 92,000,000, and I hear that mnch
anxiet.y is felt to ascertain the fact, by observing the
tl'nlH~it, of Venlls to happen in 1874.

I determined the Sun's distance by my -Quadrature

published in 1851, to be 92,285,568 miles such as compose

the Earth's diameter reckoned at 7,912 miles, and I wait
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the result of the coming observations of the transit

without fear of contradiction. It was not until a dozen

years after the publication of my Quadrature that the

change was made in the estimate of the Sun's distance,

and then without credit to my earlier demonstration.

But we need not wait for the transit to learn the truth.

The mechanical properties of numbers, which Archimedes

threw away and \Vhich all astronomers now throwaway

as useless, will help us out of the difficulty. If we admit.

the hypothesis that the Earth I'evolves about the Sun <?n

the value of the circumference of the Moon's orbit (and I

do not see how wa can help admitting it, unless we first

deny the unity of the Earth and the Moon, as constituting

a perfect and distinct system, and unless we deny also the

well established truth that the Heavenly bodies are gov

erned by laws that, rep;ulate their distance and motion

relative to each other, precisely according to their relative
magnitudes, density, etc.), then it will follow, from the

mechanical properties of numbers, that knowing how

many revolutiom~of the Earth and Moon are performed

(881,895) in the passage over the Earth's orbit, if we

divide that number into the. 8un's distance (which is the

radius of the Eartp's orbit), the product will be the radius

of the Moon's orbit.
If; then, we want to know whether the Sun is 95,000,000

of miles distant from us, we will divide 95,000,000 by

381.895, the number of revolutions of the Earth and tho

Moon, and that will give 248,759 miles as the Moon's dis-

I

tance; and we know from observation, aside from our own

theory, that it is not 248,759 miles, and that it does not

differ much from 240,000, and by the same means we then

know, also, that the Sun is not 95,000,000 of miles from

ns. Again, knowing approximately the 1tfoon's distance to

be about from 240,000 miles, if we take that as radius, nnd

lllultipl'y it by the number of revolutions which the Earth

and the Moon perform (381,895) in passing o,er the

Earth's entire orbit, the product will be the Sun's distance

or the radius of the Earth's orbit. And here atTain we
~

see that the Sun is not 95,000,000 of miles from us, and,

moreover, that its distance is not greater than the sum we

have given it, viz., 92,285,568 of those parts of which the

Earth's diameter is 7,912, which we call miles. Again,

knowing the 1tioon's distance, we can calculate the cir

eumfcrence of her orbit, and, multiplying that by the

number of revolutions, will give us the Eart.h's orbit
round the snn.

These truths are all so perfectly simple as scarcely

to need a diagram to illust~'ate them, but as all may not

see the truth quite clearly I haye prepared here a dia

gram to illustrate the power of numbers afl applicable
to onr theory.

Let us consider the larger circle as the Earth's orbit,

with the Sun in the centre, the lesser circle is the 1tfoon's

orbit with the Earth in the centre. Now let us suppose

that the diameter of the lesser circle is 1, and the diam

eter of the greater circle is 12, then in the lesser revolv-

•
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ing abont the greater the lesser will make 12 revolutions.

Then divide the number of revolutions 12, into 6, the ra
dius of the Earth's orbit, the result is .5, which is the ra

dius of the Moon's orbit. Again, if you know the Moon's

distance, and multiply it by tho number of'revolutions re
quired to pass round the Sun, it will give you the Sun's

distance or the radius of the Earth's orbit. And if JOU

know the Moon's distance you can calculate the circulTl

ference of her orbit, and, multiplying that by the Bumbel'

of revolutions required to pass round the Snn, it will give
yon the Earth's orbit. if you· know the Moon's distancc,
and divide it into the radius of the Eartll's orbit it will,
give you the number ~f revolutions of the :Moon in her or
bit required to pass round the Sun, and these are just the
th~ngs which the Earth and the Moon together perform

15NO PROJEOTILE FOROE IN NATURE.

evcry J'ear in the fulfilment of their respective journeys

round the Sun.
Divested of the lumber which Science has given these

questions, it looks too simple to be believed, but Jon may
alter your proportions and carry your numbers and
diameters to hundreds of milllonEl-, as you please, and still
J~ou will find numbers true to those mechanical proper
ties.

Admit the hJpothesis, then, as in fact we ha\'e ~lready

proycd it, that the Earth revolves round the Sun on the
value of the circumference of the Moon's orbit, and we
then know the Sun's distance, without wniting ti111874 to

leal'll the confused results of the' vast outlay for obsel'\"ill~

the transit of Vcnns; and wlu\t is of much grcater impor
tancc, we have learned by this examination that becanse

our Earth revolyes about the Sun, on the value of the cir
enmfcrclIce of' the ~Ioon's orbit, the Eurth being in the
centre, the Earth therefore mo,,·es evenl'y throu~h space,
as the centre of that revolving orb, put in motion by
the attraction of magnetism (gravitation) and kept in

motion by the nniversallaw of the Suu's precession, and
therefore there is no such thing in Nature as a projectile

force, and especially there is none in the motion of Ollr
Enrth round the SUllo

lIcnec it. will ue sccn, that ncccpting these pren.lisc~ to
hc truc, it will result that thc Enrth's daily progress in her
orbit round the Sun is cxactlJ equal to the drcumferew'e
of thc ~[('(,m's orbit ronml the Earth, Yiz., it is exndly
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1,518,348 miles, Buch as compose the Earth's diameter
reckoned at 7,912 miles. Reduced to time, the daily
motion is as follows: RevolutiOli of the Earth on her axis,
24 hours; in the meantime the Moon has advanced, in her
orbit round the Earth, 52' 30"+, sidereal time, to whieh
yOll must add the difference between a solar day and the
revolution of a circle in space, 8' 36" +.

If it is objected that neither the Earth nor the :MOOil
revolve in a circle, and therefore those things cannot be
true, the answer is; that if we suppose either the Earth or
the Moon to revolve in a circle, the area of which is equal
to the area of the ellipse in which they do actually
revolve, then the 1-adius of the circle is exactly the mean
distance of either the Earth or the Moon from the centre
around which they revolve; and it is prccisely the same
thing whether they revolve in a circle by an cqnaI motion,
or in an ellipse by an unequal motion; in eithcr case they
fulfil the law of passing over equal areas in equal times.

JOlIN A. PARKER.
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of this problem. Nevertheless he tried an ingenious mcthod; he rollcd
a circle on a plnne or line, and supposing tlInt its circumfercnce wa~

applied to it wholly until the point whieh IHl.~ fir~t touchcd it touched
it again; he therefore justly inferred that thIS .1IDe would be equal. to
the circumference. He even conceived the outhne of the curve, wlurIl
the point that first touched the straight line was to deseribe whi.eh
formed the curve, since called the Cycloid. But he supposed, wIth
Charles de Bovelle, in the following century, that this curve was itself
an arc of a circle, and from this he claimed to determine it by a geomet
ricnl construction which was entire.ly arbitrary, l'csting on 110 real
property of this movement. He also tried another method,. aecord~ng
to which lIe gave tIIC followin~ solution of the prohlem: a cIrcle beIng
given, add to its radius the side of th? insCl:ibed.8q~are,.ond with th~~
line as diameter describe a circle, 10 wInch 1S lOscrlbed nn eqUI

lateral triangle, the perinutcr of this triangle will, suys Cardinal de

Cusa, be equal to the circumference of the first circle. .
It was not difficult for Regiomontanus to prove that Cusa wns mIs

taken' this relation of the circumference to tIle diameter fell out!'liJe
tIle li~lits demonstrated by Archimedes; that is according to this re
lation tIle dinmeter woulq be to the circumference ns one to a tlU mbel'
greater than 3+ already too large. Besides, the Cardinal learn~d for
his 30'e tllouO'h very DlUch addicted to astrology, he presentfl ID the
collec~i~n of t:'his works several geometrical tracts which are full of

paralogisms. . .
'Ye llave just spoken of Charles de Bovelle or Cnrolus BOVlllus, dls-

tinO'uished at the time by the title of noble philosopher. lIe f5ignalized
hil;self by the strangest ideas. He gave in 1507 a work entitled:
Infl'ocluctionum Geometricum, translated into French and repuhlil"hed
in 1552 under the auspices of Oronce Fin6e, under the title of Geomc
fl.ie Pl'atique, Compos2e par le noble Philosopha, A/aifre Charles de
BOI:eUe, etc. He clnims to give there tIle quadr~tU1'e of the circle ac
coruiTlO' to the idea of the Cardinal de Cusa, wInch, 11e says, came to
11im b; l'ceing a wheel moving on the pavement. ll:lt the c01~str~ctioll
by which he pretends to give the length of tIle Ime to 'Wl~Ie1I 15 ap
plied the circumference of the rol1~ng circle i.s absolutely arbltl~ary,antI
it 'Would follow that the dinmcter 1S to the CIrcumference aR 1 IR to tIle
F(lunre root of 10, or 3J618, wlIieh is far from tIle limitH ~f Archillletle.s.
'Vhat is nlHo singular, is thnt in tllis Rame hook, nnd III nl1 ;q'l){,~1C1Ix
nddcu to the first "oluOle cif the preecJing works~ he speaks of the

(lu:\(ll'ature t,C the circle made by a poor peasant accordil1'" to which
the eirC'le lI:n'illg 8 for diameter i!'l (,(ptal to the s'qu:l1·e ha,~n~ 10 for
dingollal, that is to 50, which is fhl~e; for the circle iR in this°cnse less
th1111 GOl, :llHllllore thall 50H-, oml the (lltadrnture of non~lle doC's not
ngrcc ,~ith that of ~he pcasant, which he considers as true; for the
lntter gives the relnhon of the diameter to the circumference exactly ns
] .0000 to 3.1250; the noble philosopher eyen wanders further from
the tntth than the peasant docs below; and he might have been told
that wheu one is mistaken he ought not at least to contradict himself.
Bovelle 811yS, f,l18ely, that these relations coincide. Either he had not
per~ol'1ned the caleulntion himself, or he did not know enough nrith.
metle to extract by npproximntion a square root; these works of Bovelle
nrc pitiahle; his mallner of cubing the sphere is pr('i5111inelltly absurd.

'Ve are sony to find in the s:tme class a royal professor of the 16th
century, named Orol1ce Finee, who, by his numerous works, aC(luircd a
kind of' fame. lIe gavc in his Protol11athrsis n qundr:ltll1'e of the circle

\ . I '" 'a IU.e 1IIuro IlIgCIlIOUS, 111 truth, than that of novelle; but which is.
nev?rthel~~~~~. par<ll~gism. 011 the poilltof' dying, in 1555, he urgently
ndvlsed Ius fl'lend, Mlznult de Monthu<;oll, to publish his discoyeries, not
only upon thig ~ub.ieet., but also on the 11l0~t f:l1nous problems of O'eome
try, l"1H'h nR the t.ri~ertion of the nllgla, ntld the duplication of th~ cube,
nlld the inscription in the rircle of all regular polygons. Miznlllt kept hi8
~ord, and in 1556 published thiR assemblage of paralagisms under the
tItle of Dc rebus Afathe.malicus hactcl11fS dcsideratis, libri IV. :\lost of
these problems nre solvatl in val'ioll~ ways hy him; it hnppens that hi:
different solutions of t.he M11Ie prohlem do not. ngree with one nnother.
nor with those of Bovelle, and of his rural geometrician which he had
approycd by publishing them, it wns the height of false rensoning in
geomctry; eOllsCfluent.ly he wns e:l!::ily refuted hy the geometricinn
lluteon, who lw.d been hiR disC'iple at the College Royal, by Monllls or
Nunez, a Portuguese geomctricinn, and several others; but still he
died satisficd, fully persunded that his nnme would be plnced on a le",cl
with tho~o of AI'ehimedes and Apollonills. This senndal was renewed
nmollg the royal professors in 1(100, when Monantheuil, one of their
number, published a quadrature of the circle.

One Simon a Ql1ercu (doubtles~ Duchene or Vnn Eck) nppeared on
the arena a few yenrs bter, in 1585, nnd proposed a quadrature of the
circle. lIi~ prctcllllctl discoyrry was nlllrh less wide 1'1'0111 the truth
than those of his predccessof.3 allll fell within the limits of Arehillle-
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than those of his predccessof.3 allll fell within the limits of Arehillle-
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des. So Peter Metius, who undertook to refute him, was obliged to
f5eek for a closer relation of the diameters to the circumferencc, and
found that the one was to the other as 113 to 355. The pretended
quadrature of Duchene could not Btand this test, and must be mUlled
only because it led to the curious and elegant discovery of Metius ;
for this relation of 113 to 355, reduced to decimals, is the same
as 10000000 to 31415929; which is at the most but 1O.o!lf,-nf1f of the
diameter -in excess. The diameter of the earth being only 654281G
(toises) or 13936912 yards, the error made by tltis relation of the
circumference of a circle of that size would scarcely be 2 (toiscs) or
4: yards. If those who connect in their minds the problcm of the
(luadrature of the circle with that of longitudes, knew what we havc
just said they would soon see their mistake; for, if thcse problclllg
were connected with each other, what would be an error of 4 j'llflh
on a track around the earth? The Spanyard, Sir Jaime Falcoll, of
the order of Our J.Jady (Notre Dame), of Montesa, published in 1587,
at Antwerp, his paralogism on the quadraturc of the circlc. His
book is rendered amusing by a dialogue in verse between himself and
the circle, which thanks him very nffectionately for squaring it; but
the good and model knight ascribes all the honor thereof to the holy
patroness of his order. The paralogism was apparently so gross that
no one took the trouble to refute it.

But a man much moro famous than the foregoin~ challen~ed the t'.t

tention of learned Europe by his pretcnsions on the quadrature of thc
circle; it was the celebrated Joseph Scaliger. Full of self conceit, hc
supposed that he had only to present himself on the field of geometry
and that nothing that had bafHed geometricians until then could resist
a man of letters with his powers. He therefore undertook to find the
quadratur.e of the circle, and put forward, with much brag~adocia, his
discoveries on this subject in It book which appeared in 1592: NOl:a
Cyclometria; but he had no cause to congratulate himself on having
thus wished to place himself among geometricians. For he was rc
futed by Clavius, Viete, Adrianus R011lanus, Christman, etc., wIll)

. fihowed each in his own way that the size which he assigncd to thc cir
cumference of the circle was only a little less than tho inscribed poly
gon of 192 sides; which being absurd, demonstrated the illcol'1'ectncs:-\
of Scaliger's reasoning; but he did not surrender; and never diu a
man who thou~ht he had discovered tho quadrature of the circle, the
trisection of the angle, the duplication of the euhe, or perpetual motion,

give in to the plainest reasoning. He will sooner deny the most ele
mentary propositions of geometry, like l\loliensis Cana, who found no
lCi'IS than twcnty-seven false propositions in the first book of Euclid.
Sealigcr rcplied with bitterncss to the geometricians who had cenl'urcd
his quadrature; he treated them with contempt, especially Clavius who
had already wounded him by an answer to his attack on the Gregorian
Calender. Unfortunately for the honor of Sealigcr abuse is not rea
soning, and the established fact remains that Scaliger, an eagle in
literature, was nothing in geometry.

Scarcely had Scaliger disappeared when one Thomas Gephirander
came to take his place. But he had not Scaliger's pride; he acknowl.
edgcd, cven in the title of his book, that his discovery was simply the
result of divine Grace. 'Ve shall see many others gifted with this
snme spirit of humility. The paralogism of Gephirander nevertheless
was palpable; for it consisted in the pretension that if betwcen two
magnitudes there is any geometrical relation whatever, the same rela
tion will exist if the salDe quantity is taken from each. Thus, nccordinO'
to this illuminate, the same relation exists between 2 and 5 as betwee~
3 and G, since only t,he same quantity, viz., unit.y is subtraeted from
cach of thcse lIumbers. But scarcely any of the follies with which
false reasoning, a fitlse mind, and the conceit of never recanting one's
errors inspire these visionaries ha"e equaled those of Alph. Cano, of
Molina, in a book entitled: Nuevos dcscllbrimientos Geometricos. He
reJllotle1s tho whole of ]~~uclitl, nnd ~ellrec1y Olle of his propol'itions is
spared by him. Yet who would believe it I he found another fool,
named Janson or Jansen, who translated him into Latin under the
title of Nova. reperta Geornet1'ica., etc. Morcover Cano admitted thnt
he had not the least idea of gcometry until the Deity, whose delight it is
to humble the proud and enlighten the ignornnt, Illld im'pircd him.

A similar wiseacre presented at the same time in France his pnralo
gisl11s upon the quadrature of the cirele and the duplication of the
enbe. It was a merchant of Rochclle, called De Lalen. This one also
pretended to have receh'ed the solution of these problems by dit"i1lc
revelation, and announced that the union of the Jews, Turks, and Pa
gans to the Christian religion depended upon the manife!':tation of this
truth. In f:lCt, according to him, the quatlrature of the circle was the
qlladratnre of the heavenlj' Temple, and the duplication of the cube
that of the elementary, terrcstrial, and aquatic altar, whence was to flow
thc conversion of the Jews, idolaters, etc. Accordingly some retio-ion-
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sections and of equations. I undertook, in 1754, to make it more plain
and develop it more fully in my Hutoire de8 Recherche8, etc. I will
have to refer to it and deem it convincing. Besides, although geomctry
presents numberless examples of squared curves, I know of nonc
among the enclosed curves or curve continually receding (refournant)
upon it.~elf, that can be. Still D.'Alembert, in the fourth volume of
his OpltICUle8, 1768, says, that he can scarcely assent to Newton's rea
soning to prove the impossibility of the quadrature of the circle. I see,
says he, that a similar course of reasoning, applied to the rcctifieation
of the cycloid, would lead to a false conclusion, the only differcnee, it
seems to me, is that the circle is a receding curvc and the cycloid is
not. But I sce nothing in Newton's reasoning which can bc changed
by dispnrity, more particularly, since the cycloid, if it is not a receding
curve like the circle, is a continued curve whose sides (branches) are
not separated i in a word, the reasoning of Newton rests solely on this
supposition that in the circle an infinite number of areas corresponds
to thc salDe abscissa, whence he infcrs that the equation between the
arc and the abscissa must be of an infinite dcgree, and consequcntly is
not algebraically rectifiable i now, by applying his reasoning to the
cycloid, I would inrer that the equation between the abscissa and thc
corresponding arc must also bo of an infinitc degree, and therefore the
arc is not rectifiable algebraically, which is false. D.'Alembert made
the calculation and concluded by saying, it !leems to me that thesc re
flections might deserve the attention of the gcometricians nnd induce
them to look for a more vigorous demonstration of the impoRsibility of
the quadrature and of the indefinite rectification of oval curves.

We shnll now give a brief account of the principal discoveries on the
quadrature of the circle, as most of them arc included among the geo
metrical diRcoveries already discussed in the former volumes, I will
only give them here without going into details Archimedes first dis
covered that the circumference is less than 3+& or 3t, and more than
3H- times the diameter. Some of the ancients, n.s Appolonius and Philo,
found nearer relations, but it is not known what they werc.

About 1585 Peter Metius, in impugning the false quadrature of Du
chene, gnve his near ratio of 113 to 355. It was shown nbove how ncar
he wns right. About the same time Viete nnd Adrinnus Romnnus also
published relations expressed decimnlly which cnDle much nearer to the
truth. Viete carricd the approximation to 10 decimnl places instead
of 6, and taught besides several somewhat simple constructions which
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g:lVC t.he value of the rircle, or the circumference to within a few mil
lionths. Aurianus ROIlll\nus rarried t.he approximation to 17 figures.
But. all that is lilr below what was donc by Ludolph Yan Ceulen, :tnd
which he published in his book de CirclIlo et adscriplis, of which
Snell ius publishcd n Lntin translation, at Leyden, in Hi19. Cculen,
assisted by Petrus Cornelius, found with inconccivable labor :\ ratio
of 32 ueeimals j sec V. II, p. 6. Snellius found the means of short
ening t.his calculation by some "ery ingenious theorems, and if he did
not excel Van Ceulen he vcrified his result, which he put. bcyond at
tack. His diseoverics on this sllhjrct are found in the book cntitled
Willebrordi Snelli Cyclomcfrierts de Oil'crtli dimensione, etc. De~cartes

nlso found n CTcometrical construction which, carried to infinity, would
givc thc cire~lar circumference, nml from which he could easily de
duce an expression in the form of a scrics. (See his Opera postll!lma.)

Gre~oire de Saint-Vincent is onc of t.hosc who arc most. distin
guished in t.his field j true, he clnimcd incorrect.ly to hav.e fou~d tl~c

quadrat.ure of the circle nnd of the hyperbola, but the faIlure 1D tillS
rcspeet was preceded hy so great:\ numbcr of beautiful geometrical
discoveries, deduced wit.h much clegance according to the method of
thc ancients, that it would have heen unjust to have plaeed him among
the parnlogists wc hnve mentioncd. He announccd, in 1647, his dis
covcries in a book entitled: Opll5 Gcomefricum quadrafurac Circuli ct
Sccf;onent Coni libris, X, Comprl'hl'l'M'In. All the beantiful thin~s con
tained in this hook nrc ndmired j only thc conclusion is impugned.
Gre<'oil'e de Saint-Vincent lost himself in the llIaze of his proofs which

o
he calls propm·tiollalitics, nnd which hc introduces in his speculations.
It wns the suhjcct of quite n lively quarrel betwccn his disciples on the
one lwnd, and his advcrsaries on the other, Huygcns, Mersennc, and

Lcotand, from 1G52 to 16G!.
If that skillful geometrician had not bcen mistaken, it would only

lwvc f,}lIo\,"ed from his investigations that, thc quadratnre of the circle
depends upou 'iogarithllls, and con~eqncntly on that of the hypcrbola.
That \,"ould st.ill be a handsomc discovery, but it did not cyell have
that mh'nlltage. This furnished Huygens the occasion of divcrs in
vC1'tigat.ions 011 t.his subject. lIe demollstratcd scveral ncw alltl curious
t.hcorems on the quatlrature of the cirele: TIH'OrCI1l(lfa dc 2rwdratum

hypcr, ellipsis t·t Cil'cuN, 1651 i Dr.: CirCIIli ,l/agnifudc illl;('lIfa, ]1354.
He g;wc several methods of npproaching his quadrature much shortcr
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THE SQUARE ROOT OF TWO.

THE following pages arc intended to explain the nature, uses, and
advantages of the Common Measure, fiS applied to Civil Engineering,
Architecture, Drnughting, Machinery, Building, Painting, and Land

scape Gardening.
Numerous instances could be given where it has been already tested

and found to be everything that could be desired.
According to PROPOSITION 1, COR. PART I, the side of any square

is to the dioganal DS lC one is to tlte square root of tu:o; that is, if the
side of any square be ONE (1), the diagonal nUtst be the Rquare root of
two (112); therefore, by the ordinary method, to find the diagonal of

a square, when the side is known, usc tile following

RULE.

Take as many figures of the Rquare root of two as w£llmal,e the ,'cSIllt
sufficiently exact, and multiply these figures by the number of units in the
side of the given square, the p"oduct will be the true diagonal in tcrms

of the side of the square.

NOTE.-If the side of lhe flquare be expressell In inches, the tllngonal will also hc c:(pressed
In inches; but if the side be expresBed In feet or rods, etc., the dlngonnl will be expressed In feet
or rods, etc.; and If the side contain n decimal or a fraction, UIC result of l~n.t declmnl IIr frnc
Hon will have It.. corresponding result In the diagonal. In all r.a.re8 tlte requtSl,fe number ofjigll7'es
of t1~ .quare root oj trro mtut Jlrst bt obtained.

'Vhen the diagonal is given, to find the side, it is not so easy n taf;k,
and requires more time and labor than to find the diagonal when the
side is known; but, for the benefit of those who still prefer the former
method, I shall here insert the rule which embraces two enses.

CASE 1.

If the diagonal is expressed in integers, such as 1,2,3, etc., the side
of the square is found by dividing these numbers by the square root
of two; the result will be the side in the same denomination fiS the

diagonal.
(136)

CASE 2.

If the dingonnl contains either a fraction or n decimal, this fraction
must first be rcdm'ed to a decimal and the value pointed off ns in
reduction of decimals. If a decimal only, it must first be pointed off,
then divide this decimal by the squnre root of two, according to the
rule for division of decimals, the quotient will be the side of the
square in terms of the diagonal j but, t'n all cases, the "cquisite numbcr
offigures of the sqUa1'e ?'oot of ttCO must first be found,

To find an exact common measure of the side and diagonal of the
square would be equivalent to finding the exnet value of the square
root of two; but the square root of two is nn irratiollal quantity, there·
fore it has no end. It is believed that the followiu~ common measure
comes nearer to nn exactcOUllllon measure than any that, h:18 been here
tofore found, as it enn be extended ad injinitum, and whrn either the
,c:.ide 01' the diagollal of anYl:fjuarc is lmown the otlnl' wn be fO/llld ~!!

common ?lwhiplication and d it'il: ion.
Owing to the difficulty of workin~ out the necessary figures of the

square root of two, nnd the tax upon the miud nccessnry to remem
her the Rame, civil enginecr!", nrchiteet8, drnughtsmcn, huilders, etc.,
have long since felt the waut of n CO~DION MEASURE expressed in
integers, or n series of numbers, which would expl'es~ tlw relation ~etlceel~

the side and diagol1alof the square; one that could be easily remem
bered, plainly ,mderstood, and readily npplied. Such, for example, as
the ratio between the cil'cumfcrence alld diamcter of the circh', found

by Mootius in 1640, namely: ~~~, or 1131355, which it is snid will give

the ratio to six decimnl places correct, viz.: 3.141592.
'Plte author is hapP!! tu state that well. a COlllmon measure of the side

and diagonal of the squal'e has been found which may be expres~ed in
ill t('g(' 1'.<:', nnd he ventures to hope thnt when it is fully te~ted the old
method of squaring the 'side, doubling and extracting the l':fluare root,
will be gladly enst aside as n noble relict of "Auld Lang Sync," when
simpler and easier methods were unknown.

'l'he common measure here introduced combines all the ndvnntnges
of conciseness, simplicity, nnd perfection, for by its aid the desired
results are reached much more rnpidly than by any former method nnd
with equal cxaetue~s.
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TIlE SQUARE' ROOT OF TWO.

FIRST EXAMPLE.-SUpposo a builder is laying the foundation for a
house and wants to make each of the cornerS n right augle-that iH, a
perfectly square corner; how will he do it?

AN8WER.-First measure 10.5 feet on each side of the right angle
in the direction of the sides, commencing at the angular point; theu
the distance across from the two extreme points will be 14.85 feet, or
14 feet, 10.2 inches. This result is found by multiplying the side of
tIle given square by 99 and dividing the product by 70, which gives
the desired result. See Plate 8, Figure 1.

SECOND EXAlIIPLE.-Suppose n. civil engineer, while surveying,
wants to layout a right angle without the use of his instrulllents j
Il0W will he -do it?

ANBWER.-!\fellsure with a. tape line any distance, on either side of
the right angle, say 105 feet, in the direction of the sides, COIllmencing
at the angular point. Then will the distance ncross from the extreme
points be 148.5 feet, or 148 feet 6 inches. This result is found pre
cisely like the former, namely, by multiplying the side of the given
8quare by 99, nnd dividing tIle product by 70, which gives tho desired
result. See Plate 8, Figure 2.

THIRD EXAMPLE.-Suppose a. mechanic has n. given circle, the di
ameter of which is 9.9 feet, or 9 feet 10.8 inches, nnd he wants to find
tIle side of the largest square which it is possible to inscribe in the
given circle; how will he find it? .

ANSWER.-l\lultiply the given diameter by 70, and divide the pro
duct by 99, which will give the desired result, which will be 7 feet.
See Plate 8, Figure 3.

If any person has a desire to test the correctness of these results hy
the former method, he is at liberty to do so, nnd will find them correct
to the fourth decimal place.

NOTE.-In the third example above, the dlnnteter of the cIrcle mny be rc~nrl1C11 ns the dlngonlliof the given llqUllre, the side of which wns r.!qulred to be found; therefore the squnre whichIs so formed within the ghen circle Is snld to be InscrIbed within It.

From these three examples, whicl1 embrace two cases, we deduce the
following rules:

CASE l.
'Vhen the side of .any square is known, to find the diagonal correct

to foW" places of figures.
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HuLE.

Multiply the side of the given square by 99, nnd dh·ide the product
hy 70; the quotient will be the diagonal of the square in terms of the
I'ide.

CASE 2.

,,:rhen the diagonal of any square is known, to find the side.

RULE.

Multiply the diagonal of the given square by 7,0, and divide the
product by 99; the quotient will be the side of the given square in
terms of the dingonnl.

NOTF:.-Jt is helh~\'('(l hy the nuthor thnt the nho\'e numbers will nmwt-r (-"err Jlurpo~ for
nll onUn:lry 1ltl':t~lIrctl1eutg; besiues this, they nro ~itllple nud e:l~i1y remembered b)' the most
onllnary mind. If, ho\\,c\'rr, stili grcntl'r necur:lcy is rcqulrL'tl, nttl"ntion Is inyited to the fol
lowing, which the nuthor yenturcs to hope "'ill he foullu to be lSutficientJ)· correct to 5lltisf)' the
1I10st earl'fllJ.

By Case 2, PART 1, it is shown that where the radius of the givcn
circle is the sqllal"C 1'oot of two, the side of the inscribed square will be
fICO, and the side of the inscribed square, the diagonal of which corre-

sponds with the radius, is OIlC. Therefore the secant No.2 is 99,
70

whieh, hy division, gives the ~q\lare root of two to fh'e places of figures
corrcct, thus: 1.4142; that is, if the side of the inscribed square, the
diagonal of wllich corresponds with the radius, be divided into 70 cqual
parts, t he diagonal of the same sq\tare will be 99 of the same parts
nearly.

By Case 3, PART I, it is shown that the secant No.3 is
19601
1386U'

which, by division, gives the square root of two to nine places of fig
ures correct, thus: 1.41-121356 j that is, if the side of the inscribed
square, whose diagonal corresponds with the radius, be divided into
13860 parts, the diagonal of the same square will be 19601 of the
same parts nearly.

. • 1 N . 7(iSH98-101
By Case 4, PART 1, It IS S lown that the secant r 0.4 18 5-1333972U.

n-hich, by division, gh'es tlte square root of- tn-o to 18 places of figures
correct, tl1U!'l: 1.414213562:3730950-1; that is, if the ~it1e of the in
scribed square, the diagonal of which corresponds with the radius, be
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divided into 543339720 parts: the diagonal of the sallle square will be
768398401 of the same parts nearly. .

By Ca8e 5, PART 1, it is shown that the secant No. 5 is
1180872205318713601. . . . s
835002744095575440 ' which, by dIvision, gives the square root of two

to 36 plllces of figures correct, thus: 14142135623730950488016887_
2420969807; that is, if the side of the inscribed square, the diagonal
of which corresponds with the radius, be divided into 8350027440955
75440 parts, the diagonal of the Bame square will be 1180872205318
713601 of the Bame parts nearly.

By Case 6, PART 1, it is shown that the secant No.6 is
2788918330588564181308597538924774401 h· h b d··· .

W IC Y IVlSlon gives
197206006~70463926398445507329911888U'' '.
the ~quare root of two to 72 places of figures correct, thus: 14142135
6237309504880168872420969807856967187537694807317667973799
0732478 j (,hat is, if the side of the inscribed square, the dingonal of
which corresponds with the radius, be divided into 1972063063734639.
263984455073299118880 sides, the diagonal of the same square will be
2788918330588564181308597538924774401 of the same parts neurly.

By Ca8e 7, PART 1, it is shown thnt the secant No, 7 is
1555613090938580753522477984263968662546864806579817762712
1099984505505235876371971631359164002V8~364405164572040531-

6514337489817601 h· I b d' . . . I t ft t
, 'W IC I, Y IVlslon, gives t Ie square 1'00 0 \VO 07842392159581760

144 places of figures correct, thus: 1.4142135623730950488016887242
0969807856967187537694807317667973799073247846210703885038.
7534327641563643977195724018929160771077122365330384600627;
that is, if the side of the inscribed square, tIle uingollnl of which
corresponds with the radius, be divided into 109998456550523587637
19716313591 sides, (.he dia~onnl of the same square will be 1555G13.
0909385807535224779842639686625468648065798177627126514337- .
489817601 of the same parts nearly.

By Case 8, the square root of two can be found, by division, to 288
places of figures, by Ca8e 9 to 576 places, b.y Case!O to 115~ ph~ces,

and so on ad infinitum; and, in every case, If the fllue of the lDsel'ibcd
square, the diagonal of which corresponds with the radius, be divided
into the requisite number of parts, the diagonal will still be expressed

TIGLE,

/lJllltiply the sqnare of the diameter by 11, and diride the Pl'O~l!ct ~!J

14, the quotient will be the area of the circle; or, sqlla~e the radl1ls, and
multiply it by 3~, the p"odllct will be the aua of the ctrcle.

by a certain number of thc S<1mo parts tili it rC:l('II(:': the \<1u~shi!lg.

}Hliut, wllf'/t thc ~q"are "oot of the ~1(//' (~f the flqllarcs oj the t,,'O SIdes (~t

wlY squarc calt be f.-rtracte(l exactly, .
But if by the word c: infinite," indefinite c:rtcl1sion ouly IS meant, tlll~U

the operation may be continued without end, and in THAT C.:SE there
",ill forever remain nn indivisible unit, thc !'quare root of ",hlch neH'r
can be extracted.

If. then the true ratio of the circumference of the circle to its dbm
etel' 'be as '3 1. is to 1, and the radius of the given circle be the l/~,
then will th: area containcd within the given (~ircle be 6~, and the side
of the inscribed square will be two, while the area will be f(1~lr. .nut
the area of the circumscribed squnre i:'l double the area of the IU5cnbed
fl(pWre, therdorc the area of the eireumseribed squ:~rc i!' ~. ,

Again, the s(l'tnre de~eribed upon the diameter 01 allY l'1l'de IS equal
to the circllll1seribcd f;quare.

But the diamcter of the gi\'l'n circlc is l/S, therefore the area of the
circumscribed square is equal to y 8 Xl' 8" = 8.

ACY'nin, the area of the im~cribcd squarc is one-lw{f the area of. the
circu~l1scribed squn.re; thercfore the area of the illseribetl sq~lal'e ~s 4,

Now the area of the given circle is 6t, and the area of the lllscribed
square is 4, and the area of the circumscribed square is 8; t!,erc!::"e the
area of the circle ts to the m'ca of the inscribed .~qllal·e as Ills to I; and
thc at~ea of the circle is to the area of the circumscribed squarc as 11
is to 14.

Therefore to find the nrea of any circle, when the diameter is known,
use the following
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square is 4, and the area of the circumscribed square is 8; t!,erc!::"e the
area of the circle ts to the m'ca of the inscribed .~qllal·e as Ills to ,; and
the at~ea of the circle is to the area of the circumscribcd square as 11
is to 14.

Therefore to find the nrea of any circle, when the diameter is known,
use the following

140 THE SQUARE ROOT OF TWO.
'l'IlI'~ SQL\HE HOOT OF TWO I·U


